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ABSTRACT 
 
My dissertation examines the political significance of nineteenth-century 
domestic literature by situating it within the overlapping cultural and scientific histories 
of plants. While scholars have largely understood the gardens and plants of nineteenth- 
century American literature as metaphors for and projections of human experience, I 
demonstrate the ways in which literary authors, like the cultures in which they wrote, 
understood plants to be distinct. The writers considered here—Lydia Maria Child, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Emily Dickinson—examine how 
botanical life challenged the categorical systems and geographical boundaries that 
organized political thought and practice. I read canonical literary texts alongside home 
garden manuals, horticultural club records, seed catalogues, herbariums, botany 
textbooks, and popular periodicals to reveal how the discursive and material practices of 
domestic horticulture prove to be surprisingly international in scope and political in 
nature. My study is the first to offer a sustained examination of the way domestic writers 
invoked plant science and the language of grafting, transplanting, arranging, and weeding 
vii !
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to engage central social issues of the century: imperialism, slavery, women’s rights, and 
the democratic use of space. 
Chapter One explores how the idea of plant geography and transplantation 
fostered a nationalist discourse about plant origins. Focusing on writings across Lydia 
Maria Child’s career, I argue for the central role plants play in her sentimental conception 
and eventual critique of American nationalism. Chapter Two shows how Hawthorne’s 
understanding of botanical mobility—seedlings and soil whose circulation flouts national 
and legal boundaries—leads him to dismiss the idea of a civic identity grounded in 
personal property. Chapter Three demonstrates how Stowe comes to believe that 
biological diversity is necessary to America’s democratic project. In attending to the 
ways that botanical science at mid-century celebrate ecological diversity, Stowe’s second 
abolitionist novel, Dred, imagines a more racially diverse society than that envisioned in 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In Chapter Four, Dickinson turns to theories of plant vitality and 
migration to critique a scientific method that set plants apart from humans, posing instead 
the possibility of a radical environmental ethic that accounts for plant rights. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A Case for Plants 
 
 
 
  Harriet Beecher Stowe kept a Wardian case—a glass enclosure used to transport 
plants on long ocean journeys—in her Hartford bedroom. Lydia Maria Child liked to 
transplant wildflowers into her garden, but also knew which flower merchants sold the 
best seed. Nathaniel Hawthorne was the nephew of a famous pomologist who imported 
fruit trees from around the globe to his backyard in Salem. And Emily Dickinson 
received pressed flowers in letters from friends across Europe and the Middle East at her 
Amherst home. All four literary authors were passionate gardeners in a cultural climate 
that saw a staggering increase in the popularity of gardening projects, botanical 
experiments, horticultural clubs, and park designs. Despite the importance of plants in 
nineteenth-century culture, however, scholars have tended to associate the gardens and 
plants of American literature with supposedly disengaged sentimental, lyrical, and 
allegorical traditions, neglecting the powerful material connections between far-flung 
botanical exploration and local gardening projects. As a result, a key political dimension 
of nineteenth-century domestic literature has been overlooked. My study is the first to 
offer a sustained examination of the way domestic writers invoked horticultural practices, 
plant science, and the language of grafting, transplanting, arranging, and weeding to 
engage central social issues of the century: imperialism, slavery, women’s rights, and the 
democratic use of space.  
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This project grows out of a rich but largely unrecognized cultural and political 
history of plants in nineteenth-century America. Recovering the role of plants in domestic 
literature from the period alters the shape of three critical narratives in nineteenth-century 
literary history: it 1) recuperates the political dimension of literary plant description; 2) 
expands the influence of scientific thought in domestic fiction and poetry; and 3) joins in 
the ongoing revision of nineteenth-century American exceptionalism by recovering 
horticulture as a popular set of ideas and practices that engaged international networks of 
exchange. The authors considered within this study—Child, Hawthorne, Stowe, and 
Dickinson—examine the ways that botanical life challenged the categorical systems and 
geographical boundaries that organized nineteenth-century political thought and practice. 
Adopting a domestic perspective that is at once scientific and sentimental, these writers 
characterize human-plant relationships in a way that pulls together, or at least places on a 
continuum, subjects that are usually positioned across various divides: black and white, 
public and private, American and foreign. The botanical ethic that emerges in their works 
is surprisingly cosmopolitan, and claims dynamic, non-hierarchical relationships as a 
basis for civic engagement. 
Horticulture was fundamental to the US democratic experiment, for in addition to 
the cultivation of indigenous plants, naturalists, agriculturalists, and politicians sought to 
acquire new species from abroad that might be propagated for scientific and commercial 
ends. While foreign botanical exploration might seem remote from home gardening 
projects, the two enterprises continually overlapped. Naturalists traded information and 
specimens within international networks that included amateur gardeners. Commercial 
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nurseries made distantly sourced plants available for home use. Popular botany textbooks 
drew upon cosmopolitan collaborations, helping students contextualize their own 
observations in relation to intercontinental geographies. And American garden design in 
the nineteenth century borrowed from European landscape theories and botanical 
practices, making the aesthetics of American plant culture appreciably transatlantic. 
Individual chapters will flesh out this historical context in greater detail, but in general, 
botany and horticulture in nineteenth-century America were transatlantic and broadly 
popular discourses.  
Literary critics have yet to register fully the significance of nineteenth-century 
plants, for if we tend to think of gardens as sanctuaries and places of repose, we might do 
well to consider artist Ian Hamilton Finlay’s assertion that “Certain gardens are described 
as retreats when they are really attacks.”1 Finlay’s polemic rejects a passive view of 
horticultural enterprises and the garden itself. To recover nineteenth-century plant culture 
as a set of practices, attitudes, and conflicts is to approach from a historical and aesthetic 
perspective some of the hard questions that we face today regarding social and 
environmental justice. The unique ontology of plants as entities that are simultaneously 
rooted and motile, insensible and feeling, passive and possessed of agency, provoked 
nineteenth-century American writers who confronted a contradiction between the 
espoused ideology of basic human freedom and the lived experience of exclusionary 
politics that treated people as commodities and ownership as a basis for rights. Western 
                                                
1 Ian Hamilton Finlay, from “Detached Sentences on Gardening,” Selections (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2012): 179. 
 
2 Ursula K. Heise. Sense of Place and Sense of Planet: The Environmental Imagination of 
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liberalism is fundamentally anthropocentric, but a writer like Hawthorne, who uses plants 
to interrogate property law, disrupts the economic logic upon which social status, rights, 
and identity are organized. Similarly, in posing the ethical implications of a sentient plant 
realm, Dickinson conceives of agency as something that extends beyond human actors. 
Here and elsewhere, literary uses of botany and plants cut to the heart of the ways in 
which social inequality and social reproduction function.  
Nineteenth-century literature explores the paradoxes of plants: growing down into 
the soil and extending up into the light, they straddle earth and air, stability and motion, 
embeddedness and relocation. They also perch on a threshold of sentience—or at least we 
can think of them that way. Living entities, plants have not been vested with the same 
qualities we ascribe to many animals. We do not keep them as pets or endow them with 
thoughts or moods. Yet when we talk about the human condition, our metaphors quickly 
turn vegetal. We trace heritage by constructing a family tree, and talk about feeling 
rooted, grounded, or transplanted. And nineteenth-century domestic literature is rife with 
comparisons between people and plants that turn out to be more than figurative. Plants as 
a category offer something more precise and unsettling than roomy conceptions of ‘the 
environment,’ which can imply a holistic and distinct other, or function primarily as a 
backdrop for human affairs. That at times plants seem very much like us, while at others 
appearing strange, alien, or unknowable, is what makes them challenging—aesthetically, 
epistemologically, and politically.  
To study the scientific, cultural, and literary history of plants is to engage with 
and extend a number of discourses that fall under the diverse rubric of ecocriticism. 
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Classic studies of the environment—Perry Miller’s errand into the wilderness, Annette 
Kolodny’s virgin landscape, or Leo Marx’s machine in the garden—have approached the 
natural world as holistically distinct from humans. While acknowledging the importance 
of concepts like ‘the wilderness,’ ‘the natural world,’ and ‘the environment,’ I argue that 
plants disrupt the coherence of these overwhelmingly capacious terms, thus helping us to 
better understand them in the process. More recent ecocritical debates, following 
Lawrence Buell, usefully link a crisis in environmental politics to a crisis in 
representation. Ursula Heise helpfully analyzes environmental discourses of the global, 
highlighting the tensions between a “sense of place” and a harder to locate 
deterritorialized environmental ethic.2 Ian Finseth, Jeffrey Myers, and Paul Outka 
examine efforts to naturalize race in the nineteenth century, exploring the effect of these 
efforts on environmental history as well as critical race theory. All helpfully demonstrate 
how concepts of nature become contested political terrain, though none have turned 
attention specifically to plants, or explored how they were experienced, commodified, 
and scientifically conceived in the nineteenth century.  
Scholars in fields outside literary studies have productively approached some of 
these issues in ways that have proved invaluable to my thinking. Geographer Judith 
Carney recovers the legacy of African plants across the Atlantic world, tracing a crucial 
but largely unrecorded history of intercontinental plant circulation associated with the 
slave trade and the botanical inheritance of the American South. Art historian Jill Casid 
likewise offers an examination of gardening as a technique of empire that leverages the 
                                                
2 Ursula K. Heise. Sense of Place and Sense of Planet: The Environmental Imagination of 
the Global (Oxford: Oxford Univeresity Press, 2008): 9. 
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political power of plants. By bringing together the work of environmental historians who 
focus on the colonial aspects of horticultural practices (William Cronon, Philip Pauly, 
Londa Schiebinger), historians of science who explore the epistemological impact of 
botanical classification on institutions and values (Jim Endersby, Harriet Ritvo), and 
material culture theorists who examine the socio-cultural significance of flora (Beverly 
Seaton, Theresa Kelley), we can begin to trace the geopolitical entanglements of 
domestic literary gardens. Indeed, reading the plants of canonical literary texts alongside 
garden manuals, horticultural club records, architectural drawings, herbariums, seed 
catalogues, botany textbooks, and articles in popular periodicals reveals how the 
seemingly domestic practice of plant culture had a complex transnational dynamic, in 
which plants achieve full cultural status through their identification as commodities, 
scientific subjects, aesthetic objects, and living entities responsive to their environments.  
In dialogue with other recent studies of American literature and science by critics 
such as Nina Baym, Christopher Iannini, Maurice Lee, and Laura Dassow Walls, I offer 
an account of plants in the nineteenth century that at times attenuates, at times collapses, 
the binary between the scientific and the literary. The literary authors here also suggest a 
closer proximity between science and sentiment than is usually assumed, as plants in 
nineteenth-century culture elicit emotional as well as empirical engagement. Jessica 
Riskin has begun to productively explore what sentimental empiricism might look like, 
and I consider this possibility in relation to the affective project of citizenship outlined by 
Lauren Berlant and others. Focusing on constructions of civic identity that emerge in 
domestic literature, and building on the scholarship of foundational figures like Jane 
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Tompkins and Lora Romero, I resist an ecocritical tendency to locate the potential for 
political alterity against domestication. Moreover, I explore how for the domestic 
gardener, home and field, interior and exterior, can be both blended and mutually 
constitutive. 
In many respects, the work of Child, Stowe, Hawthorne, and Dickinson in the 
nineteenth century anticipated and can be taken to lay the groundwork for the “new 
materialist” critical turn. Stacy Alaimo’s recent insistence on a material context for ethics 
emphasizes the need for what she deems “more capacious epistemologies” that work 
beyond the binary of humans and nature.3 Timothy Morton urges us to consider how 
nature has been reified as a concept, turned into a “thing in the distance, under the 
sidewalk, on the other side where the grass is always greener, preferably in the 
mountains, in the wild.”4 Jennifer James takes guano, a fertilizer made from bird 
excrement, as an object lesson for the way that an “organic” product, “hailed expressly as 
a natural way to replenish land and sustain agricultural productivity,” helps us theorize 
contemporary exploitation within the sustainability movement.5 And literary critics 
Stephanie Lemenager and Monique Allewaert, along with philosopher Michael Marder 
                                                
3 Stacy Alaimo, Bodily Natures: Science, Environment and the Material Self. 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010): 2. 
 
4 Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2010): 3.  
 
5 Jennifer James, “ ‘Buried in Guano’: Race, Labor, and Sustainability,” ALH, 24.1 
(2012): 117, italics original. 
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and social theorist Bruno Latour, ask us to think about relationality, network, and 
contingency as forms of critique.  
One effect of these new material studies that argue for diffused agency is a 
challenge to, and even disintegration of, the individual, embodied subject. This idea can 
seem alien in a culture where, to quote Wai Chee Dimock, “The realm of human relations 
is fully contained within an all-encompassing business ethic.”6 The market requires 
fungibility, and makes property the basis not only of exchange, but also of subjectivity. 
“Self-possession” is a powerful basis of liberalism and a deeply embedded philosophy 
that drove republican ideology and the construction of social categories. The deep-seated, 
or perhaps deeply-seeded, idea of the liberal subject in American culture makes it hard to 
envision a world in which human-plant relations could be other than an interaction 
between a discrete self and a less sophisticated form of life. Yet one of the lessons that 
nineteenth-century domestic literature teaches us is to see beyond this formulation. I like 
to think that some of the slipperiness and ambiguity around plant culture in the 
nineteenth-century allowed writers room for ethical and political experimentation. In 
Meeting the Universe Halfway Karen Barad argues: 
Justice, which entails acknowledgement, recognition, and loving attention, is not a 
state that can be achieved once and for all. There are no solutions; there is only 
the ongoing practice of being open and alive to each meaning, each intra-action, 
                                                
6 Wai Chee Dimock, “Debasing Exchange: Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth,” PMLA 
Vol. 100, No. 5 (Oct. 1985): 783.   
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so that we might use our ability to respond, our responsibility to help awaken, to 
breathe life into ever new possibilities for living justly.7  
I see a similar ethos emerge out of the way that the authors in this study resist coherent, 
stable representation of plants, despite the fixed and hierarchical ways that botanicals 
were often handled in more conventional registers. Ultimately, plant life, as seen through 
the writings of the authors considered here, insists upon a kind of openness that invites an 
alternative assessment of the grounds out of which political possibilities are formed.  
 
The first chapter of this dissertation shows how the idea of plant geography and 
transplantation fostered a nationalist discourse about plant origins, and how this, in turn, 
influences literary constructions of US nationalism. Focusing on work across Lydia 
Maria Child’s career, from Hobomok (1824) and Evenings in New England (1824) to A 
Romance of the Republic (1867), I argue for the central role that plants play in her 
sentimental conception of the American republic. In her early writings, Child conceives 
of the body politic through an essentially imperial metaphor of grafting. Naturalizing the 
European presence in New England through the idea of transplantation, she constructs a 
botanical taxonomy in which citizenship is organized around what is ultimately an 
exclusionary horticultural sentiment. As her career goes on, however, Child revises her 
approach to suggest a more radical critique of US racial politics. If her early work 
formulating a sentimental botanical nationalism upholds fairly rigid taxonomic 
                                                
7 Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantam Physics and the Entanglement 
of Matter and Meaning (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007): x. 
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coordinates, she moves towards a botanical vision in her last novel that critiques such 
codification, recasting floral language in the service of a more fluid egalitarianism.  
Subsequent chapters focus on authors from the mid-nineteenth century who, like 
the later Child, mobilize plants within an expansive geographical range in order to contest 
how exclusionary politics were reified in acts and rhetorics of regimented cultivation. 
Chapter Two shows how Nathaniel Hawthorne’s domestic fiction challenges human 
efforts to stabilize and thus control natural environments. More than mere fixtures, plants 
for Hawthorne represent dispersal, dislocation, uprooting, and new channels directing the 
flow of information, goods, and people around the world. I attend closely to this mobility 
in following how Hawthorne’s botanical images—from the rose bush outside the prison 
door in The Scarlet Letter to Alice’s posies in The House of the Seven Gables to lesser-
known instances that pervade his writings—engage a European context of scientific 
knowledge, practices and technologies. Though Hawthorne can be seen to fixate on and 
even support methods of social control, he embraces botanical mobility to undermine the 
idea that nature can be fully governed, and that domestic order can be unproblematically 
based upon property ownership. 
Like Hawthorne, Harriet Beecher Stowe looks at the American landscape with an 
eye to European planting practices. Chapter Three argues that attention to Stowe’s 
botanical language reveals how her evolving environmental sensibility affects her racial 
politics and abolitionist strategies. The theories of plant vitality she draws upon as her 
career develops refute the strict classification and cultivation practices associated with 
slavery, disrupting the logic used to segregate humans from each other and from the 
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environment. Stowe celebrates botanical migration and a seamless transition between 
garden and wilderness as an alternative to the policed boundaries of plantation culture, 
and she ultimately endorses biological diversity as essential to the viability of America’s 
democratic project. Extending an environmental ethic only nascent in Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin, the black protagonist of Dred models an alternative ecology as a Jeffersonian 
small farmer of the swamp whose revolutionary beliefs accord with his cultivation 
practices. More tentatively, but also more radically, Stowe uses the scientific theory of 
plant sensibility, which posits that plants can feel, in order to create a biological and 
sentimental basis for comparing plants and humans. Stowe’s characterization of plants in 
this respect reframes our understanding of the relationship between antebellum science 
and sentimental culture, and upends the essentialist approach to nature by which many 
ethnologists classified race. In this way she invites her readers to conceive of 
miscegenation in relation to botanical hybridity, a celebrated practice of the 
Revolutionary fathers and home gardener alike.  
No major nineteenth-century American writer demonstrates better than Emily 
Dickinson the cosmopolitanism of botanical discourse, and my fourth and final chapter 
recovers her use of a global botanical network to question the more constrained scientific 
perspectives she found closer to home. Critics are beginning to understand Dickinson less 
as a recluse and poet committed to local contexts, and more as a commentator deeply 
engaged with contemporary political and scientific networks. Her herbariums contain 
samples of flowers in her garden, but also specimens sent to her by friends and 
correspondents in Syria, Lebanon, Greece and other Southern European and Middle 
 12 
Eastern climes. Flowers and garden imagery allow Dickinson to link the scenery in 
Amherst, Haworth, Santo Domingo, Kashmir, and beyond, revising conceptions of “the 
poet of Amherst” as a writer bracketed by spatial constraints and demonstrating the 
extent of her geopolitical imagination. Focusing on the autonomous circulation of plants 
and developing theories of botanical sentience, Dickinson demonstrates how plant vitality 
might demand a recalibrated politics that takes into account the feeling nature of other 
forms of life. Sentience is often considered from a hierarchical perspective, as Anna 
Henchman has recently demonstrated, that usually takes the form of a linear progression 
from mineral to vegetable to non-human animal to human.8 By exploring botanical 
feeling and mobility, Dickinson challenges this thinking, and asks us to consider a world 
in which other forms of life both exceed and define the parameters of human life.  
  
                                                
8 Anna Henchman, “Stone Deaf: Sentient Surfaces and Penetrability” Conference paper. 
International Conference on Narrative. MIT. March 27, 2014.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
Tender Slips and Mighty Trees: Child’s Horticultural Plots 
 
Lydia Maria Child’s first children’s book, Evenings in New England (1824), 
covers a series of object lessons aimed at moralizing the youth of the young republic. 
Among an array of other historical and cultural material covering all facets of 
contemporary life—from slavery to astronomy, Native American rights to 
personification—recurrent botanical vignettes treat plants as important pedagogical tools. 
A section entitled “Riddling Forest” is a list of botanical wordplays. The enigmatic 
prompts range from “What tree moves backward?” (crab) and “What tree is the laziest?” 
(sloe) to “What tree has for ages withstood the fury of the oceans?” (beech).9 In a more 
heuristic section, “The Uneasy Oak” relates the cautionary tale of one disgruntled tree 
who begs to be transplanted to a city and dies shortly thereafter: a parable about being 
content with one’s lot in life. And “Adventures of a Dandelion” relates an allegory about 
class-consciousness and economy told from the perspective of a dandelion and 
transcribed by a snail amanuensis after the dandelion is pulled “limb from limb” by a 
prospecting naturalist (38).  
For scholars interested in transnationalism and the history of science, the most 
interesting botanical passages are those that explicitly correlate the value of botanical 
instruction with material circulation. In several chapters, a patient, enthusiastic, no-
                                                
9 Lydia Maria Child, Evenings in New England: Intended for Juvenile Amusement and 
Instruction (Boston: Cummings, Hilliard & Co: 1824): 25. Viewed at Houghton Library. 
All subsequent references to this text will be parenthetical and refer to this edition.  
 14 
nonsense aunt converses with her eager niece about the provenance of common 
household objects, tracing them back to herbal sources around the globe. “Do you believe 
that there is a tree in Mexico, which yields water, wine, vinegar, oil, milk, honey, wax, 
thread, and needles?” she asks her niece, who is puzzled by what appears to be another 
botanical riddle (18). The aunt goes on to demonstrate, however, that this is neither riddle 
nor joke, but a reason for studying botany. Not only do the various parts of the coconut 
tree supply all these commodities, she explains, but bowls, baskets, brooms, nets, mats, 
sacks and other utensils besides, as well as an antidote to certain poisons. Approaching 
trees from the perspective of domestic economy—that is, with an interest in their 
domestic usefulness and the ubiquity of household objects produced out of their raw 
materials—the aunt emphasizes that perhaps the most awesome power of trees is their 
potential utility. As the collection as a whole makes clear, and as we might expect from 
the author of The American Frugal Housewife (1829), botanical tropes were popular for 
allegorical purposes, but they also mattered from the perspective of domestic 
management. Child’s take-home message is that trees are marvelous because they make 
domestic life as we know it materially possible.  
Most critical studies of domestic gardening activities in America have attributed 
the reasons for its growing popularity in the early decades of the nineteenth century to the 
characterological benefits purported to accompany botanical study. And indeed, 
gardening and botany were popularly associated with the development of the morality, 
health, and organization of the individual, and by extension, the nation. From this 
perspective, botany served women well because it allowed them to derive lessons from 
 15 
the natural world while remaining within the parameters of the domestic sphere.10 But 
Evenings in New England links the home economy project and the educational value of 
botanical instruction to the global circulation of plant goods. We may think of Child as an 
antislavery activist, early feminist, accomplished author and domestic educator, but she 
was also a keen gardener savvy about the role of horticulture in developing a national 
economy.11 Her first children’s book reveals how domestic home gardening is more 
complicated—indeed more interesting—for its extensive engagement with the 
geopolitical circulation of plants that, for instance, turns “sap, which flows from several 
trees in the East Indies and South America” into the piece of India-rubber the aunt holds 
in her hand (19). Child’s first children’s book turns what some scholars call 
“bioprospecting” into a bedtime tale, and affords a new perspective from which to view 
her botanical engagement in subsequent works, for plants have political ramifications in 
the hands of human consumers, cultivators, and literary aunts.  
                                                
10 For an excellent discussion of women in the sciences in nineteenth-century America, 
see Nina Baym, American Women of Letters and the Nineteenth-Century Sciences. (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002). For a discussion more tailored to botany, 
horticulture and plant studies, see Tina Gianquitto, ‘Good Observers of Nature’: 
American Women and the Study of the Natural World 1820-1885 (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 2007); Elizabeth Keeney, The Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in 
Nineteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 
1992). Philip Pauly’s Fruits and Plains: The Horticultural Transformation of America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008) is a great resource for understanding how 
botany and horticulture were officially incorporated into state practice. And Beverly 
Seaton’s The Language of Flowers: A History (Charlottesville: University of Virginia 
Press, 1995) provides the best introduction to the way in which the culture surrounding 
language of flower books in America, England and France helped to shape and 
participate in sentimental discourse.  
 
11 For a comprehensive biography of Child’s life and work, see Carolyn Karcher, The 
First Woman in the Republic: A Cultural Biography of Lydia Maria Child (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1994). 
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From the eighteenth century bioprospecting was, in the words of Londa 
Schiebinger, a “big science and big business” that radically transformed the global 
landscape and made vegetation into a key resource for facilitating economic and imperial 
expansion. As Schiebinger notes, eighteenth-century political economists across Europe 
“taught that the exact knowledge of nature was key to amassing national wealth, and 
hence power.”12 By and large, literary criticism has not addressed this geopolitical 
dimension of botany when it comes to domestic literature, even though publications like 
Evenings demonstrate its presence in botanical pedagogy. This chapter explores a 
paradox in Child’s writing that helps to explain this elision, for in order to accomplish her 
political work of critiquing American social ills, Child constructs a discursive botanical 
nationalism that disavows land expropriation and environmental exploitation. For 
example, when a novel like Hobomok (1824) uses botanical imagery as a tool for social 
reform, it constructs nature as a trope for nation-building, as an ameliorative, connective 
figuration that exculpates the United States from exploitative material practices. 
However, by the time Child writes A Romance of the Republic (1867) after a long career 
as a social justice activist, she comes to see neat botanical ordering as a tool for 
patriarchal and imperial power, and thus employs flowers not as a way of naturalizing 
                                                
12 Londa Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004): 5. Other important work on this topic 
include Jim Endersby, Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the Practices of Victorian 
Science (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Alfred Crosby, Ecological 
Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004); William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and 
the Ecology of New England (New York: Hill and Wang, 1983, 2003).    
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national identity in a celebratory mode, but as a way of diagnosing the taxonomic 
disorder produced by slavery.  
 In what follows I examine three of Child’s texts: Evenings and Hobomok, which 
were written in the same year, and A Romance, written several decades later, as a series 
of case studies that reveal how botanical language participated in the construction of 
nationalist rhetoric—and its critique. Child’s wide-ranging engagement with botanicals 
becomes clear in the ways that these texts construct floral value differently. If it is indeed 
possible to “say it with flowers,” then these publications each say very different things, 
and the change across Child’s long career is as telling as the internal botanical logic of 
any of the given texts. Child reveals how botanical literary references were not subject to 
a monolithic discourse about plants in the nineteenth-century, but part of a capacious and 
unstable category of symbols that underpin diverse constructions of the nineteenth-
century body politic.  
 
I. Botany Lessons in the Early Republic: Evenings in New England 
Fully understanding Child’s construction of botanical nationalism in Hobomok 
means first understanding how it diverges from the “horticultural cosmopolitanism,” to 
use Philip Pauly’s coinage, at work in Evenings and transatlantic botanical culture in 
general.13 Catalogs chronicling the botanical species of North America proliferated in the 
                                                
13 See Pauly, Fruits and Plains, 130. Pauly, a historian of nineteenth-century American 
horticulture, argues that plant circulation and exchange in the first half of the century can 
be conceived of as cosmopolitan in this way, and suggests that rising anxieties about 
human demographics gave way to “agrarian nativism” by the start of the twentieth 
century.  
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first several decades of the nineteenth century and attempted, like Jefferson’s Notes on 
the State of Virginia (1781), to quantify and qualitatively describe the continent’s natural 
resources. Prefaces to emergent works on botany in America reveal an extensive 
cosmopolitan network of naturalists and a collaborative process between scientists on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Benjamin Barton Smith, a renowned Philadelphia botanist and 
professor at the University of Pennsylvania, spent time in both England and France, and 
corresponded with Russian naturalists to the extent that he was inducted into the Imperial 
Society of Naturalists at Moscow in Russia. Thomas Nuttall, a prominent naturalist and 
émigré from England, cited a large cast of influential botanists in the preface to his 1817 
Genera of North American Plants, including a Frenchman (Antoine de Jussieu) and two 
Germans (Christian Sprengel, Frederick Pursh). Determining that “in compliance with the 
public to whom it is addressed, an uniform language appeared necessary,” Nuttall 
apologies in his preface for writing merely in English, and notes that “The great plan of 
natural affinities, sublime, and extensive, eludes the arrogance of solitary individuals, and 
requires the concert of every Botanist and the exploration of every country towards its 
completion.”14 His introductory remarks suggest the extent to which botanists 
participated in a collaborative transnational dialogue despite—and as we will see, 
                                                
14 Thomas Nuttall, The Genera of North American Plants, and a catalogue of the species 
to the year 1817: Volume 1. (Philadelphia: D. Heartt, 1818): vi. Full text accessed 
through http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org 
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because of—the way that they approached botanical collection from nationalist 
perspectives.15  
In light of growing rates of literacy, the rise of mass print culture, and the 
popularization of science, botanical manuals like those of Nuttall appealed to an 
increasingly engaged public. In 1829 Almira Phelps published one of the first popular 
textbooks of botanical instruction, Familiar Lectures on Botany, which she continued to 
revise over the subsequent decades, and which was reprinted over 28 times.16 Her preface 
to the 1854 edition both alludes to the territorial conquest that enables her to add the 
“new genera and species of Southern and Western plants, as well as those of more 
Northern latitudes” (original italics) and expresses her debt to European publications: 
“The Author of this work, in its preparation more than twenty years since, availed herself 
of the most valuable foreign works, consulting English books less than those of the 
                                                
15 Jim Endersby discusses the extent to which Joseph Hooker’s botanical collection 
process relied upon an extensive network of botanical collectors: people in the field who 
did the actual work of collecting. This involved a far greater cast of characters than 
credited in these kinds of prefatory remarks, and interestingly, as Endersby notes, “as 
some of these collectors worked to improve their expertise, they came to realize that it 
was their metropolitan correspondents who were becoming dependent—since 
accomplished collectors were hard to find.” See Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the 
Practices of Victorian Science (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008): 55. The 
director’s correspondence at Kew is full of records of this kind that provide insight into 
collection practices. Take, for instance, a letter from James Waters to Joseph Hooker on 
October 6, 1851: “Dear Sir William,” he begins, “Having received a supply of seeds of 
some of very beautiful flowering plants from Jamaica by my daughter-in-law, who is on 
her way to Bruges, I take the liberty of sending some of the most rare by her, thinking 
you may not be in possession of them.” Letter from James Waters to Sir William Hooker, 
October 6, 1851. From the Director’s Correspondence at Kew Gardens, Volume 31. 
 
16 For more information on publication history, distribution and popularity, see Baym, 
American Women: 18; see also Gianquitto,“‘Good Observers,’” 22.  
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French and German school of Botany, so that in reality much that Lindley brings forward 
as of ‘foreign origin,’ had previous found a place in this work.”17 In establishing a 
continental genealogy for her original text, Phelps echoes Nuttall’s conception of botany 
as a collaborative endeavor. And by noting that John Lindley, one of England’s most 
important contemporaneous naturalists, is belated in bringing forward continental 
findings, Phelps asserts both her intellectual primogeniture in this regard, and her 
ongoing dialogue with European botanists. Phelps’ comments demonstrate how botany, 
like many sciences in the Romantic period, involved both transnational collaboration and 
national rivalries.18    
Botany was a burgeoning discipline during the 1820s in large part because 
successful and diverse cultivation was important for the country’s economy, but it was 
often promoted on moralistic grounds. Phelps emphasizes in A Familiar Lecture on 
Botany that the science helped inculcate a number of qualities valued in the young 
republic. It might, “illustrate the most logical divisions of Science, the deepest principles 
of Physiology, and the benevolence of God,” (5) and promote “heath and cheerfulness” 
(10); it might also, panacea-like, “serve to interest and quicken the dull intellects of some 
pupils, to arrest the fugitive attention of others, and relax the minds of the over-studious” 
(5). Catherine Beecher would later echo similar sentiments in praising botany for the 
                                                
17 Almira Lincoln Phelps, Familiar Lectures on Botany (1829; New York: Huntington 
and Mason Bros, 1854): 3. Subsequent mentions of this text, unless otherwise stated, will 
refer to this edition and will be cited parenthetically.  
 
18 See Richard Holmes, The Age of Wonder: How the Romantic Generation Discovered 
the Beauty and Terror of Science (New York: Vintage, 2008).  
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“formation of habits of investigation, of correct reasoning, of regular system, of accurate 
analysis, and of vigorous mental action.”19 Botany was an important world-ordering 
system with aesthetic appeal, and as Phelps writes in the first edition of her popular text, 
“The analysis of even a few flowers cannot fail of suggesting thoughts of the beauty of a 
system which so curiously identifies the different plants described by botanists, and 
points to each individual of the vegetable family the place it must occupy.”20 The 
imperative reflected in Phelps’ logic will be revisited in subsequent chapters, for botany’s 
love of system generally cohered with an insidious social hierarchy that later authors in 
my study come to challenge. Here at least, though, Phelps holds with the prevailing belief 
that national interests, conservatively construed in terms of stable, essentialized 
hierarchies, were served by botanical science. 
Child’s Evenings in New England instructs children to think about botany as a 
scientific enterprise that combines lessons of home economy with intercontinental 
geography. In “TREES,” the aunt’s musings cover a wide terrestrial range, pairing place 
with product. In the South Sea Islands, she notes, bark is used to make clothing; in the 
Ladrone Island a certain tree fruit is used to make bread; in Japan there is a tree that 
makes fine paper; and in Jamaica there is a “lace tree” that, while producing none of the 
fine cloth, bears its resemblance. The aunt’s list of use value goes on, linking coffee 
cultivation to “Arabia, Persia, the East Indies, the Isle of Bourbon, and some parts of 
                                                
19 Catherine Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy (1841; Boston: Thomas H. Webb 
& Co, 1842): 56.  
 
20 Almira Phelps, Familiar Lectures on Botany (Hartford: H. and F. Huntington, 1829): 
18.   
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America,” and camphor to a species of laurel from China. She places the growing range 
for Gamboge (a “useful medicine and paint”) likewise within specific geographical 
regions: “Ceylon, Siam, and Cochin China” (22). As the encyclopedic style of the 
vignette attests, the study of botany produces a global map of trees that can be turned into 
commodities.  
In Evenings, the aunt’s overarching argument for the study of plants includes the 
second aspect of botany’s popularity: its utility.21 This aspect of botanical study was 
frequently discussed in the popular press, and many articles focusing on materials 
sourced from trees abroad described with interest the process of harvest and shipment. 
Rubber was one such commodity that elicited curiosity as to its means of production and 
circulation, as the aunt’s mention in Evenings attests.22 An 1849 series on “Wonderful 
Trees” in Robert Merry’s Museum begins by bombastically declaring that “The India 
rubber tree (ficus elastic) affords a product of such various and still multiplying use, that 
to be cut off from this article of commerce would be a serious loss to the 
accommodations of civilized life.” After detailing the countries where rubber trees grow 
and the date that their use value was discerned in Europe, the article goes on to describe 
                                                
21 As Jennifer James has noted, the pursuit of organic resources for American use 
extended by the 1850s to fertilizer in the form of guano. The 1856 Guano Island Act 
audaciously claimed legal right to any island or rock formation on which guano was 
found, as long as it was not already owned or occupied. See “ ‘Buried in Guano’: Race, 
Labor, and Sustainability,” ALH 24.1 (2012): 119.   
 
22 Likewise, articles on rubber were featured in periodicals like Every Youth’s Gazette, 
The American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge, Massachusetts 
Ploughman and New England Journal of Agriculture, The Anglo American, and 
Horticulturalist and Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste among many others. 
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in detail how India rubber is made by extracting the sap, and how it is stored for 
shipment. Once the commodity is identified, the tree is left behind and the focus becomes 
the plethora of uses for the product. Reading almost like an advertisement, the article 
notes:  
India rubber is the companion, in one form or another, of all ages, from infancy to 
manhood. Babies suck and bite India rubber rings […] When those babies have 
become boys, they play with India rubber balls, or make miniature ferry boats 
[…] When still older, they supply themselves with a water-proof suit, dress 
themselves from head to foot in caoutchoc [sic], and with a tent and boat of the 
same article, are off for the golden shores of California.23 
The passage aligns human growth not with the growth of the rubber tree, but with a 
growing use of its main product, put to diverse uses. In other words, it narrates the tree’s 
identification as a raw material for commodity production and not as an organic 
metaphor. Articles like this are abundant in the antebellum period, and by and large they 
normalize extraction or removal by linking it strongly to the usefulness of the end 
product, even as they marvel at the seemingly endless possibilities of commodification.  
Just as the commodities that these trees produce circulate around the globe, the 
discussion between niece and aunt in Evenings makes clear that the trees themselves are 
circulating commodities that support national pride. Horticultural societies frequently 
conceived of their efforts in nationalistic terms, seeking to demonstrate that their tree 
collections were on par with European institutions, and they often conceived of 
                                                
23 Anon. “Wonderful Trees, No. 3—The India Rubber Tree,” Robert Merry’s Museum, 
July 1, 1849: 131, 132. 
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America’s horticultural project as part of an ancient horticultural lineage that reached 
back to famous empires. In marking the one-year anniversary of the Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society in 1829, society president H.A.S. Dearborn proclaimed, “Most of 
our common fruits, flowers, and oleraceous vegetables were collected by the Greeks and 
Romans from Egypt, Asia, and other distant climes, and successively extending over 
Western Europe, finally reached this country.”24 Such narratives situate American 
horticultural projects within a narrative of westward global development, a lineage that 
Child similarly rehearses in Evenings. After the aunt claims the African and the Middle 
Eastern provenance of the acacia tree, her niece notes that such trees exist in American 
gardens. Assenting, the aunt moves on to discuss foreign plants in America. “You will 
often see those standing side by side,” she observes, “which originated in the remotest 
corners of the earth” (23). A genealogy of foreign plants in New England follows this 
observation, and is the means by which the aunt establishes an evolutionary associative 
history for the United States. The ubiquitous horse chestnut, for instance, “which shows 
its proud form and beautiful foliage amid the bustle of Boston, New York, and other 
southern cities,--or blooms fresh and green in some elegant garden in their vicinity, came 
from the famous Mount Pindus in Arcadia—that country which poets have always 
represented as the most beautiful in the world” (23). This heritage, the aunt suggests, 
links bustling American cities to a “proud” classical tradition represented not by the 
construction of triumphal arches or ionic columns, but through plant networks. In this 
                                                
24 H.A.S. Dearborn, “An Address Delivered before the Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society on the Celebration of their first anniversary” (Boston: J.T. Buckingham, 1929): 
18. Full text accessed through http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org 
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way Child grafts her own historical associations onto the American landscape through 
botanical transplants.  
Evenings in New England reveals Child’s sensitivity to applied botany—the 
consideration of a plant’s usefulness as a resource for human enterprises—as well as her 
awareness of the bioprospecting and collection activity responsible for some of 
America’s most prevalent plant species in the early nineteenth century. What is surprising 
and perhaps disappointing for modern readers familiar with her progressive politics is 
how Child presents this activity in a wholly positive light throughout the collection of 
vignettes. Sourcing plants is a matter of national pride, and the tone of the exchange is 
one of patriotism, wonder, and education. The idea of transplanting traditions, especially 
from European and classical sources, can be seen in the way that American authors often 
paid homage to contemporaneous literary productions in Europe, and the extent to which 
the American literary marketplace was early on saturated with texts from abroad.25 The 
positive references to botanical relocation, however, seek an authenticity derived from 
the very material transpositions that could literally continue to grow in the new world. 
Transplantation carried with it the promise of an organic connection to a classical past 
rooted in American soil. In this sense, it served conflicting impulses towards establishing 
a strong European heritage and demonstrating national distinctiveness. Horticultural 
practices, as Child presents them here, could render these impulses complementary.  
   
                                                
25 For a good discussion of this see Elisa Tamarkin’s Anglophilia: Deference, Devotion, 
and Antebellum America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).  
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II. On Love and Other Landscapes: Hobomok 
Child turns transplantation to metaphorical ends in Hobomok, a novel full of 
flowers that function to establish American identity through the trope of botanical 
hybridity. In some ways, Child’s sophisticated knowledge of the circulation and 
commodification of plants in Evenings in New England is curiously flattened in her first 
novel, published the same year. Instead of the rich material descriptions that populate her 
children’s book, Hobomok allegorizes plants to advance an idea of the American republic 
as a hybrid between Native American and English influences. In this respect Child’s first 
novel is exemplary of what becomes a pervasive antebellum cultural formation: 
naturalizing national identity through a bloom narrative that links human sexuality to 
plant culture.26 Floral tropes map onto the plot in a fairly stable way, triangulating 
espoused values, thriving plants and national identity. Hobomok has long been regarded 
as a novel about the role of women in challenging patriarchal authority and mitigating the 
tensions between conflicting systems of belief. Yet the sentimental botanical nationalism 
that Child constructs has enormous cultural power that adumbrates and extends beyond 
gender politics. Considered from a racial and national vantage point, the idea of the graft, 
in particular, serves the ideology of what proves a limited kind of pluralism: it provides a 
model for paying homage to English culture while simultaneously claiming national 
                                                
26 Amy King describes how Linnaeus’ sexual classification of plants in the mid-
eighteenth century became the basis for specifically discussing a young girl’s sexual 
maturation, courtship and marriage. She calls this the ‘bloom’ plot, and locates it in 
Victorian texts across the nineteenth century. See Bloom: The Botanical Vernacular in 
the English Novel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003). 
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distinction. More significantly, it naturalizes European claims to the landscape, leaving 
out the indigenous and continued presence of Native Americans.  
Child, of course, is hardly original in using botanical science to represent 
sexuality and courtship.27 Linnaean taxonomy relies upon the number of reproductive 
organs for classification, and the organization of plant classes drew easy analogies to 
human anatomy in both scientific and literary circles. Child uses the literary conventions 
that associate female sexuality with floral blooming—what Amy King calls a “botanical 
vernacular”—to correlate the success of the American political project with a feminine 
botanical metaphor.28 In this regard, flowers serve for Child what Jane Tompkins has 
illustrated religion provides for Harriet Beecher Stowe, a “third term” that “unites all the 
                                                
27 The floral trope as an analogy for human affairs has a long history. For instance, 
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale (1623) contains a significant discussion of grafting and 
interbreeding. In Act IV, Scene IV Polixenes replies to Perdita that, “we marry / A 
gentler sien to the wildest Stocke, / And make conceyue a barke of baser kinde / By bud 
of Nobler race” (IV.iv.109-112). Erasmus Darwin’s “The Loves of Plants” (1789) is a an 
influential example of a scientific text that analogized humans and plants, particularly 
along reproductive lines. See The Botanic Garden: A Poem, in Two Parts (New York: 
T.& J. Swords, 1798). Theresa M. Kelley details the way in which various methods of 
botanical classification influenced social organization during the Romantic period in 
Britain. See Botany and Romantic Culture (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2012). The comparison between masculinity and flowers has been explored less, though 
for a discussion of masculinity, race and sexuality, see Christopher Looby, “Flowers of 
Manhood: Race, Sex and Floriculture from Thomas Wentworth Higginson to Robert 
Mapplethorpe” Criticism 37.1 (Winter 1995):109-156. 
 
28 Describing Victorian culture, Amy King notes the centrality of “the girl ‘in bloom,’ or 
the female whose social and sexual maturation is expressed, rhetorically managed, and 
even forecast by the use of a word (bloom) whose genealogy can be traced back to the 
function of the bloom, or flower, in Linneaus’s botanical system” (Bloom, 5). 
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novel’s good characters.”29 Likewise, Child establishes a system of botanical troping that 
accomplishes the internalization of the landscape as a national quality. By the time that 
the paratextual frame narrative takes place in the early nineteenth century, fields that 
“blush” into horticultural fecundity valorize the nation on the basis of successful 
cultivation.  
Writing at a moment when authors were being called upon to produce uniquely 
“American” novels, Child sets out in Hobomok to represent the fledgling nation’s 
exceptional identity through botanical language and logic. The plot conceptualizes how 
the young republic might reconcile different religious and cultural practices: Puritan and 
Episcopalian, Native American and English, and how these same practices might 
constitute American identity.30 Mary Conant, the protagonist whose health, happiness and 
                                                
29 Jane Tompkins, Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction, 1790-
1860 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986): 138, 136.  
 
30 Many critics have rightly noted that despite—and in part because of—aggressive anti-
Indian policies and rampant racism, the figure of the Indian played an important role in 
white efforts to establish national distinctiveness. For detailed treatments of this topic see 
Richard Slotkin, Regeneration Through Violence (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1973); Alan Trachtenberg, Shades of Hiawatha: Staging Indians, Making 
Americans, 1880-1930 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2004). Sherry Sullivan notes that 
Native Americans in early fiction had a “symbolic function…[that was]…twofold: not 
only as an anti-image against which Americans distinguished themselves, but also as a 
positive image with which they sought to be associated.” See Sherry Sullivan, “A Redder 
Shade of Pale: The Indianization of Heroes and Heroines in Nineteenth-Century 
American Fiction” in The Journal of the Midwest Modern Language Assocation, 20.1 
(Spring, 1987): 57. Linda Kerber likewise stresses the point when she writes, “the Indian 
issue…was a popular way…by which fiction writers responded to urgent demands for the 
creation of a national literature; what more authentic emblem of the American experience 
could there be than the native American himself?” See Linda K. Kerber, “The 
Abolitionist Perception of the Indian.” The Journal of American History, 62.2 (Sept. 
1975): 271. 
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vitality is proxy for the republic as a whole, is described by her parents as their “youngest 
little blooming fairy.”31 She loves Charles Brown, an Episcopalian whom her father 
dislikes on religious grounds, referring to Brown and the other Episcopalians in the 
community as “the strange slips which are set upon our pleasant plants” (10). Child 
presents this particular graft as a pluralistic ideal of American identity, for by the end of 
the story Brown’s Episcopalianism is successfully integrated within the Puritan 
community.  
In the antebellum period, grafting was popular as a horticultural technique for 
several reasons: it offered a highly successful means of propagating new varieties, and 
afforded salubrious effects on the whole plant, as the graft stimulates sap circulation and 
growth. The tree produced through this technique shares sap but allows for both graft and 
the engrafted plant to retain their distinct characters. Or as The New England Farmer and 
Horticultural Register put it, “the scion, bud, or inarched shoot, is endowed with the 
power of drawing or forming from the stock that peculiar kind of nourishment which is 
adapted to its nature, and […] the specific characters of the engrafted plant remain 
unchanged, although its qualities may be partially affected.”32 The graft was appealing 
not only as a horticultural technique, but as a trope for identity, as when Hector St. John 
de Crevecoeur, in debating his American and English affiliations in Letters from an 
                                                
31 Lydia Maria Child, Hobomok and Other Writings on Indians, ed. Carolyn Karcher 
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1986): 8. All subsequent references to this 
text will be parenthetical and refer to this edition. 
 
32 Anon. “Grafting Fruit Trees,” The New England Farmer, and Horticultural Register, 
(March 7, 1828): 262.  
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American Farmer (1781), notes that English national sentiment was “grafted upon the 
first rudiments of my education.”33 As a metaphor, the grafted slip embodies unity 
without destroying difference, for the stock and slip grow together while yet retaining 
distinct characteristics. 
Brown’s eventual naturalization into the Puritan proto-national fold is largely 
accomplished by the way the floral imagery bridges the romance plot to the national 
narrative. Over the course of the novel, Mary’s mother Mrs. Conant, who in emigrating 
from England with her husband had “left a path all blooming with roses and verdure, and 
cheerfully followed [her husband’s] solitary track” (16), begins “drooping,” (108).34 
Mary, who has likewise been transplanted from the “blooming gardens of good old 
England” (48) where her grandfather had raised her “with more than tenderness, like 
some fair and slender blossom in his gardens” (78), must take to the new environment. 
Her initial struggle to do so, a struggle that underpins the novel, is conceived through 
similar botanical language: “What was she now? A lily weighed down by the pitiless 
pelting of the storm, a violet shedding its soft, rich perfume on bleakness and desolation; 
                                                
33 J Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer and Sketches of an 
Eighteenth-Century American, ed. Albert E. Stone (1781; New York: Penguin, 1981): 
205. Philip Pauly describes how Thomas Jefferson, at twenty-four, “recorded a 
patriotically meaningful if biologically wrongheaded experiment to improve the taste of 
native cherries by grafting wild American buds onto cultured Old World rootstocks.” See 
Fruits and Plains, 2.  
 
34 Paula Kot points to the fact that “in the relationship between Mrs. Mary Conant and her 
daughter, Child literalizes the metaphor of the body politic by continually erasing the 
boundaries between mother and daughter…their destinies are intricately intertwined, like 
the historical and aesthetic destinies of the Unites States and England.” See Paula Kot, 
“Engendering Identity: Doubts and Doubles in Lydia Maria Child,” Hypatia 19.2 (Spring 
2004): 93. 
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a plant which had been fostered and cherished…removed at once from the hot-house to 
the desert” (79). Mary’s floral associations do more than identify her as a young woman 
of marriageable age; they characterize her displacement from England and subsequent 
acculturation to her new environment. 
The eventual success of Mary’s transplantation, which eventually accommodates 
Brown’s incorporation as well, is facilitated by her marriage to Hobomok. As Priscilla 
Wald puts it, “the novel uses its white female protagonist’s ill-advised marriage to 
Hobomok, chief of a neighboring tribe, to accomplish her Americanization.”35 More 
specifically, Hobomok’s strong association with American nature helps Mary put down 
permanent roots. Once they have a son together, an occurrence that Child treats with 
equanimity, his presence is no longer essential to her process of naturalization. With 
speed, then, Brown—presumed drowned but not dead after all!—returns to the settlement 
and Hobomok leaves his wife and son so that Mary can be with her white lover. By the 
novel’s close, Mary and Hobomok’s son goes to England to finish his studies, where: 
“His father was seldom spoken of, and by degrees his Indian appellation was silently 
omitted” (150). This ending has rightly drawn intense critique for uncritically excluding 
                                                
35 Priscilla Wald, “Terms of Assimilation: Legislating Subjectivity in the Emerging 
Republic,” Cultures of United States Imperialism, ed. Amy Kaplan and Donald E. Pease,  
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1993): 69. Speaking to the way that the novel 
constructs shared race as a means to obviate religious differences in the community, Ezra 
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community, Mary Conant changed what it meant to belong to that group in the first place. 
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shared something more fundamental: their race” See The Making of Racial Sentiment: 
Slavery and the Birth of the Frontier Romance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2008): 113. 
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Hobomok from his paternal rights, and by extension of the sentimental logic of the text, 
his place in the republic.36 But Child’s horticultural imagery, as we shall see, displays 
more ambivalence about his departure.  
One of Hobomok’s central conceits is that love is a governing force in the new 
republic, rendering sentiment along with sexuality a matter of plant blooming. As a 
guiding force for social relations in the novel, love demands attention as a central aspect 
of the way Child theorizes the republic. Sentiment, as Laura Mielke and Ezra Tawil point 
out, was essential to the construction of raced and gendered national subjectivity in the 
antebellum period.37 Mary’s grief over Charles’ drowning—the loss of that affective 
promise—precipitates her rebellion against her father and marriage with Hobomok. And 
Hobomok’s love for Mary likewise governs the novel’s other major plot turn: Hobomok’s 
decision to leave Mary and their son when he discovers that Charles is not only alive, but 
returned to the colony. Attached to love’s narrative force is Child’s characterization of 
love as the “humbler blossoms of the heart” (47). Hobomok’s love for Mary forms a 
                                                
36 Laura Mielke argues, for instance, that, “Child naturalizes racial segregation, and by 
locating Native Americans’ future solely within Euro-American families and homes, she 
insists on erasing Native American culture and sovereignty.” Hobomok’s disappearance 
in this light is linked to “the ideology of removal: geographic segregation in accord with 
a racial-cultural hierarchy, overseen by benevolent Euro-Americans.” See “Sentiment and 
Space in Lydia Maria Child’s Native American Writings, 1824-1870,” Legacy 21.2, 
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and untamable in America, and Child banishes him to make way for the erudite, 
enlightened, and European-like society that Mary and Charles Brown together establish 
in the New World.” See “Dissent and the Daughter in A New England Tale and 
Hobomok,” Legacy, 22.2 (2005): 121.  
 
37 See Laura Mielke, Moving Encounters: Sympathy and the Indian Question in 
Antebellum Literature. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2008); Tawil, The 
Making of Racial Sentiment: Slavery and the Birth of the Frontier Romance (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008).  
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powerful sentimental force in the novel, as well as a strong figurative link between the 
characters, for his love, the narrator writes, is  “rooted” in his soul. The narrator 
distinguishes the strength of Hobomok’s affection through contrast: “In minds of a light 
and thoughtless cast, love spreads its thin, fibrous roots upon the surface and withers 
when laid open to the scorching trials of life; but in souls of sterner mould, it takes a 
slower and deeper root” (84). Hobomok’s strong constitution, in other words, makes him 
the ideal candidate for Mary’s love. 
By describing character interiority as a landscape, Child makes affect into a 
botanical phenomenon. Hobomok’s ability to feel love—that ur-force of narrative 
action—is primed by the soil of his soul. By contrast, as we might recall, Mary discerns 
the hearts of the Puritan men to be as “harde and sterile as their unploughed soile” (79). 
Tawil has persuasively argued that Child and other writers of frontier romance helped to 
forge a new racialized identity based on sentiment, “the notion that members of different 
races both feel different things, and feel things differently.” In this formulation, race “is 
neither a physiological quality, an intellectual capacity, nor an element of a family 
history, so much as a psychological and emotional interior.”38 Child renders this interior 
as terrain and then landscapes it, and in doing so, interpolates land between the body and 
the sentiment.  
In mediating the body through tropes of soil, the narrative creates an internal 
emotional ecology and grounds feeling in the “mould” of the body. The guiding trope of 
an emotional landscape within the body renders women powerful cultivators of affective 
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terrain. Mary’s response to Hobomok’s attention is likewise characterized in these terms: 
“female penetration knew the plant, though thriving in so wild a soil; and female vanity 
sinfully indulged its growth” (85). When it comes to affect, feminine intuition penetrates 
the emotional landscape of the other.  
Such intuition is associated with a holistic outward perspective. Looking up at the 
evening star, Mary reflects: “Thou hast smiled on distant mosques and temples, and now 
thou art shedding the same light on the sacrifice heap of the Indian, and the rude 
dwellings of the Calvinist” (48). The powerful connection Mary feels in this moment is 
emotional and intuitive, and her proto-Transcendental worldview is founded on 
recognition of difference and the unity of the natural world. This structure is important 
for the way Child’s novel achieves its message of equality and plurality, for figurative 
interconnection serves as a leveling characteristic of the American experience. Yet if 
botanical tropes link all the characters on a rhetorical level, such unity represses troubling 
historical realities. As Timothy Mitchell has shown, “The distinction between the 
material world and its representation is […] an opposition that is made in social practice, 
and the forms of this opposition that we take for granted are both comparatively recent 
and relatively unstable.”39 In Hobomok we witness the conscious production of this 
distinction as a means to disassociate national identity from the unpleasant business of 
material exploitation. 
This is perhaps most powerfully expressed in the final line of the novel. After all 
but erasing Hobomok’s presence from the republic, the narrator adds that “the devoted, 
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romantic love of Hobomok was never forgotten by its object; and his faithful services to 
the ‘Yengees’ are still remembered with gratitude; though the tender slip which he 
protected has since become a mighty tree, and the nations of the earth seek refuge 
beneath its branches” (150). Calling back to Mr. Conant’s earlier iteration that the 
Episcopalian scion threatens “our” (Puritan) pleasant plants, this moment reinforces the 
degree to which the Puritan community had already naturalized ownership over the 
landscape. The slip here, in other words, allows for a kind of slippage in which the tree’s 
successful cultivation renders it a naturalized authority.  
 Botanical metaphor thus provides a means of considering Hobomok’s role in the 
nation from the perspective of the horticulturalist. It is a puzzling outlook, for even as he 
is exiled, his martyrdom makes him a cultivator of sorts, a title with a celebrated status in 
the young republic. Figuratively imagined not within the tender slip, but around it, as a 
protecting influence, he is much like the frame narrator who is situated not in, but around, 
the story being told. The gratitude ascribed to Hobomok at this moment is related to his 
protection of American identity, a project similarly attributed to the novelist. 
Consequently, Hobomok’s leave-taking at the end of the novel produces ambivalence 
about the nature of his relationship to American identity. If the nation is merely the tender 
slip that becomes a mighty tree, then Hobomok is very clearly not incorporated. If, 
however, we consider the central role of the farmer in early constructions of American 
identity—Jefferson’s agrarianism, for example, or Emerson’s embattled farmers—then 
the final image of Hobomok as cultivator makes him the iconic model of American 
citizenship.  
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The botanical imagery up to this point in the novel encourages us to hold in our 
minds at once two conflicting ideas about Hobomok’s positioning: his displacement into 
a mythical West, tantamount to his erasure from the American scene, and his Lockean 
cultivation of the soil, which locates him at the heart of the American horticultural 
project. Reconciling this tension requires reading allegorically, and aligning his 
metaphorical endurance with his material disappearance. Hobomok remains symbolically 
important to the project of national identity (as constituted through literary narrative) 
while conveniently dispossessed. As Richard Slotkin and Alan Trachtenberg have both 
emphasized, the typecast character of “the Indian” was deeply embedded in white 
national mythologies across the nineteenth century, and Slotkin stresses in particular how 
violence between settlers and Native Americans became an animating element of 
American exceptionalist ideology.40 In Hobomok horticulture acts as a governing 
metaphor that splits republican ideals from the violence of dispossession.41 If horticulture 
serves as a trope for national unity, the formulation implicitly disavows debates about 
land use. Andy Doolan aptly notes how:  
The republican universals that organize US historiography inevitably provide the 
contextual frames and key terms for US literary history. This dominant view of 
nation-formation values the power of ideas and language over socioeconomic 
issues and the everyday functioning of institutional power. As many postcolonial 
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41 As Carolyn Karcher notes, despite the novel’s participation in imperialist logic, it 
stands out for its exploration of “a radical alternative to race war and white male 
supremacy” (First Woman, 34). 
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critics argue, focusing on the latter means connecting with global scales—
precisely the contact zones where the evidence of imperialism is often located.42 
Child to some degree understood, as Evenings attests, how the international circulation of 
plants drove the project of establishing the material wealth of the nation. She also would 
likely have been aware of the ways in which the government was trying to appropriate 
Native American lands by using farming and cultivation as a marker of ownership. 
Indeed, four years later she would write a searing criticism of removal efforts in The First 
Settlers (1828), arguing, as Carolyn Karcher has noted, that Cherokees deserved to 
occupy their land because, according to Lockean logic, they cultivated it.43 In this 
context, Child’s decision to make Hobomok a symbolic cultivator even as he leaves the 
community makes the novel complicit in naturalizing structural exclusion through 
allegorical inclusion.  
In this Child was not alone. As Shirley Samuels has pointed out, Jefferson wanted 
Native Americans to forego hunting and adapt to Euro-American farming practices 
because it would reduce the amount of land needed for sustenance. Consequently, as 
Samuels interprets Jefferson’s logic in relation to his address to the US Congress in 1803, 
“forests [for hunting] will thus become available as a form of gift from the tribes who 
will realize ‘the wisdom of exchanging what they can spare and we want, for what we 
can spare and they want.’ The proposal here is built on a condition of translating 
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‘what…we want’ into a ‘wisdom’ of unequal exchange.”44 Likewise, in 1823, the year 
before Child published Hobomok, the Supreme Court ruled in Johnson vs. M’Intosh that 
indigenous peoples had no title to the land, building off the earlier logic used by 
politicians from John Winthrop to James Monroe and John Quincy Adams stating that 
land used for anything other than intensive agriculture did not constitute property.45 Child 
consciously alludes to none of this in the way she closes her novel. By focusing on 
cultivation as an internal state and linking the landscape to projections of national feeling, 
she obviates the material debates about land use, ownership, and property that occurred 
during the first half of the nineteenth century. In this way her novel actually participates 
in the ideology of dispossession, for it facilitates the logic by which citizenship is 
conceived as an emotional property accessed through a proprietary relationship to the 
landscape.  
The frame narrative illustrates Hobomok’s fidelity to an imperialist horticulture, 
and how thoroughly this ideology patterns the novel. Frederick, the ostensible editor of 
the text, responds to his friend’s desire to write “a New England novel” with incredulity: 
“‘A novel!’ quoth I—‘when Waverly is galloping over hill and dale, faster and more 
successful than Alexander’s conquering sword? Even American ground is occupied. ‘The 
Spy’ is lurking in every closet,--the mind is every where [sic] supplied with ‘Pioneers’ on 
the land, and is soon likely to be with ‘Pilots’ by the deep’” (3). The territorial occupation 
of Scott and Cooper’s writing maps the novel onto the landscape, leaving no corner 
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45 See Eric Kades, “History and Interpretation of the Great Case of Johnson v. M’Intosh,” 
Law and History Review 19.1 (2001): 67-116. 
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spared: even the sea is vulnerable to annexation, as is the ‘mind every where supplied’ 
with Cooper’s narratives. Rather than seeing this as a threat to his own literary enterprise, 
Frederick’s friend, the ostensibly male anonymous author, turns to horticultural language 
to claim “his” piece of the literary landscape.  
 Hobomok thus helps produce a historical configuration of the body politic such 
that botanical language is central to the way in which citizenship is constructed. Child’s 
sentimental botanical nationalism here departs from her material understanding of plant 
circulation as represented in Evenings, and her use of horticultural symbols in Hobomok 
helps to explicate a long critical tradition of analyzing plants in a limited allegorical 
fashion.46 Child’s investment in the generic project of a distinctly American historical 
romance may well account for this difference. Against fictions that fashion national 
identity through violence, Child’s turn to the botanical offers a pacific alternative 
                                                
46 Many of the best works of environmental criticism in the past fifty years have been 
critiques of the kinds of organizing ecological metaphors that I am arguing Child is 
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American identity. 
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mythology of nation building and a relatively open attitude toward racial grafting, even as 
it continues to rest upon the logic of dispossession.  
 
III. Digressive Blooming: A Romance of the Republic 
The four decades between Child’s first and last novels witnessed a number of 
dramatic changes—the Indian Removal Act, the rise of abolition, the growth of the 
women’s rights movement, and the popularization of botanical education. Responding to 
these changes, Child’s commitment to social justice caused her to reevaluate botanical 
nationalism over the course of her career, as she increasingly resisted horticultural 
practices and rhetoric that fostered inequality. Drawn towards elements of realism in her 
writing, and faced with the crisis of the Civil War and its aftermath, Child rejects the 
symbolic cohesion of many of her earlier fictions by the time she writes her last novel. As 
Karcher has noted, A Romance of the Republic (1867) “insistently rehearses the history 
that its white audience was so rapidly forgetting” and tries to articulate a vision of an 
egalitarian future at a moment when Reconstruction under Andrew Johnson was failing.47 
Most critical approaches to the novel focus on how it advocates racial equality through 
interracial marriage and a revision of the “tragic mulatta” plot.48 Recognizing from her 
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48 Karcher argues that interracial marriage is a narrative solution that Child turns to 
throughout her career as a potential form of racial reconciliation. As she astutely notes, 
the inequality built into the institution of marriage limits the extent it could serve as an 
effective model for racial equality. See Karcher, First Woman, 511. Cassandra Jackson 
argues that the novel constructs the interracial heroines as model “new Americans” who 
survive by performing for white patriarchy (49). See Barriers Between Us: Interracial 
Sex in Nineteenth-Century American Literature (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
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own writing and the culture at large how botanical language could service a political 
agenda, Child returns to plant tropes but this time furthers a more insistently progressive 
narrative. If cultivation has a nationalist objective in Evenings and Hobomok, by the time 
Child writes A Romance of the Republic she is more interested in how to ameliorate the 
socially and politically sanctioned racial hierarchy of her most famous novel’s “mighty 
tree.”  
The flowers in A Romance of the Republic are impossible to ignore. A short 
synopsis of the plot is difficult, but as briefly as possible: the novel tells the story of Flora 
and Rosa Royal, daughters of a wealthy white businessman in antebellum New Orleans. 
When the story begins, their father is making preparations to move his daughters to 
Europe because, unbeknownst to them, they are octoroons and he is worried about their 
fate as his health begins to decline. When he dies suddenly, his creditors want to sell the 
girls as property, but their Italian music teacher, their kind French neighbor, and a 
younger man named Gerald Fitzgerald come to their aid and help them escape. Fitzgerald 
marries the elder of the two girls (though the marriage is illegal because he is white and 
she is technically a slave), brings them to Nassau and then hides them both in a secret 
cottage on his island plantation off Georgia. After he starts to make untoward advances 
towards the younger sister, Flora, she flees to the North with the help of an acquaintance. 
Fitzgerald takes a white woman named Lily Bell as his ‘legitimate’ wife, and both she 
and Rosa give birth to sons around the same time. The sons are swapped as infants, the 
                                                                                                                                            
2004). Dana Nelson focuses on the novel’s critique of patriarchal culture, and especially 
its commodifying gaze. See Dana D. Nelson, The Word in Black and White: ‘Race’ in 
American Literature 1638-1867 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994). 
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sisters both end up in Europe for a portion of the novel (where Rosa becomes a famous 
opera singer), and nineteen years later they are eventually reunited. At that point their 
extended families—full of “fresh little flowers in the floral garland” of life—merge.49 A 
series of further plot twists involve the denouement of the swapped sibling plot, the death 
of one half-brother, the accidental re-enslavement of the other by his grandfather, and his 
eventual escape. After the reunion of all living characters when the Civil War ends, the 
novel closes with a final “German Liederkrantz,” or garland of songs, that, after so many 
plot twists and turns, “closed the ceremonies of the night with Mendelssohn’s ‘Song of 
Praise’” (442). Like the ending of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the novel’s tidy conclusion belies 
the unresolved challenges of trying to imagine a nation reorganized around the precept of 
universal rights. 
Of particular interest is how the plot’s complexity reveals through floral imagery 
the economic motivations behind the desire to enslave human “property.” The two 
daughters are associated with all the educational refinement of Europe before they are 
rendered black by virtue of the fact that their mother was a slave and their father, once he 
dies, leaves them in debt. Debra Rosenthal has demonstrated the way that “the language 
of flowers redoubles onto the language of race” in the novel to stress the tragedy of their 
plight.50 Child, she shows, draws on a long historical tradition that associates women with 
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flowers in order to generate a floral “counterdiscourse” to the racial rhetoric that 
connected miscegenation to animality.51 Rosenthal enumerates the ways that Child 
capitalizes on both scientific and sentimental floral registers in order to align the mixed-
race Royal daughters with status-endowing floral discourse associated with white 
femininity. Part of this entails the deliberate naming of each individual in the novel, 
whose floral reference—or notable lack thereof—bestows characterological import. 
Flora, Rosa, Tulee (short for Tulipa), Florimund Blumenthal, Alfred King (a 
transposition of the King Alfred daffodil), and Lily are only some of the characters 
framed by a language of flowers with strong metaphorical associations. Rosenthal is 
undoubtedly helpful in understanding how Child uses an available sentimental lexicon to 
disrupt common scientific constructions of race, but the correlation of various character 
names with the language of flowers commits too neatly to a symbolic practice that the 
landscape seems to perpetually unsettle. That is, part of what makes floral rhetoric so 
powerful in The Romance of the Republic is that its ubiquity makes the act of stable 
meaning-making hard to discern. This, I believe, is precisely the point, for the flower 
imagery in the novel—and it is legion—also serves a metonymic and metacritical 
function, and can be read as references not merely to the codified language of flowers, 
but to the ways in which this language does not fully resolve the range of associations it 
sets loose.  
The Child who wrote Evenings and Hobomok is decidedly not the Child who 
writes Romance. By 1867 Child is less interested in a fixed, culturally agreed-upon set of 
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floral symbols than in the ways these symbols break down stable epistemologies, 
including those upon which allegory depends. Very early in the novel the surfeit of 
botanical imagery overwhelms the narrative and troubles interpretation, as when Mr. 
Royal invites the younger Mr. King, who is the son of an old friend, to meet his daughters 
in their New Orleans home. Upon his arrival Mr. King is immediately struck by the 
beauty of Floracita and Rosabella, but as they settle into conversation he begins to take in 
the sitting room as well. The passage is worth quoting at length: 
 While the commonplaces of conversation were interchanged, he could not but  
notice the floral appearance of the room. The ample white lace curtains were 
surmounted by festoons of artificial roses, caught up by a bird of paradise. On the 
ceiling was an exquisitely painted garland, from the centre [sic] of which hung a 
tasteful basket of natural flowers, with delicate vine-tresses drooping over its 
edge. The walls were papered with bright arabesques of flowers, interspersed with 
birds and butterflies. In one corner a statuette of Flora looked down upon a 
geranium covered with a profusion of rich blossoms. In the opposite corner, ivy 
was trained to form a dark background for Canova’s ‘Dancer in Repose,’ over 
whose arm was thrown a wreath of interwoven vines and orange-blossoms. On 
brackets and tables were a variety of natural flowers in vases of Sevres china, 
whereon the best artists of France had painted flowers in all manner of graceful 
combinations. The ottomans were embroidered with flowers. Rosabella’s white 
muslin dress was trailed all over with delicately tinted roses, and the lace around 
the corsage was fastened in front with a mosaic basket of flowers. Floracita’s 
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black curls fell over her shoulders mixed with crimson fuchsias, and on each of 
her little slippers was embroidered a bouquet. (4)  
The description runs nearly a page, and perhaps there is no other literary passage quite 
like it for the kind of saturation in floral decoration that it provides. We are accustomed 
to long descriptions of interiors in nineteenth-century novels, and taxonomic lists of 
objects, yet the sheer excesses here untether floral signifiers from any particular artistic, 
scientific, or sentimental register. In turning a critical eye to the unexamined stuff of the 
Victorian novel, Elaine Freedgood poses the question, “What knowledge has remained 
unexplored and unexamined, safe in the words that have seemed to designate the most 
inconsequential and uninterpretable of things?”52 We might ask a similar question of the 
organic objects in this scene, as does Alfred who, overwhelmed by the tableau, turns to 
his host and says, “This is the Temple of Flora […] Flowers everywhere! Natural flowers, 
artificial flowers, painted flowers, embroidered flowers, and human flowers excelling 
them all” (5).  
The surfeit of floral imagery has several effects at once. Firstly, floral decoration 
here is clearly not simply a domestic enterprise, but an art associated with “the best artists 
in France” and Canova, whose statue the daughters have adorned with ivy and orange-
blossoms. As a form of decoration, flowers here are primarily aesthetic, but also 
scientific, insofar as they invite a kind of perplexed taxonomy. Secondly, by the time 
Alfred makes his comment, the non-human flowers have almost threatened to overwhelm 
the human occupants, and his final complement works by associating the two women 
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with a range of floral typologies. Rosenthal reads this scene as harem-like, especially 
given the intoxicating incense drifting into the room from the garden outside, adding to 
the sensory detail. Yet the very diversity of the particulars arrests any attempt to parse 
how the embroidered flowers on the ottoman differ in meaning and value from the natural 
flowers in vases, or the painted garland on the ceiling. The sheer variety complicates the 
association that King makes between the women and the floral scene.  
It also complicates the idea of flowers as completely natural symbols. Here, 
natural flowers and floral commodities are entwined just as humans and possessions are 
at risk of being conflated. The jumbled scene produces a tableau that is hard to organize; 
there is no centerpiece, and the description takes in each detail of the scene one by one, 
making their relationality hard to parse. Even Alfred, who sees the room as a whole, can 
only describe it in categorical terms that have already been blurred and overrun: natural, 
artificial, painted, embroidered, human. If everything has a floral association (or is, in 
fact, a flower), then meaning making through taxonomies of order or systems of 
classification become meaningless. Or rather, they become so imbued with import that 
any attempt at a stable taxonomy of value—the kind so present in the moral ordering of 
Evenings and Hobomok—becomes impossible. 
 The same categorical troubling is true of the plot, whose complexity shows itself 
to be the product of a disordered society. By the end of the novel, a concatenation of 
events has occurred that makes discerning heredity so complicated that even the 
characters must stop at moments and articulate trimmed down plot summaries to make 
the connections clear. These events include the swapped babies, siblings who fall in love 
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before their filial relations are revealed, adoption across racial lines, marriages, 
intergenerational friendships that bestow inheritances, and a whole lot of travel to Europe 
where names get modified and national identity confused. The fact that all the favored 
characters have floral names (including, often, surnames, as in the Blumenthals) and 
bequeath these names upon children and grandchildren, covers the family tree in a 
profusion of undifferentiated blossoms. When Gerald Fitzgerald Jr. (the son of Gerald 
Fitzgerald senior, who married Rosa in an illegal marriage and then married a white 
woman named Lily Bell) discovers that he was swapped at birth, he comes to see his 
maternal heritage as double. “I must call you Rose-mother and Lily-mother, I believe” he 
exclaims upon learning the news (364). His recognition of both women as his mothers 
suggests that maternity—and by extension identity, race, and citizenship—cannot be 
reduced to biology any more than Native Americans can be reduced to allegorical figures 
who acquiesce to the appropriation of their land.   
  The “Temple of Flora” that occupied so much narrative description early on 
becomes a reference point for the way that self is conceived in this narrative. When Rosa 
and Flora first learn that they must leave home after their father’s abrupt death, the space 
is described as constitutive of their identities: “The garden and flowery parlor, which 
their mother had created and their father had so dearly loved, seemed almost as much a 
portion of them as their own persons” (41). This merging of character with these spaces 
proves an important point of reference as the novel proceeds. Shortly before Rosa and 
Alfred King become a couple, she asks him if he remembers the “flowery parlor” where 
he first met her and her sister. His response emphasizes the room’s role in mediating his 
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memory and desire:“ ‘Do I remember it? […] I see that room as distinctly as you can see 
it […] It has often been in my dreams, and the changing events of my life have never 
banished it from my memory for a single day’” (italics original, 250). The fact that the 
room resurfaces during this key plot turn speaks to its importance in the way that the 
floral references shape the narrative arc. Flora and Rosa’s strong identification with the 
parlor ties them to a multitude of botanical representations but to no singular floral 
custom.  
In A Romance of the Republic, Child recognizes the limits of her earlier botanical 
imagination and draws attention to how horticultural language could serve prejudicial 
ends. At the end of the novel a character named Mr. Bright makes an observation about 
his distaste for Boston society by critiquing its landscape management practices: “I don’t 
generally like to go among Boston folks” he says. “Just look at the trees on the 
Commons. They’re dying because they’ve rolled the surface of the ground so smooth. 
That’s just the way in Boston, I reckon. They take so much pains to make the surface 
smooth, that it kills the roots o’things. But when I come here, or go to Mrs. Blumenthal’s, 
I feel as if the roots o’things wa’n’t killed (441). Bright’s longing for the “roots o’things” 
sets up a social structure of surface versus depth, to be sure, but it also reveals the extent 
to which botanical tropes come to govern social expression. That is, the constant use of 
botanical language shapes the idea of self and society. When Alfred King comments early 
on that, “when men get to be so old as I am, the process of being transplanted in foreign 
soil seems onerous” (18), he relies upon a botanical process that would have been 
familiar to readers. Much like we think of technology today shaping our understanding of 
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subjectivity, plants had an intimate relationship to human habits of mind in the nineteenth 
century that comes to bear on how ideas of the self and the social order were 
conceptualized. Romance reveals how organic metaphors could not only constitute a 
world, but point to its disorder. For the reader conditioned to interpret botanical imagery 
taxonomically, this proliferation of value is disruptive. Rather than constituting a holistic 
botanical system, as in her early works, the varied kinds of botanical representation here 
disrupt a stable moral or aesthetic order. Unmooring a literary correlation between botany 
and human biology familiar to her readers, Child’s last novel seeks a new political order 
that resists smoothing over the complex roots of things, deadening future growth. 
  
In understanding horticultural practices as a strategy for national identity 
construction, Child’s early work plots a connection between nationalism and botanicals. 
In Evenings this takes the form of a meticulous catalog of imported plants, and an 
incorporation of the logic of economic botany into the national narrative. In Hobomok it 
manifests as botanical allegory that turns horticulture into the basis of a nationalist—and 
in the final assessment, imperialist—sentiment. Child’s early work to establish 
horticultural language as foundational to civic identity remains relatively uncritical of the 
way that acts of cultivation could—and often did—reify exclusionary ideology, though as 
her career progresses, so do her botanical politics. If her early work nationalizes 
horticultural language, Child’s later career critiques the unified aesthetic that emerges out 
of these efforts. In many ways Child’s early writings that construe America in botanical 
terms are emblematic of a larger cultural formation of nationalism, and she is not alone in 
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arriving at a critical stance towards this construction. As the chapters that follow 
illustrate, Hawthorne, Stowe, and Dickinson all start from the premise that rigid botanical 
taxonomies fuel economic and social ills. Beyond their separate interests, each writer 
recognizes the power of horticultural logic in animating concepts of character, property, 
and rights. Accordingly, as we shall see, they seek to promote theories of cultivation that 
might germinate more democratic forms of political life.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
“The great household of nature”: Hawthorne and Botanical Circulation  
  
Henry James, in his 1879 biography of Hawthorne, very much saw his subject as 
synonymous with the place in which he was raised:  
Out of the soil of New England [Hawthorne] sprang—in a crevice of that 
immitigable granite he sprouted and blossomed […] Hawthorne’s work savours 
thoroughly of the local soil—it is redolent of the social system in which he had 
his being. This could hardly fail to be the case, when the man himself was so 
deeply rooted in the soil. Hawthorne sprang from the primitive New England 
stock; he had a very definite and conspicuous pedigree.53  
James’ view of Hawthorne offers us, if we defer to his observations, a fundamentally 
local, or at most regional, writer, whose themes, if they register on the level of national 
politics, are always checked by a nature that is, at heart, “exquisitely and consistently 
provincial” (117). For James, Hawthorne is a man whose nature is consanguineous with 
the New England environment.54 
                                                
53 Henry James, Hawthorne (1879; New York: Harper Brothers, 1899): 3, 5. Subsequent 
references are to this text and are cited parenthetically.  
 
54 Michael Colacurcio outlines the perpetuation of this perception in the critical tradition, 
dividing Hawthorne critics into “Jameseans” and “Melvillians,” both of whom situate 
Hawthorne as deeply engaged with a fundamentally local history and politics. See 
Michael Colacurcio, The Province of Piety: Moral History in Hawthorne’s Early Tales. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984).  
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Such recourse to the botanical world to understand identity as a matter of 
environment speaks to a popular correlation between plants and place. Plants, after all, 
grow roots, and thus furnish the imagination with figurations suggesting attachment and 
entrenchment. The simplicity of this correlation has made such neat plant symbolism as 
attractive to subsequent Hawthorne critics as to James. Yet what makes James’ botanical 
language of stock, soil, and sprouting interesting is how it misses the very ways in which 
Hawthorne’s use of plant tropes establishes themes of mobility and flux. That is, plants 
are one of Hawthorne’s greatest motifs, but for hardly the reasons that James suggests 
when characterizing the author as a hardy New England flower whose worldview is 
rooted in one spot. More than fixtures, plants for Hawthorne represent new channels 
directing the flow of information, goods, and people around the world. And in 
consequence, they represent a primary way that Hawthorne, as well as many in his time, 
understood new geopolitical realities, trade networks, and material, human, and botanical 
diasporas. 
Hawthorne’s use of plants, and flowers in particular, has often been read in 
exclusively symbolic terms, which misses a significant dimension of their political and 
social circulation along human and nonhuman pathways. Considering the mobility of 
plants—both physical and across different scientific and cultural registers—gets us closer 
to the way that Hawthorne perceives the botanical realm as intrinsic to social relations 
and closer to the way his contemporaries wrestled with the shifting status of plants in an 
industrializing world. The implications of plant mobility are the subject of this chapter, 
and the Hawthorne that emerges once we contextualize his engagement with plants is far 
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more cosmopolitan, more global in his thinking, than is usually understood. A recent 
string of critics from Anna Brickhouse, Laura Doyle, and Robert S. Levine to Andrew 
Loman, and farther back Luther S. Luedtke, have begun to uncover how Hawthorne’s 
literary preoccupations place him within an antebellum context that is comparative and 
translocational.55 Hawthorne’s engagement with botanical tropes similarly locates his 
knowledge of the environment within a global context of circulation and mobility. In 
doing so, his work problematizes the nature of the local, upon which so many claims to 
identity rested.  
Like Stowe, but with a less overtly heuristic agenda, Hawthorne links plants to 
popular social and scientific practices as well as to contemporary discourses about land 
development, economics, and migration. Far from being abstract signs, his plants reflect 
and refract shifting attitudes and practices regarding the landscape. Plants were 
increasingly commoditized in nineteenth-century American culture—as evidenced by the 
success of industrial nurseries like Hovey’s, the proliferation of seed catalogues and 
horticultural periodicals, the popular sentimental culture of flowers, and the robust 
transnational trade of plant specimens. Yet plants are not things, at least not in the sense 
                                                
55 See Anna Brickhouse, Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth Century 
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that a manmade object is a thing.56 Their very autonomy and ephemerality—registered in 
the resilience of the most intrepid weed, say, and the wilting of the floral bouquet—resist 
the easy classification as objects subject to human volition, and render them a distinctive 
ontological category.57 Part of what make plants so rich to Hawthorne’s imagination is 
that this quality of vitality reveals paradoxes of human efforts to stabilize and thus control 
natural environments.   
 
I. Human-plant relations in antebellum America 
 
The history of eighteenth and nineteenth-century horticulture chronicles efforts to 
make nature cooperate with human needs and desires, and Hawthorne witnessed a 
dramatic transformation of plant practices over the course of his lifetime. Perhaps most 
significantly, his work reflects a tension in the way that plants were understood in terms 
of their aesthetic and use value as the institutionalization and industrialization of botany 
spread. Hawthorne had an intimate perspective on these issues: one of his uncles, Robert 
Manning, was a prominent pomologist who participated in the founding of the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and Hawthorne gained early exposure to gardening 
                                                
56 For a discussion of thing theory, see Bill Brown, A Sense of Things: The Object Matter 
of American Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003); see also Things 
That Talk: Object Lessons from Art and Science, ed. Lorraine Daston (New York: MIT 
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waiting to be brought out,” and “deciding what is ‘contained’ in objects involves a series 
of prior, potentially ideological decisions about where you imagine human labor or 
human thought residing” (114).  
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and arboriculture through him.58 Manning’s interest in pomology led to the introduction 
of many new varieties of fruit trees from around the globe to family residences in Salem, 
Massachusetts and Raymond, Maine, where Hawthorne spent some of the his happiest 
time as a child. Hawthorne’s relationship with his uncle might have been characterized by 
friction, but the author himself would become an experienced gardener by the time he 
began writing fiction in earnest.  
Perhaps because Hawthorne often complained—in his journals, letters and The 
Blithedale Romance (1852)—that the work at Brook Farm left him little time for his 
writing, Hawthorne criticism has often portrayed him at a remove from nature, interested 
in it only to the extent that it served his allegorical purposes. Yet Hawthorne was an avid 
gardener, appreciating the tangible rewards of his horticultural efforts in Concord. In a 
notebook entry dated August 10, 1842, Hawthorne provides a brief account of the 
pleasures of growing vegetables at the Old Manse, “as if something were being created 
under my own inspection, and partly by my own aid,” noting that, “I find that I have not 
given a very complete account of our garden; although, certainly, it deserves an ample 
record in this chronicle; since my labors in it are the only present labor of my life.”59 
                                                
58 As Brenda Wineapple recounts, “In 1838 Manning published The Book of Fruits: 
Being a Descriptive Catalogue of the Most Valuable of the Pear, Apple, Peach, Plum & 
Cherry, for New England Culture [and] in it…praises the Hawthorndean apple as a 
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flavored: perhaps his perspective on Nathaniel. For try as he might, Robert Manning 
could not cultivate his nephew as he might an apple or peach.” See Hawthorne: A Life 
(New York: Random House, 2004): 37. 
 
59 Nathaniel Hawthorne, American Notebooks, ed. Claude Mitchell Simpson (1868; 
Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1972): 331. All subsequent references to this text 
will refer to this edition and be parenthetical.  
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Hawthorne’s notebooks are full of scattered and relatively inconsistent reflections on his 
garden and the wild and cultivated landscapes he encounters around Salem and Concord. 
In an outburst that sounds almost Thoreauvian, he writes on September 4, 1842, “Oh that 
I could run wild!—that is, that I could put myself into a true relation with nature, and be 
on friendly terms with all congenial elements” (358). More often than not, however, 
Hawthorne reflects on the process of cultivating land, and describes an intimate 
relationship between the landscape and the cultivator. Shortly after inheriting an apple 
orchard at the Wayside in Concord, Hawthorne writes in his diary on August 9, 1852: 
My fancy has always found something particularly interesting in an orchard—
especially an old orchard. Apple-trees, and all fruit-trees, have a domestic 
character, which brings them into relationship with man; they have lost, in a great 
measure, the wild nature of the forest-tree, and have grown humanized, by 
receiving the care of man, and by contributing to his wants. They have become a 
part of the family; and their individual characters are as well understood and 
appreciated as those of the human members. One tree is harsh and crabbed—
another mild—one is churlish and illiberal—another exhausts itself with its free-
hearted bounties. (327) 
Once domesticated, Hawthorne sees plants as part of the family, that most intimate and 
exacting of nineteenth-century social institutions.  
Hawthorne was not alone in understanding horticulture in familial and domestic 
terms. Evidence of the intimate relations between domestic cultivators and their plants 
is abundant in periodical culture from the mid-nineteenth century. For Hawthorne’s 
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indomitable, mercurial friend Margaret Fuller, home itself is marked by the 
transplantation of familiar plants to new locales. In Summer on the Lakes she is moved 
by “families we saw [who] had brought with them and planted the locust.” Describing 
it “pleasant to see their old home loves brought in connection with their new 
splendors,” she connects the “tenderness of feeling” revealed by this act to “prosperity 
and intelligence, as if the ordering mind of man had some idea of home beyond a mere 
shelter.”60 For Hawthorne’s contemporary and competitor Stowe, plants in the home, 
“are a corrective of the impurities of the atmosphere,” and she cautions that, “It is a 
fatal augury for a room that plants cannot be made to thrive in it. Plants should not turn 
pale, be long-jointed, long-leaved, and spindling; and where they grow in this way, we 
may be certain that there is a want of vitality for human beings.”61 The relationship 
between home life and plant culture in antebellum America was likewise evident in the 
proliferation of botanical content in popular weeklies, as well as the rise of a number of 
magazines and journals devoted to gardening and horticulture. As one article in an 1837 
volume of The Farmer’s Cabinet suggested, “The pleasure to be derived in cultivating 
flowers can now be appreciated by most persons, as their biography and science have 
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become household ornaments.”62 For middle class readers, plants and the family were 
increasingly connected in sentimental culture and domestic ideology.  
Where and how to grow plants are questions fundamental to human civilization, 
though such questions had for Hawthorne particular resonance in an age where botanical 
commodities and scientific specimens from around the world arrived frequently in the 
port cities where he spent most of his life. The idea of America as a machine-made 
pastoral has been the subject of much scholarship since Leo Marx’s 1967 classic The 
Machine in the Garden. Yet for Marx, as for more recent critics like Richard Slotkin, the 
primary focus is on technological impositions onto the landscape in the form of railroads, 
factories, smokestacks and the like.63 Hawthorne’s depictions of the organic realm, 
however, indicate his interest in how technology was transforming the very stuff of 
nature itself. More pointedly, during the 1840s and 1850s when Hawthorne was most 
prolific, English landscape gardening, which strongly influenced antebellum garden 
design, makes manifest the increasingly complex relationship between plants and 
industrial technology.  
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63 See Richard Slotkin, The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier in the Age of 
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The trope of the English technological garden can be traced back at least two 
centuries to Andrew Marvell’s “The Mower against Gardens,” where the gardener 
“does nature vex, /  To procreate without a sex” and the botanist must ensure the 
survival of the “Marvel of Peru” when transplanted in English soil.64 Yet by the 
Victorian era the gardener’s growing power to vex nature—and prune it, force it, train 
it to a wall—increasingly relied upon the same material technologies associated with 
urban development: pipes, engines, and cheap glass. The invention of an iron hinged 
sash bar, for instance, by Scottish horticulturalist John Claudius Loudon facilitated 
greenhouse construction and made possible both the winter cultivation of temperate 
plants and the importation of plants from warmer climates.65 Technology, in many 
respects, was not so much invading the garden as constituting it in the first place.  
Nowhere was the intersection of technology and gardening more explicit than in 
the famous Kew Gardens, which became a publically funded scientific institution in 
1841. Hawthorne would have been unlikely to miss the developments at Kew in the 
1840s given his uncle’s heavy involvement with tree transplantation, his short residence 
in Boston with Thomas Green Fessenden (another prominent New England 
horticulturalist), and his own fascination with gardening. Articles on the developments 
taking place at Kew, such as the erection of new greenhouses and plant collection 
facilities, were commonly featured throughout the 1840s in American periodicals like 
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The Horticulturalist. Moreover, the built environment in Boston and Salem borrowed 
heavily from English garden design. As Hawthorne’s cousin Robert Manning Jr. 
describes in his History of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society (1880), “in the first 
half of the eighteen century, gardens [were] attached to the residences of the wealthy 
citizens of Boston…[and] were laid out in the style then prevalent in England.”66 By 
1807 greenhouse plants were available in Salem, and by the 1830s and 40s, as Manning 
Jr. describes, “ocean steam navigation was established, giving a powerful impetus to 
horticulture both in this country and in Europe, by the opportunity which it afforded for 
the interchange and concentration of the fruits and flowers of every climate, many of 
which found a place in the orchards, gardens, and conservatories of New England.”67 In 
England, Britain’s empire-building program and the influx of plants “of every climate” 
inspired a shift towards what Loudon termed the Gardenesque style, which emphasized 
“exotic” flowers and the individualized display of plants within carefully laid beds. As 
attention shifted to these plants, so too did interest in the measures taken to keep them 
alive in a new climate. One amateur correspondent writing to William Hooker in his 
capacity as director of Kew noted that she had seed samples from an interesting pine 
which she would happily send him, noting that, “in return would be very grateful for any 
hints that Sir William would kindly give as to the profitability? And the means of 
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creating a soil in this country that would suit them.”68 Soil fertility was a topic of great 
interest in horticultural periodicals on both sides of the Atlantic, and the application of 
fertilizers like guano from islands off the coast of Peru became commonplace by mid-
century. One article in The American Farmer estimated that between 1840 and 1844, 
England imported roughly 20,000 tons from Peru.69 In light of this kind of circulation, the 
trope of “native soil” used by James and others was becoming increasingly anachronistic.  
While Hawthorne would not travel to England until 1854, he began his career in 
letters at a moment when the substantial and highly publicized restructuring of Kew 
Gardens made visible the growing speed with which plants circulated as a result of 
technological developments. Economic botany—the collection, breeding and distribution 
of useful plants for human application—had long fueled colonial bioprospecting in 
Europe. Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward described in his 1842 treatise On The Growth of Plants 
in Closely Glazed Cases that “A practiced botanical eye can with certainty…predict the 
capabilities of any hitherto unknown country, by an inspection of the plants which it 
produces.”70 Harpers Magazine recorded how Kew viewed itself very much as an arbiter 
of economic botany in an 1884 interview with Joseph Hooker. When asked how Kew 
perceives its objectives, the then-director of Kew responded, “The raising of plants and 
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seeds for the colonies and other countries. Communication is now so rapid that the effects 
of our experiments are soon known. […] We do not wait for the colonial or Indian 
governments to ask us for plants; we send them whatever is good for them.”71 England’s 
use of the colonies as nurseries for imperial profit—uprooting and rerooting plants as 
befitted economic and political needs, perniciously cast in the favorable rhetoric of 
“cultivation” and “enrichment”72—was facilitated by the development of new 
technologies for transporting living plants across wide geographical ranges. The newly 
developed Wardian case, a hermetically sealed glass container, buffered plants from the 
vicissitudes of climate change and facilitated the circulation of many plants that 
previously had not been able to survive long, unpredictable sea journeys.  
Likewise, the construction of large-scale greenhouses in European botanical 
gardens starting in the 1820s relied upon artificial methods like boilers and elaborate 
piping systems in order to sustain tropical plants in colder climates. Freiburg’s botanical 
garden developed an impressive greenhouse in the late 1820s, and Charles Rohault de 
Fleury’s design for two greenhouses at the Jardin des Plantes in the mid-1830s was based 
on careful study of greenhouse construction in England. Shortly after Kew became a 
publically financed institution in 1841, plans began for the Palm House, a “stove” (or 
heated greenhouse) for the cultivation of palms that required careful temperature 
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regulation. One characteristic account of the new building from a Glasgow paper around 
1849 notes: 
Heat is communicated by means of hot-water pipes, extended to a length of 
24,000 feet, and concealed from view under the tables and beneath the floor. The 
furnaces, twelve in number, are underground, and the smoke is conveyed from the 
them through a subterranean tunnel, to a distance of 479 feet from the house, 
where it escapes by a shaft of ornamental structure, 96 feet high, with a reservoir 
near the top for supplying the house with water. The coals and ashes are carried to 
and from the furnaces through the tunnel; so that everything that could offend the 
eye is carefully concealed, and the plants are protected from the injurious effect of 
dust and fuliginous matter. The useful and the ornamental are combined with 
exquisite taste.73 
The extensive efforts to conceal the offending instruments used to heat the greenhouse 
and the equally extensive descriptions of these efforts in print culture primed readers to 
consider the relationship between industry and horticulture as a marvelous, tasteful, and 
above all, natural union. The concealed tunnels running under the grounds at Kew spoke 
not only to an interest in regulating climate and controlling nature, but in using 
technology to service botanical spectacle. Yet importantly, the technological aspects that 
were so carefully hidden out of sight—the tunnel for the transport of coal, the smoke 
from the boilers and everything else “that could offend the eye”—were the subject of 
much fascinated description in periodical culture. People wanted to know how the 
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greenhouses worked from an engineering perspective, and to understand the 
technological apparatus that made possible the display of horticultural grandeur. 
 Such dramatic transformations in plant culture were not lost on Hawthorne, whose 
literary interests in the careful optics and management of gardens is evident from his 
early short story “Rappaccini’s Daughter” (1843) through his later depictions of aberrant 
plants that flaunt the human desires so meticulously invested in them. In many ways, the 
dynamics of the Padua garden that Hawthorne describes in “Rappaccini’s Daughter”—
the careful sight lines and strict limitations on movement and touch—reflect the 
painstaking construction of nature as a scripted experience. Much like Poe’s later “The 
Domain of Arnheim” (1846) or the palm stove at Kew, the careful descriptions of 
Hawthorne’s story present an environment that is contrived down to its last detail.74 The 
garden “cultivated with exceeding care” is a space of both domestic affiliations and 
panoptic spectacle that, upon examination, produces fascination and horror.75 Here and 
elsewhere for Hawthorne, cultivation is fraught with anxiety about the unanticipated 
consequences of restrictive design.  
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II. Weeding in the Garden of Good and Evil: The Scarlet Letter 
If the garden in “Rappaccini’s Daughter” reflects human engineering efforts, the 
plants in Hawthorne’s later works grow progressively more autonomous. Cultivation has 
a long history as a trope for socialization, but the plants that increasingly become most 
striking to Hawthorne’s imagination are those that disperse. At a famous moment in “The 
Custom House” preface to The Scarlet Letter (1850), the narrator declares that, “Human 
nature will not flourish, any more than a potato, if it be planted and replanted, for too 
long a series of generations, in the same worn-out soil. My children have had other 
birthplaces, and, so far as their fortunes may be within my control, shall strike their roots 
into unaccustomed earth.”76 The notion of unaccustomed earth proves relatively elusive 
in a novel where the mark of Hester’s adultery is portable property that she wears, where 
Dimmesdale refuses to leave the settlement, and where Pearl ends up on European soil, 
which Hawthorne certainly would not have considered “unaccustomed.” This passage, 
however, suggests the degree to which plants provide Hawthorne with a model for 
domestic relations that are organic but not rooted, allowing him to reinterpret didactic 
plant tropes commonly used to model socialization. Whereas conventional botanical 
models of behavior stressed tropes of careful tending, pruning and training, Hawthorne 
favors plant growth that resists this agency. In this sense, his botanical images run 
counter to the message of conformity so central to both the way the novel is often read 
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and the way horticulture frequently operated as a tool of educators and theologians tasked 
with socializing the young.  
The Scarlet Letter in many ways epitomizes nationalism and social discipline. As 
Laura Korobkin has described Hawthorne’s Puritan New England, “The people may 
mutter, but they must also unhesitatingly obey.”77 According to critics such as Bercovitch 
and Berlant, Hester’s consent to the punishment imposed by the collective becomes the 
exemplar for an American individualism that promotes cohesion by outward 
acquiescence.78 More recent discussions of politics in the novel have largely emphasized 
the body as emblematic of the American body politic, but in doing so foreclose the 
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Chicago Press, 1991): 32.  
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affective links between character and environment that were generative of so much 
cultural interpretation in the antebellum period.79  
When we look, as Hawthorne does, at the way that plants were embedded in 
networks of scientific, sentimental and economic circulation, we see in The Scarlet Letter 
a novel that works against conformist logic. Identity, rather than being a matter of 
geographical rootedness, instead becomes a matter of mobility, is open to happenstance, 
and flourishes through displacement. Both Robert S. Levine and Laura Doyle have noted 
in recent years the importance of “geographical fluidity and uncertainty to expressions of 
American literary nationalism that have regional, trans-American, and transnational 
dimensions.”80 In many ways, Hawthorne wields the idea of environmental mobility—the 
movement of plants, animals and soil—as a defining principle of American domestic 
space: allowing self definition, for individuals as well as nations, to rest at once on the 
apparently stabilizing principle of what is ‘natural’ even while depicting the organic as 
inherently mobile.  
Many antebellum moralists and educators relied on plant tropes to describe 
human growth. For instance, in one of his Lectures on Education (1845), the educational 
reformer Horace Mann described collective responsibility for education thus:  
                                                
79 See Greven’s study of the “inviolate male” in Men Beyond Desire: Manhood, Sex and 
American Literature (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012). See also Berlant, Anatomy; 
Anna Brickhouse, Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth Century Public 
Sphere (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); Dana Medora, “‘Looking into 
the Inmost Nature: Speculum and Sexual Selection in ‘Rappaccini’s Daughter,’” 
Nathaniel Hawthorne Review 35:1 (Spring 2009): 70-86. 
 
80 Robert S. Levine, Dislocating Race and Nation: Episodes in Nineteenth-Century 
American Literary Nationalism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008): 
5. See also Laura Doyle, Freedom’s Empire (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008). 
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[T]his amazing change [wrought by education] in these feeble and helpless 
creatures, --this transfiguration of them for good or for evil, --is wrought by laws 
of organization and of increase, as certain in their operation, and as infallible in 
their results, as those by which the skillful gardener substitutes flowers, and 
delicious fruits, and healing herbs, for briars and thorns and poisonous plants. 
And as we hold the gardener responsible for the productions of his garden, so is 
the community responsible for the general character and conduct of its children.81  
The passage offers a clear-cut link between cultivation and morality. Such analogies 
between gardening and childrearing were plentiful in popular periodicals from the 1830s 
and 1840s and were directed especially at youths. Encouraging children to understand 
their actions in relation to a horticultural framework, an article in the May 1838 edition of 
The Youth’s Companion urges: 
Children, when you feel inclined to be selfish, when you are angry, or when you 
are fretful and sullen because you have been forbidden something you wished to 
do, and when you feel envious of another and covet something which he has, then 
there has a time come when you may choose whether you will be like a bad and 
poisonous plant, which everybody avoids and wishes away, or a good and 
wholesome plant, which we cultivate carefully, and love to have near us.82 (italics 
original)  
                                                
81 Horace Mann, Lectures on Education (Boston: Wm. B. Fowle & N. Capen, 1845): 80.  
 
82 “Variety.: Poisonous Plant,” The Youth’s Companion, 12.2 (May 25, 1838).  
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This choice is no choice, and the tone here perfectly encapsulates the disciplinary 
intimacy that Richard Brodhead identifies as operating within antebellum domestic and 
educational institutions.83 In a similar vein, an article entitled “On Education” written for 
The Cultivator in 1836 makes an explicit comparison between a nation’s “two natural 
sources of wealth: one, the soil of the nation, and the other, the mind of the nation” 
(italics original).84 In the process of moralizing on the distinction between plants and 
weeds, the article aligns mental cultivation with the act of tending the soil, rendering both 
national qualities.  
Plants in The Scarlet Letter consistently challenge straightforward narratives of 
cultivation as a path to conformity. Perched at the prison door, as at the entryway to a 
kind of domestic space, the rose that awaits Hester at the story’s start is explicitly 
aberrant and hard to pin down: “Whether it had merely survived out of the stern old 
wilderness, so long after the fall of the gigantic pines and oaks that originally 
overshadowed it,--or whether, as there is fair authority for believing, it had sprung up 
under the footsteps of the sainted Ann Hutchinson, as she entered the prison-door,--we 
shall not take upon us to determine” (46). Here Hawthorne makes a point of disavowing 
                                                
83 Brodhead, Richard. Culture of Letters: Scenes of Reading and Writing in Nineteenth-
Century America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).  
 
84 Continuing the analogy, the author writes “Agriculture makes the one productive, 
education the other. Brought under cultivation, the soil brings forth wheat and corn and 
good grass, while the weeds and briars and poisonous plants are all rooted out: so mind 
brought under cultivation, brings forth skill, and learning, and sound knowledge, and 
good principles: while ignorance and prejudice and bad passions, and evil habits, which 
are the weeds and briars and poisonous plants of the mind, are rooted out and destroyed. 
See Mc Vickar, “On Education,” The Cultivator (August 1836): 87 (APS). 
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any particular way of reading the rose-bush. Sacvan Bercovitch describes this as “a 
virtuoso performance of multiple choice that is meant to preclude choice (for it instructs 
us not to choose between the local flower, the figural passion flower, and the legacy of 
the ambiguously ‘sainted Anne Hutchinson’).”85 We thus encounter three meanings 
mapped onto one, but they all stand in service of symbolic tension that absorbs conflict in 
a move towards pluralism.  
The rose’s conspicuous presence on the threshold of the tale engages the reader 
familiar with botany as a common instructional trope, but pays surprising dividends when 
we recognize its indeterminacy. The one character who directly compares herself to the 
flower is Pearl, whose self-identification powerfully resists conventional understandings 
of flowers as a means to socialization. When Hester goes to Governor Bellingham’s to 
retain custody over her daughter, the pastor John Wilson demands of Pearl, “‘Can thou 
tell me, my child, who made thee?’” Her irreverent response shocks the room: “the child 
finally announced that she had not been made at all, but had been plucked by her mother 
off the bush of wild roses, that grew by the prison-door” (99). In a striking echo in Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin, published two year’s later, an equally pious Aunt Ophelia asks Topsy an 
identical question and receives a similar reply: “I spect I grow’d.” Shocking and 
sacrilegious to be sure, this recourse to the botanical for both Hawthorne and Stowe shifts 
the reader’s attention from scripted catechism to the less predictable relationship between 
humans and plants.86 For Hawthorne, Pearl’s identification with the wild rose bush by the 
                                                
85 Bercovitch, Office, 18.  
 
86 See Chapter Three for a fuller description of Topsy, Stowe, and horticulture. 
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prison door throws into relief the social construction of conventions through which 
authority is deployed, including how common analogies to plant growth participated in 
this process. In this instance, the rhetoric of cultivation as socialization so commonly 
relied upon as a metaphor for childrearing is volleyed back at the arbiters of Pearl’s fate.  
Hawthorne perverts the discourse of socialization in order to challenge the role of 
plants as an ideology for manufacturing identity. By layering the provenance of the rose 
bush, he renders acculturation a matter of accretion and exchange rather than regulation 
and discipline. Plants were used as a tool for socialization, but they were also widely 
recognized as scientific specimens, global commodities, and weeds. Flowers, trees and 
shrubs were transplanted and hybridized with great regularity, but human actions alone 
did not determine the course of New England botanical development.  
Pearl, of course, is no shrinking violet, and to any extent that she is socialized to a 
set of conventions, it happens off the page after she goes to Europe. Here, though, she 
externalizes and turns on its head the logic of cultivation within the Puritan context. The 
wild rose bush from which she declares herself plucked defies Calvinist views of sin and 
indeterminacy. Holly Blackford reads Pearl and Topsy as “otherworldly children [who] 
symbolize an outgrowth of an entire community rather than the reproduction of a 
progenitor (one parent or God)” and suggests that, “They spring from systemic 
environments and reflect a corrupt world back to itself.”87 Yet I would suggest there’s 
nothing reflective in Pearl’s description of her origins. Instead, this botanical rhetoric 
shifts attention away from an exclusively human community in the discussion of 
                                                
87 Holly Blackford, Mockingbird Passing: Closeted Traditions and Sexual Curiosities in 
Harper Lee’s Novel (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2011): 119. 
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identity—both individual and civic—towards an understanding of human social relations 
as indelibly bound up in relationships to the environment. In both of these scenes, the 
organic description of growth lies outside the bounds of normative ideology.   
Governor Bellingham’s garden further complicates horticultural cultivation as a 
process of stabilization. As Pearl and Hester wait for the governor in his house, the 
narrator notes that, “Bellingham had planned his new habitation after the residences of 
gentlemen of fair estate in his native land” (93). This includes an attempt at an English 
garden, though the narrator notes that “the proprietor appeared already to have 
relinquished, as hopeless, the effort to perpetuate, on this side of the Atlantic, in a hard 
soil and amid the close struggle for subsistence, the native English taste for ornamental 
gardening” (94). What makes the description here noteworthy is its emphasis on the way 
in which the vegetation is distinctly not under full human control: “Cabbages grew in 
plain sight, and a pumpkin vine, rooted at some distance, had run across the intervening 
space, and deposited one of its gigantic products directly beneath the hall-window; as if 
to warn the Governor that this great lump of vegetable gold was a rich an ornament as 
New England earth would offer him” (94). The vegetation does not stay where it is 
planted, such as the pumpkin vine ‘rooted at some distance’ makes clear in its migration 
across the lawn. Even as Bellingham hopes to discipline Pearl and Hester, and as much as 
he would like to found a Puritan settlement on stable foundations, the very seat of his 
government suggests transplantation and mobility.   
Vegetation is, for Hawthorne, hard to control, especially when weeds stand in for 
aberrant desires and sinful proclivities. In The Scarlet Letter, most famously, the “ugly 
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weeds” that grow out of a sinner’s heart according to Chillingworth, “typify, it may be, 
some hideous secret that was buried with [the dead man]” (114). Yet for all that the 
analogy serves the moralist, the role of unruly vegetation for Hawthorne was less clear-
cut. In a journal passage that relates to his own experience gardening he reflects, 
Why is it, I wonder, that Nature has provided such a host of enemies for every 
useful esculent, while the weeds are suffered to grow unmolested, and are 
provided with such tenacity of life […] What hidden virtue is there in these 
things, that it is granted them to sow themselves with the wind, and to grapple 
hold of the earth with this immitigable stubbornness, and to flourish in spite of 
obstacles, and never to suffer blight beneath any sun or shade, but always to mock 
their enemies with the same wicked luxuriance! It is truly a mystery. There is a 
sort of sacredness about them. Perhaps, if we could penetrate Nature’s secrets, we 
should find that what we call weeds are more essential to the well-being of the 
world than the most precious fruits or grains. This may be doubted, however; for 
there is an unmistakeable analogy between these wicked weeds and the bad habits 
and sinful propensities which have overrun the moral world; and we may as well 
imagine that there is good in one as in the other. (389) 
It is a radically suggestive passage before the final reactionary turn, where Hawthorne 
bestows the familiar association between tares and sin. Only when the weeds become the 
subject of a precise analogical comparison to humans do they become imbued with 
negative associations. First, however, Hawthorne’s description of weeds goes, I think, a 
long way towards cautioning us against reading the plants in his fiction in limited 
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metaphoric ways, despite the fact that he makes this easy—too easy—for us to do. For a 
writer drawn to the ambiguous, the “unmistakeable analogy” is a hollow pronouncement 
fixing these plants in service of a prescriptive moral register. Hawthorne’s fiction exposes 
the limitations of this purview by celebrating a natural world indifferent to human 
standards and desires. In the notebook passage above, weeds register as an alternative to 
the gardener’s order, and inspire because they are able “to sow themselves”—one hears 
Shelley’s West Wind—and because they suggest that the cultivator does not own the 
soil.88  
 Such a notion challenges the idea of identity grounded in control of the landscape, 
and the supposed consensual politics of The Scarlet Letter thus appear in a different light 
when the novel’s references to cultivation are taken into account. Hester can be taken as 
the embodiment of the consenting individual, and Pearl, who refuses to cross the stream 
in the forest unless her mother returns the scarlet A to her chest, a model of social 
enforcement. But if we place Pearl in the context she places herself—that is, in relation to 
a nature not under the gardener’s thumb—we see her reversal of the parent-child 
disciplinary script in a new light. Whereas critics like Lee Edelman have been quick to 
point out that the child, “remains the perpetual horizon of every acknowledged politics, 
the fantasmatic beneficiary of every political intervention,” most readings of the novel 
focus on Hester’s relationship to the community at large rather than her relationship with 
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her daughter.89 “[I]mpish” and inscrutable as she is, Pearl is harder to place, especially as 
she ends up knowing “that unknown region” across the Atlantic. Viewed from a 
generational perspective—“my children […] shall strike their roots into unaccustomed 
earth”—Pearl’s mobility challenges an exceptionalist view of America. Attending to his 
contemporaries’ desire to legitimate consensus-building socialization in horticultural 
pursuits, Hawthorne identifies Pearl in relation to the uncontrollable and mobile aspects 
of the landscape.  
 In this regard, Pearl neither conforms to the Puritan community nor is structured 
by her resistance to it. As Edelman writes, “politics, however radical the means by which 
specific constituencies attempt to produce a more desirable social order, remains, at its 
core, conservative insofar as it works to affirm a structure, to authenticate social order.”90 
Pearl’s location at the end of the novel cannot be specifically plotted, and in this sense 
she occupies a space outside “the conflict of visions that share as their presupposition that 
the body politic must indeed survive.”91 Although Chillingworth bequeaths her property 
in America and England, she demonstrates no attachment to either except for her mother. 
If the scarlet letter marks Hester all the way to the grave, letters bearing “armorial seals 
[…] unknown to English heraldry” close Pearl’s story (240). In this sense, the “flush and 
bloom of early womanhood” for Pearl is not, as it is for Mary Conant, a question of civic 
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identity tied to the landscape (239), or even a question of civic identity. Hester may be a 
model for external civil obedience, but she does not pass this on to her daughter; Pearl is 
more like the flagrantly flourishing wicked weeds whose growth cannot be trained into a 
clear role within the social order.  
 
III. Something there is that doesn’t love a wall: The House of the Seven Gables  
As we have seen, Hawthorne understood that mastery over the soil was an 
important component of nationalist rhetoric in the antebellum period and American 
historiography. The correlation between fixed settlement and land ownership is a 
deeply entrenched ideology that played an active role in Native American dispossession 
and resistance to English colonial rule, and in The House of the Seven Gables (1851) 
Hawthorne turns his attention explicitly to the ways that domestic property serves this 
paradigm. As many critics have pointed out, themes of ownership and identity 
preoccupy The House of the Seven Gables, particularly through the Pyncheon family’s 
dubious claims to both the house in Salem and the Waldo territory in eastern Maine. 
The novel’s ending famously reifies property as the basis for social relations, as even 
the revolutionary Holgrave abandons his Fourier-inspired principles to live in the 
Pyncheon country estate once he and Phoebe are partnered. It is certainly a vision that 
upholds lineage: the expanded Pyncheon clan sallies forth to take up a comfortable 
residence upon another tract of land they inherit through family. Holgrave and Uncle 
Venner get absorbed into a new domestic order that is based upon, as Holly Jackson 
suggests, a reorientation of kinship and nationalism along the lines of race rather than 
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class.92 Yet if the new concept of the family at the end of the novel makes race a kind 
of natural property, the depictions of plants throughout the novel trouble the coherence 
of such formulations, as nature itself, represented in the botanicals that surround the 
house, is shown to be mobile and hybrid. Writing at a moment when the circulation of 
plants and implementation of new forms of garden technology were fundamentally 
changing the way that people conceived of their control over the natural world, 
Hawthorne destabilizes nature as an essentialist category.  
One foundation of American literary nationalism was the claim of natural 
distinctiveness within the country’s ever-expanding geographical borders. Hector St. 
John de Crevecoeur memorably states in Letters from an American Farmer (1782) that, 
“Men are like plants; the goodness and flavor of the fruit proceeds from the peculiar 
soil and exposition in which they grow.”93 In contrast to the “espaliers, plashed hedges 
and trees dwarfed into pigmies” of Europe, America affords “wild cherries, such as 
nature forms them here, in all her unconfined vigour, in all the amplitude of their 
extending limbs and spread ramifications” such that the visitor should note “we are 
possessed with strong vegetative embryos” (46). Likewise, Thomas Jefferson’s Notes 
on the State of Virginia (1781) adumbrates the variety and vigor of the country’s 
natural resources to legitimate the country’s democratic ideals. Both men relied upon a 
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trope that would become widely prevalent with the rise of self-consciously national 
literature in the 1820s: the uniqueness of the American soil and the plants that grow 
there. In 1821, The North American Review ran an article proclaiming the need for a 
more extensive national botanical program, stressing the importance of the “difference 
and affinity” of plants found in North America and Europe.94 This knowledge would 
help facilitate trade with the continent, but also, the author implies, provide a botanical 
basis for establishing national distinctiveness.  
By 1850 that notion of geographic essentialism held less currency, as the heavy 
circulation of plants and rise of commercial nurseries made the incorporation of foreign 
plants a common household practice, bringing plants from around the world into the 
most intimate of spaces. What Harriet Ritvo notes of mid-century England was 
similarly true of many areas of the United States: as a result of “the nineteenth-century 
democratization (or at least bourgeoisification) of horticulture, it became possible for 
any middle-class hobbyist to construct a miniature empire in the back garden.”95 The 
popularization of gardening as a healthful part of domestic life—espoused by arbiters 
of the home like Lydia Maria Child and the Beecher sisters—contributed to the 
growing influx of non-native plants. Hawthorne’s uncle regularly received shipments of 
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trees from around the world, and Hawthorne himself would order trees from England to 
plant at his homestead later in his life.   
The key point here is that by the 1840s, while the unique qualities of the 
American landscape remained a central component of many literary representations of 
the nation, horticultural manuals, nursery catalogues, and articles in popular magazines 
invited the influx of plants from different parts of the globe, particularly as 
improvements in greenhouse design and heating technology made the cultivation of 
plants from other climates possible. By the post-bellum period, it was not uncommon 
for middle class families in the Northeast like the Dickinsons to have a greenhouse 
attached to their house. The domestic space was one area through which transplantation 
was not only facilitated, but encouraged as an enterprise good for the health of the 
cultivator and for the advancement of horticulture. The increasing technological 
involvement, scientific experimentation, and popular practice of plant cultivation 
challenged simple notions of botanical nationalism and primed readers to see nature in 
a new light not as essence, but as experiment.  
As horticultural journals and magazines made clear, the goal of both 
professional and amateur gardeners was plant improvement. This, in turn, was 
increasingly defined by horticultural societies, emerging arbiters of cultivation, as a 
matter of exacting precise control over the soil. As the president of the Massachusetts 
Horticultural Society described in an annual talk given at Faneuil Hall in 1848, the goal 
of every gardener was to appreciate “that he is not merely the tenant, but in a proper 
sense, the lord of the soil.” Recalling a time “when without the light of science, the old 
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worn out systems and routines of cultivation, were handed down from sire to son, and 
from generation to generation,” the president goes on to describe “our happy lot to live 
at a period when a new era has commenced—when the most distinguished and learned 
men of our age are joining hands to advance the cause of the cultivator—when 
chemistry, geology and the mechanic arts have come up to his aid.”96 The narrative 
here—of darkness to light, of transitioning from timelessness to a new era—makes 
progress a matter of scientific disciplines, and asserts the cultivator as godlike figure. 
Here the argument from design gives way to the “cause” of the farmer or gardener in a 
logic that sets the idea of botanical improvement against the idea of American nature as 
timeless and essential. To manage the landscape in the name of improvement meant 
relying on transatlantic networks of horticulture and botany. In this sense, 
exceptionalist narratives of national improvement co-existed with competing 
transnational realities.  
Especially during his own transnational travels, Hawthorne scorned the rhetoric 
of mastery over the soil. In his capacity as Consul to Liverpool in the mid-1850s, he 
rejected what appeared to him to be a manipulative, totalitarian planting regime. Noting 
the striking prominence of horticultural technology in his English Notebooks, he 
chronicles the estate gardens he visits in great detail. For example, he describes Poulton 
Hall as a landscape that has been artificially coaxed to “get everything from Nature 
which she can possibly be persuaded to give them, here in England.” Elaborating, 
Hawthorne notes:  
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[P]eaches and pears growing against the high brick southern walls,--the trunk 
and branches of the trees being spread out perfectly flat against the wall, very 
much like the skin of a dead animal nailed up to dry, and not a single branch 
protruding. […] The brick wall, very probably, was heated within by means of 
pipes, in order to reinforce the insufficient heat of the sun. It seems as if there 
must be something unreal and unsatisfactory in fruit that owes its existence to 
such artificial methods. Squashes were growing under glass, poor things!97  
Hawthorne’s sympathetic response to the poor fruits and vegetables of Poulton Hall 
reflects a palpable anxiety about the means used to grow them. “Artificial methods” 
here deaden the plants, so that the trees look de-natured: a kind of living death. On 
another occasion while touring the countryside, Hawthorne describes “a row of 
unhappy trees […] spread out perfectly flat against a brick wall, looking as if impaled 
alive, or crucified, with a cruel and unattainable purpose of compelling them to produce 
rich fruit by torture” (257). Hawthorne’s representation of cultivation here renders it 
violent, and while he is more or less charmed with the English countryside, he finds 
that nature here cannot be distinguished from engineering efforts. “[T]he wildest things 
in England are more than half tame” (114), he writes in his notebook, repeating himself 
more strongly later that, “The landscape was tame to the last degree” (185). The 
deadening sensibility that Hawthorne describes here is a theme that animates much of 
his earlier fiction.  
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In many ways, Hawthorne’s stories expose the extraordinary effort required to 
force plants to respond to human desires. As any experienced gardener knows, plants 
rarely behave according to a set plan, nor can vicissitudes of climate, insects or animals 
always be controlled. Horticulturalists in America during and after the Revolution 
focused on substantiating the quality of American trees and plants in relation with those 
in Europe as a way of measuring the viability of the American democratic experiment. 
With the great influx of new plants to America from around the world in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, “Horticulturalists guided the forms and placements of 
organisms, but they controlled few, if any, completely. Plants, insects, and fungi pursued 
their own reproductive and evolutionary strategies, and some moved successfully into 
and then out of cultured settings.”98 This is an important idea for Hawthorne, who 
recuperates the mobility and autonomous actions of plants in his fiction to challenge 
essentialized notions of identity and property.  
In many ways Hawthorne’s depiction of gardening and gardeners in The House of 
the Seven Gables reifies the classed and gendered discourse that surrounded flowers, 
fruits and vegetables in mid-century novels and periodicals. As Philip Pauly explains, the 
cultivation of fruit trees in the first half of the nineteenth century was considered a 
gentlemanly pursuit because “vegetables were plebian, flowers were effete, ornamental 
shrubs were largely unavailable in North America, and timber trees were either too 
common or too slow-growing.”99 Judge Pyncheon is, among other things, a 
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horticulturalist who “produc[es] two much-esteemed varieties of the pear”; Phoebe 
Pyncheon is a young country cousin whose femininity is associated with her blooming 
cheeks and skill with flowers; and in contrast to Phoebe’s cultivation of “aristocratic 
flowers,” Holgrave tends to the garden’s “plebian vegetables.”100 Yet for all this careful 
cultivation that reinforces lines of gender and class, the land itself and the plants that 
grow there reject such assignations.  
At first it may appear that they do the opposite. The sardonic narrator describes 
with pleasure the many ways that the land registers the immorality of the ancestral 
Pyncheon’s land-grabbing: the water from Maule’s well famously grows brackish and 
“productive of intestinal mischief to those who quench their thirst there” (10) and the rose 
bush that Phoebe spies from her window on her first night in the house is, upon closer 
inspection, blighted at its core. Such easy symbolism seems to be a simple moral 
judgment until we consider that Hawthorne is also engaging with contemporary theories 
about soil fertility and crop rotation.  
A series of articles published in popular American horticultural periodicals from 
the late 1830s debated the theory of the execratory powers of plants. Put simply, one 
strongly held argument for crop rotation rested on the theory that plants excreted 
substances into the soil that were poisonous for future generations of the same plant 
species. An 1834 article from The Genesee Farmer and Gardener’s Journal describes it 
thus:  
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[I]t has been very generally noticed, that the soil in which any particular plant has 
grown, and into which it has consequently discharged the excretions of its roots, 
is rendered noxious to the growth of plants of the same or of allied species. […] 
The whole theory depends upon the fact, that all plants succeed badly upon lands 
which have lately borne crops of the same species as themselves, or even of the 
same genus, or of the same family. This effect […] arises from a corruption of the 
soil, by the intermixture of vegetable excretions given out at the root, which 
excretions are always more deleterious to plants of the same kind than to others. It 
is even ascertained that the excretions of some plants are beneficial to the growth 
of others of a different family.101 
While this theory was only one of several, it was hotly debated among botanists and 
agriculturalists, and the impetus for many experiments into the relationship between roots 
and soil.102 And the questions that horticulturalists were asking resonate with the 
questions that Hawthorne posits in House: to what extent was soil a product of 
contemporary human activity? What traces of the past endure in the ground? And to what 
degree does a plot of cultivated land require change in order to stay vital?  
                                                
101 “The Action of Poison on Vegetable Structure—Rotation of Crops” in The Genesse 
Farmer and Gardener’s Journal, April 12, 1834; 4; 15. 
 
102 Others argued that different plants drew different nutrients from the soil, thereby 
preventing rapid depletion of certain nutrients, and still others posited that “some other 
root crops…possess the property of adding to, rather than taking from, the quantity of 
vegetable matter in the soil” (170). “Philosophy of the Rotation of Crops” in the 
American Agriculturalist, June 1848..   
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Hawthorne draws on debates over soil quality to demonstrate that the ground was 
not an essentialized or uncontested reference point for identity. At a key moment in the 
novel Holgrave memorably exclaims to Phoebe that: 
[U]nder that roof […] there has been perpetual remorse of conscience, a 
constantly defeated hope, strife amongst kindred […] dark suspicion, unspeakable 
disgrace—all or most of which calamity I have the means of tracing to the old 
Puritan’s inordinate desire to plant and endow a family. To plant a family! This 
idea is at the bottom of most of the wrong and mischief which men do. (185)  
Holgrave’s comparison and his incredulous tone perhaps encourage the reader to dismiss 
the metaphor as means to his larger point about the obdurate and unjust nature of the 
Pyncheon’s claim to the property. Yet the novel is stubbornly committed to botanical 
imagery and knowledge, and in the context of the way plants and property are depicted 
throughout, Holgrave’s outburst bears closer scrutiny.  
 The Pyncheon’s claim to the Salem property is rendered as dubious by the 
narrator as the deed claiming ownership of most of Waldo County. In the latter instance, 
however, the narrator elides the issue of Indian land rights and reifies the concept of land 
ownership as belonging to white settlers by virtue of their labor: “These [settlers], if they 
ever heard of the Pyncheon title, would have laughed at the idea of any man’s asserting a 
right—on the strength of moldy parchments, signed with the faded autographs of 
governors and legislators long dead and forgotten—to the lands which they or their 
fathers had wrestled from the wild hand of nature by their own sturdy toil” (18-19). 
Ownership here is a matter of people imposing their will over a discrete parcel of “wild 
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nature” that is, by the very logic of its being subdued, rendered theirs. This passage 
functions to excise Indian claims to the land twice: once in the legal form of the deed, 
“confirmed by a subsequent grant of the General Court” (18), and once in the form of the 
settlers who lay claim through the Lockean justification of toil. In many ways, this elision 
in The House of the Seven Gables functions along the lines of many of Hawthorne’s other 
stories to, as Derek Pacheco writes, “reproduc[e] the cultural myth of the vanishing 
Indian, a fantasy of a race destroyed not by the policies of Anglo-America, but by the 
movement of time itself.”103 In The House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne explores the 
logic of land-grabbing, where to settle—by force—is to own. Yet he goes beyond that to 
explain how force is superseded by cultivation, whose cyclical nature helps complete 
amnesiac erasure of earlier land use.104 Hawthorne suggests how acts of land 
appropriation were legitimated through the linked rhetoric of horticulture and 
domesticity.  
 It is this ideology of horticultural progress to which Hawthorne turns an eye at 
once romantic and skeptical in The House of the Seven Gables. The private garden at the 
back of the house is a space that seems far removed from the social relations modeled in 
                                                
103 Pacheco, Derek. “ ‘Vanished Scenes…Pictured in the Air’: Hawthorne, Indian 
Removal and The Whole History of Grandfather’s Chair” in Nathaniel Hawthorne 
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104 In a different context, Whitman later meditates on similar issues in “This Compost.” 
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Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers. 1849. (New York: Penguin, 1998): 9. 
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Hepzibah’s cent shop, or indeed in the crowded public spaces like the parade that passes 
by the Pyncheon house. Yet part of the novel’s cultural work is to put the garden’s 
romantic associations in tension with the kind of rational, classificatory rhetoric that 
filled horticultural registers and botany textbooks and shaped public discourse about 
place. On the one hand, the novel is full of botanical language that seeks to explain moral 
truths on an abstract plane. For instance, “the act of the passing generation is the germ 
which may and must produce good or evil fruit in a far-distant time; that together with the 
seed of the merely temporary crop, which mortals deem expediency, they inevitably sow 
the acorns of a more enduring growth, which may darkly overshadow their posterity” (6). 
On the other hand, these seeds serve a literal function in the text as well; Holgrave plants 
the seeds he finds growing in a garret over one of the seven gables, “treasured up in an 
old chest of drawers by some horticultural Pyncheon of days gone by,” and the result of 
his experiment, “testing whether there were still a living germ in such ancient seeds,” 
produces “a splendid row of bean vines, clambering, early, to the full height of the poles, 
and arraying them, from top to bottom, in a spiral profusion of red blossoms” (148). By 
introducing empiricism into the text through Holgrave’s horticultural experiment, 
Hawthorne uses the practice of cultivation to legitimate the story’s more figurative views 
about sin and redemption. The scarlet blossoms on the bean vines attract hummingbirds, 
which Hepzibah understands in relation to Clifford’s freedom: “And it was a wonderful 
coincidence, the good lady thought, that the artist should have planted these scarlet-
flowering beans—which the hummingbirds sought far and wide, and which had not 
grown in the Pyncheon garden before for forty years—on the very summer of Clifford’s 
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return” (148). Nature here endorses Clifford’s return, but only as a result of Holgrave’s 
deliberate cultivation experiment. Through Hepzibah’s thought process Hawthorne here 
renders transparent how horticultural enterprises shaped the very definition of nature 
upon which romantic notions of justice rested.  
Alice’s Posies likewise serve to highlight the relationship between deliberate, 
historically located acts of cultivation and the romantic authenticity of timeless Nature. 
Through recurrent description of these flowers, Hawthorne exposes how the realities of 
domestic gardening were serving as new foundations for considering nature not as some 
fixed essence, but as the product of historically contingent human activities. Like the rose 
bush in The Scarlet Letter or the hothouse flowers that Zenobia wears in her hair in The 
Blithedale Romance, these flowers growing out of the house call immediate attention to 
their role as symbols. In the first chapter the narrator enshrines them in a frame narrative:  
[T]radition was that a certain Alice Pyncheon had flung up the seeds, in sport, and 
that the dust of the street and the decay of the roof gradually formed a kind of soil 
for them, out of which they grew, when Alice had been long in her grave. 
However the flowers might have come there, it was both sad and sweet to observe 
how Nature adopted to herself this desolate, decaying, gusty, rusty old house of 
the Pyncheon family. (28)  
Situated on top of the house, the flowers are botanical spectacles that straddle not only 
the angle between the two front gables, but the line between human volition and plant 
agency. The sentence structure both displays and then effaces the fact of their anomalous 
growth: first the narrator points out that, “Alice Pyncheon had flung up the seeds,” but 
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then quickly dismisses this fact by adding the next sentence that begins with, “However 
the flowers might have come there” to pursue a point about Nature’s sympathetic 
relationship to the house. Unlike a flower growing under glass or underfoot, the flowers 
here grow outside human management, yet the domestic space provides the very 
substrate in which they take root. Perched atop the house, they are, unlike the plants in 
the garden, visible to the street and to any passerby and thereby rendered as legible signs 
for what lies hidden within. Yet what they most reveal is that our reading of the novel’s 
botanical images must be wary, contingent, and rooted in an understanding of domestic 
horticulture projects.  
Tensions between human and organic agency recur at the end of the novel in the 
chapter entitled “Alice’s Posies.” These flowers, of course, constitute a powerful symbol 
for the impending union of Phoebe and Holgrave, which in turn absolves the present 
Pyncheons of the sins of their forebears. The fact of their coming into bloom after Judge 
Pyncheon dies “seemed, as it were, a mystic expression that something within the house 
was consummated” (286). The late reference to these flowers echoes their description at 
the start of the tale and places them, I would argue, within a metacritical commentary 
about romantic Nature as a grounds for authenticating social relations. Consider their 
return near the end of the novel: 
One object, above all others, would take root in the imaginative observer’s 
memory. It was the great tuft of flowers—weeds you would have called them a 
week ago—the tuft of crimson-spotted flowers, in the angle between the two front 
gables. The old people used to give them the name of Alice’s Posies, in 
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remembrance of fair Alice Pyncheon, who was believed to have brought their 
seeds from Italy. They were flaunting in rich beauty and full bloom, to-day. (286) 
The retelling here is curious because we have learned about these flowers already, very 
early on, and have already been told that they were not weeds, “but flower shrubs, which 
were growing aloft in the air” (28). Here the nomenclature—weed versus flower—is 
shown to be subjective. Moreover, as in their first introduction, when “tradition” guides 
their meaning, the posies are contextualized by the names the “old people” give to them 
(28, 286). Hawthorne is emphasizing how much the flowers have become part of a 
collective mythos: rather than give the reader the image as a symbol to interpret, he gives 
it as a symbol that has already been interpreted. And we are pointedly made aware of that 
fact. While this mediation is a narrative strategy that recurs throughout the novel, it is 
especially significant in relation to the botanical descriptions because they ground so 
many of the novel’s moral claims, such as the eventual absolution of ancestral sin. 
Alice’s Posies literalize how those moral symbols are embedded in the specific context of 
domestic gardening. Gardening, in turn, is shown to be an inherently political activity that 
both reshapes the land and undergirds the horticultural rhetoric justifying such activity.  
This seems particularly true given that Hawthorne was writing at a moment when 
conversations about planting were extending beyond the home garden to the level of 
communal space. Growing upon the roof, Alice’s posies are poised between the domestic 
and public space and gesture to the way that foreign plants helped to substantiate 
domestic landscapes. Sprouting out of “seeds from Italy” on the roof of a Salem 
residence, the posies offer a particularly powerful example of how “domestic metaphors 
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of national identity are intimately intertwined with renderings of the foreign and the alien, 
and that the notions of the domestic and foreign mutually constitute one another in an 
imperial context.”105 The Boston Garden was established in 1837 and plans for urban 
parks and botanical gardens along the Eastern seaboard during the middle decades of the 
nineteenth century included plants from all over the world. In 1835 H. A. S. Dearborn, 
writing for the Horticultural Register and Gardener’s Magazine, described the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society as playing a significant role in obtaining “trees or 
scions of the best kinds of fruits, as well as plants and seeds of ornamental trees, shrubs, 
flowers, and culinary vegetables, from England, France, the Netherlands, Italy, and other 
parts of Europe, and of Asia, South America, and the United States.” He goes on to note 
Robert Manning’s particular efforts “to become acquainted with the history, character, 
identity and mode of cultivating all the kinds of fruits, which will brave the rigors of our 
climate,” noting that “there is scarcely an English or French work on fruit trees, which he 
has not thoroughly examined; and by collecting trees or scions from all parts of the globe, 
for cultivation on his own grounds, he has been enabled to understand their characteristic 
distinctions.”106 In short, according to Dearborn, Manning and other horticulturalists 
should be revered for their cosmopolitan connections and their ability to import and 
cultivate trees from around the world. This, in turn, fueled a relationship to horticultural 
display that participated in public discourse about matters of taste and morality. 
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Horticultural societies like the one Hawthorne’s uncle belonged to organized displays of 
plants for public consumption. A June 1855 New York Times article called horticultural 
exhibitions “the most profitable [contrivances] and the least capable of being perverted to 
an improper end,” noting how they functioned, “to exert a healthful influence on public 
taste and moral.”107 Such displays demonstrated the viability of the soil and the 
intelligence of its cultivators, reifying the notion that the landscape, when approached 
with scientific skill, was fully manageable.   
Yet as a gardener Hawthorne had plenty of experience with landscapes that did 
not cooperate with his intentions, and The House of the Seven Gables is attuned towards 
an ecological perspective that subverts the control of any of the characters in the novel. 
Part of what is striking about Alice’s posies is that they grow in an out-of-reach place, 
spread (so it is rumored) by human intention but otherwise outside the realm of human 
touch. Most studies of The House of the Seven Gables approach it from the perspective of 
its commentary on social control. Maule is a mesmerist, as is Holgrave to an extent, (a 
quality shared, as Samuel Coale points out, with Westervelt, Aylmer, Rappaccini and 
Hollingsworth), and the prose style can be said to enact the same kind of control over the 
reader.108 Yet for all that this is apparent in the novel, so too are the moments when 
Hawthorne concedes agency to a nature beyond the realm of the mesmerism/medium 
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dichotomy. For the empiricist reader, the Pyncheon yard is full of evidence of nature’s 
own dynamic, undisciplined processes.  
In addition to the cultivated flowers and vegetables that appear in the garden, the 
house is surrounded by vegetation such as “an enormous fertility of burdocks, with 
leaves, it is hardly an exaggeration to say, two or three feet long” (27). One writer for the 
Home Journal in 1855 characterized the burdock as a common weed with flowers that 
“changed into burs” and then “reached out their thorny fingers and grasped the passers-by 
[…] and the seeds flew out on the wind to seek lodging places, where another year a new 
crop should find foothold and sustenance.”109 Hawthorne’s particular naming of the 
burdock suggests familiarity with a plant notorious for its ability to spread itself by 
adhering to humans or animals that come in contact with it and using their mobility for its 
own. The squash blossoms in the back garden are likewise part of a process that connects 
them to an organic logic beyond the garden purview. In a passage shortly before the 
description of the hummingbirds that delight Clifford, Hawthorne describes the arrival of 
a swarm of bees: “Thither the bees came…and plunged into the squash blossoms, as if 
there were no other squash vines within a long day’s flight, or as if the soil of Hepzibah’s 
garden gave its productions just the very quality which these laborious little wizards 
wanted, in order to impart the Hymettus odor to their whole hive of New England honey” 
(147). That bees come from all over New England to the garden highlights mobility not 
under the control of the cultivators, although the narrator seeks to claim “why the bees 
came to that one green nook in the dusty town” explaining that, “God sent them thither to 
                                                
109 Harriet Wood. “The Burdock and the Violet,” Home Journal. Feb 2, 1856. 
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gladden our poor Clifford” (148). This impulse towards legibility in the context of the 
narrative belies a strong recognition that nature, while responsive to human activities, 
operates according to principles outside human control. The Putnam’s author of “A Chat 
About Plants” echoes this claim: 
[T]he poet of old already has taught us, that you may drive out nature even with 
the pitchfork, and yet she will ever return. A few years’ neglect, and how quickly 
she resumes her sway! Artificial lakes become gloomy marshes, bowers are filled 
with countless briars, and stately avenues overgrown with reckless profusion. The 
plants of the soil declare war against the intruders from abroad, and claim once 
more their birthright to the land of their fathers.110 
The sensibility here is akin to Hawthorne’s suggestion in The Scarlet Letter and The 
House of the Seven Gables that plants defy the property model upon which antebellum 
social relations functioned. Before Phoebe returns to the Pyncheon property, the 
“neglected yard” is described as “now wilder than ever, with its growth of hogweed and 
burdock” (293), and upon her arrival she discovers that “the growth of the garden seemed 
to have got quite out of bounds: the weeds had taken advantage of [her] absence, and the 
long-continued rain, to run rampant over the flowers and kitchen vegetables” (299). Such 
anarchy in the garden places Hawthorne closer in relation to the environmental ethic of a 
figure like Thoreau. 
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The Putnam’s author emphasizes the liveliness of plants, declaring that “[P]lants 
have both life and motion; we dare not as yet say whether it be the effect of mere dream, 
of a mechanical pressure from without, or of instinctive life within. For what do we as yet 
know of the simplest functions of the inner life of plants?” (428). The ten pages of 
description detailing plant mobility that follows seek to make clear that “vegetable and 
animal life go hand in hand, showing that beautiful bond of love” as “plants quietly and 
mysteriously perform their humble duty in the great household of nature” (433). The 
domestic rhetoric here offers a cosmopolitan way of thinking about domesticity, as 
“Plants alone—it would at first sight appear—have no home, for they seem to be at home 
every where [sic]” (433). It is in the context of this sort of approach to botanical mobility 
and domesticity that we might consider Hawthorne anew. “Something there is that 
doesn’t love a wall,” Robert Frost writes in 1914. By gesturing to the ways in which plant 
mobility ignores property boundaries, Hawthorne unmoors the domestic from space 
founded on the principle of ownership. In a novel where domesticity acts as the 
foundation for social and political relations, Hawthorne proposes that the nature of such a 
space can never be considered as essentially stable.   
 
The nineteenth century often gets hailed as a century that gave rise to divisions, 
partitions, and borders that still inform academic practices and knowledge production 
today. The professionalization of science, the increased division of labor associated with 
industrial capitalism, and the attendant transformations and divisions of landscape: these 
are legacies of an age of empire that continue to bear on our contemporary political and 
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environmental landscape.111 Some persuasive work has been written on Hawthorne’s 
interest in the language of botanical hybridity, but a perspective that sees Hawthorne’s 
plants merely for their metaphorical potential to explain human relationships reifies 
distinctions between humans and plants and misses how Hawthorne registers the 
subversive possibilities of plants to challenge scientific, social, and literary efforts to 
control them as specimens, commodities, and metaphors. Writing at time when the 
Concord grape was discovered by accident in a corner of a neighbor viticulturalist’s yard, 
Hawthorne was familiar with seed dispersal and other autonomous strategies of plant 
propagation. And when we take Holgrave’s comment literally about the Pyncheon desire 
to “plant a family,” we see Hawthorne engage with an issue that remains of pressing 
ecological importance today. While land has been plotted and parceled, owned privately 
or held publically, seed dispersal and plant migration remains outside the bounds of 
human control yet very much within the realm of human litigation and policymaking. In 
today’s global economy, the current soil-borne fungus threatening banana crops that has 
spread from places as disparate as Australasia and Central America has prompted 
                                                
111 Consequent to these divisions, Timothy Mitchell notes, are several patterns in Western 
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Latour’s deliberately vague definition of “the moderns,” his critique provides a helpful 
way of theorizing the stakes of mobilizing power along the interplay of nature, science 
and society as discrete yet constantly hybridizing fields. 
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quarantines and efforts to genetically modify a resistant banana. Colony collapse in bees 
has been tentatively linked to pesticides embedded in seeds. And Monsanto’s threat to 
sue organic farmers if any GM seeds show up on their properties suggests the grey areas 
around claiming ownership to botanical “property.” Hawthorne’s evocation of plants’ 
ability to pursue reproductive strategies outside the realm of human control challenges 
the dichotomy of possessor and possessed, agent and object, produced by the concept of 
ownership. If domesticity was tasked with cultivating citizens in antebellum America, 
Hawthorne shows how the home garden could subvert the property relations upon which 
political identity rested. In a moment when plant circulation was a matter of great 
horticultural interest, Hawthorne evokes ecological mobility to destabilize political 
definitions that depend upon an idea of that which is fixed in nature.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Garden Variety: Botany and Multiplicity in Stowe’s Abolitionism 
 
In the middle of writing her second abolitionist novel Dred: A Tale of the Great 
Dismal Swamp (1856), Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote to her editor Frederick Law Olmsted 
about his recent trip to the American South. Interested in his impression of the slave 
states, Stowe asked specifically for a botanical topography:  
Of what species is the Pine of which you make so great mention and of which the 
greater part of the Pine Forests are composed? Are the mosses and flowers which 
grow under them of the same species that grow in the Pine Forests in the Northern 
States? Did you notice that white crisp frosty-looking moss which grows on Pine 
lands with us? ---Also the feathery green ground Pine?---Pray what is the Cat 
briar of which you make so frequent mention? Is the Holly like the English?—
Have you ever seen it employed for hedges? – I wish very much if you are in our 
vicinity in Boston that you would make me a call for I should like very much to 
read you some parts and get a little help from you about laying out the 
topographical details—It is absolutely necessary for me to get a perfect definite 
idea of the country where I suppose the scene will be laid and in conversing with 
you I could do it.112 
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Such details would prove “absolutely necessary” to Dred, a novel in which botanical 
descriptions are central to both Stowe’s aesthetic sensibility and her anti-slavery 
argument. Indeed, botanical diversity is crucial to Stowe’s abolitionist project as a whole, 
as she makes clear in her admiration for Olmsted’s recently released A Journey in the 
Seaboard Slave States (1856). Responding to Olmsted’s critique of single-crop planting 
practices associated with plantation culture, Stowe wrote to him, “I am charmed with 
your book—It is extremely graphic and readable and exceedingly calculated to do 
good—I hope it will circulate and be extensively read at the South—I think I never saw a 
work on the subject calculated to do more good with less friction.”113 As the author of the 
most controversial book of her era, Stowe had good reason to think about friction, and 
she believed that botanical rhetoric could be politically effective in delivering an 
abolitionist message by drawing upon scientific and aesthetic authority.  
Throughout her correspondence, novels, and later writings, Stowe turns to 
gardening and horticulture as a basis for challenging slavery, developing a botanical 
philosophy that illustrates how horticulture constituted a vital form of civic engagement 
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in antebellum America. In Stowe’s writings, plants are not merely ornamental or 
allegorical. Rather, the theories of plant growth and vitality she draws upon refute the 
strict classification and cultivation practices associated with slavery, disrupting the logic 
used to segregate humans from each other and from the environment. Stowe’s 
characterization of plants reframes our understanding of what might be called sentimental 
science in the decade preceding the Civil War, making domestic cultivation practices 
central to the practice of democracy. Sentimental cultivation promotes an understanding 
of the natural world that collapses the hard boundaries between public and private, black 
and white, humans and plants. By resisting rigid scientific categories and binary thinking, 
Stowe instead emphasizes that the crossing, hybridity and prodigality familiar to the 
domestic naturalist could potentially form the basis for a different, more egalitarian, 
political order.  
 
I: A Moveable Garden 
 Stowe loved gardening. During her years as a young wife in Walnut Hills, Ohio 
Stowe planned elaborate gardens and spent countless hours working on them. Susan 
Munroe Stowe wrote of her mother-in-law, “Mrs. Stowe [had] a passionate love of 
flowers, and always found time to cultivate house-plants in winter, and in summer to 
gather and arrange flowers for decorating her rooms.”114 These interests are confirmed in 
letters that Stowe wrote to her siblings, in columns she wrote for The Independent and 
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The Atlantic, and in her husband’s complaints that she spent too much money on her 
gardens.115 Stowe’s descriptions of plants reveal both a great familiarity with plant 
cultivation and a belief in its moral and physical benefits for the practitioner, a view 
shared by many in Stowe’s time. It is possible to set science in opposition to aesthetics, 
sentiment and religion, but as Stowe’s writings suggest, plant cultivation was so popular 
precisely because it brought these domains together.   
Stowe’s botanical ethic developed out of her belief that beauty found in nature is a 
sign of the divine. From her perspective, flowers are potent symbols of social 
transformation because they reveal divine artistry, not simply divine logic. Struck by the 
wildflowers she finds growing along a path while trekking through the Swiss countryside, 
she writes in Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands (1854): “He who made the world is no 
utilitarian, no despiser of the fine arts, and no condemner of ornament.” Flowers serve as 
a signifier of divine interest in beauty and taste, linking morality to aesthetics. At the 
same time, “there is a strange, unsatisfying pleasure about flowers, which, like all earthly 
pleasure, is akin to pain,” she begins, and then asks, “In what mood of mind were they 
conceived by the great Artist?”116 The commingled pleasure and pain associated with the 
beauty here verges on the sublime, suggesting the transformative potential of the flowers 
she sees. For Stowe, flowers are potent symbols of social transformation because they 
reveal not only the argument from design, but also a kind of pleasure. 
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Stowe’s insistence on the aesthetics of divinity—a sense that beauty served a 
theological purpose—presents a challenge to a strictly rationalist mindset, which she 
often associates with the rigors of Calvinist theology. Characters in her novels who fail to 
appreciate floral beauty also have difficulty sympathizing with others. In Oldtown Folks 
(1869), Stowe’s study of New England life, the aptly named Miss Asphyxia appreciates 
only what is useful, and therefore cannot understand the value of flowers that serve no 
utilitarian purpose:  
[She] had one word for all flowers. She called them ‘blows,’ and they were 
divided in her mind, in a manner far more simple than any botanical system, into 
two classes; namely, blows that were good to dry, and blows that were not. Elder-
blow, catnip, hoarhound, hardhack, gentian, ginseng, and various vegetable tribes, 
she knew well and had a great respect for; but all the other little weeds that put on 
obtrusive colors and flaunted in the summer breeze, without any pretensions to 
further usefulness, Miss Asphyxia completely ignored. It would not be describing 
her state to say she had a contempt for them: she simply never saw or thought of 
them at all. The idea of beauty as connected with any of them never entered her 
mind,--it did not exist there. (103) 
For Stowe, Miss Asphyxia represents the failure of a Puritanism that cannot appreciate 
form without function, beauty for its own sake. Her harsh, practical view of the natural 
world is conjured by the cacophony of the vegetable names—hoarhound, hardhack. She 
works the ground, but she does not love it. By disregarding what is beautiful in nature, 
she fails to follow the divine model Stowe sees therein, and her lack of sympathetic 
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communion with the plants around her correlates with her inability to successfully 
nurture Tina, the orphaned child who comes to live with her briefly before running away. 
It follows, for Stowe, that an ability to appreciate beauty leads to a sense of affective 
interconnectedness, whereas a purely functional perspective inhibits sentimental bonds. 
Stowe’s enmity toward Puritan rigor is evident throughout her writings; what is 
particularly interesting here is that she aligns a Puritan lack of sympathetic identification 
and aesthetic appreciation with stark botanical classification, collapsing scientific and 
religious imperatives to order. Miss Asphyxia’s simple taxonomy offers an extremely 
limited purview—she cannot perceive how individual plants fit into a connected whole, a 
view that is antithetical to the project of botanical classification as it was popularly 
practiced at mid-century. Stowe’s ability to render the specific names of ‘blows’ that 
Miss Asphyxia ignores not only demonstrates her facility with flower identification and 
an intimate knowledge of the different kinds of vegetation to be found growing in the 
Northeast, it also points towards the broader organization of flowers in antebellum 
society. A love of nature’s beauty, for Stowe, corresponds with an understanding of its 
organization.  
In this belief Stowe draws on the rise of botanical instruction as a domestic 
science that emphasized systematic thought about individual plants. Almira Phelps 
praises botany’s systemic influence on the organization of everyday life in the 1829 first 
edition of Familiar Lectures on Botany:  
The very logical and systematic arrangement which prevails in Botanical science, 
has, without doubt, a tendency to induce in the mind the habit and love of order 
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[…] Whoever traces the system which classes the vegetable tribes through its 
various connexions, [sic] by a gradual progress from individual plants to general 
classes, until the whole vegetable world seems brought into one point of view: 
and then descends in the same methodical manner, from generals to particulars, 
must acquire a habit of arrangement, and a perception of order, which is the true 
practical logic.117    
Plant science, so Phelps’ logic goes here, is good for household management because it 
promotes a place for everything, and puts everything in its place. By organizing plants 
systematically, the collector can gain a purview at once sweeping and particular. This 
ability to think expansively of the ‘whole vegetable world’ offers a perspective that 
extends well beyond the domestic sphere, and is not limited by geographical 
boundaries.118  
Stowe reveres the way this kind of systematic perspective might transcend 
individual interest, but challenges the inelasticity she finds in both contemporary science 
and theology. In Dred and other writings, this challenge takes the form of a botanical 
aesthetic that encourages flexible, pluralistic and nonhierarchical thinking. Half the plot 
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of the novel covers the story of the eponymous Dred, a black revolutionary who 
cultivates a maroon community in the wilds of the swamp, and whose desire for racial 
justice is in perfect communion with the plants that grow there. The other half follows the 
domestic travails of Nina Gordon, the orphaned daughter of wealthy Southern plantation 
owners who is a spoiled and materialistic but likeable coquette with a penchant for 
wildflowers and beautiful commodities. The two plots intertwine at several points, but 
what most strongly links Dred to Nina is their shared identification with botanical 
growth. Dred is “so completely under the nursing influences of nature” as to be as 
“perfectly en rapport with them as a tree” (italics original, 273-4) and Nina, who is 
likened by a suitor to “a sweet-briar bush, winking and blinking, full of dew-drops, full of 
roses, and brisk little thorns” (304) is so familiar with the local wildlife that she “might 
almost have been considered one of the fraternity” (33). While Dred and Nina have 
different relationships to botanical language—Dred is associated with sublime Nature and 
Nina is more firmly linked to cultivated growth—the affinities Stowe presents between 
them are essential to understanding Stowe’s alternative democratic vision and the power 
of a horticultural vernacular for her evolving abolitionism.  
In a familiar mode of sentimentality, Stowe depicts Nina’s progress towards the 
domestic ideal, “That great, absorbing feeling which determines the whole destiny of 
woman’s existence,” (331) as a type of plant cultivation. Speaking of Nina’s developing 
sense of responsibility, the narrator states that “there are times in life when the soul, like a 
half-grown climbing vine, hangs wavering tremulously, stretching out its tendrils for 
something to ascend by” (344). In framing Nina’s growth towards spiritual enlightenment 
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in botanical terms, Stowe naturalizes her trajectory in the domestic tradition, and 
connects Nina’s development to the success of other horticultural projects in the novel.119 
In addition to linking Nina’s plot with Dred’s, the passage resonates with the garden 
owned by the poor white Cripps family and managed by their slave, Tiff. Upon close 
inspection, the picturesque aesthetic presented by the Cripps residence is the product of 
both the careful manicuring of cultivated flowers and “intermingled” vines that cover the 
house (108). Cultivation here—and elsewhere throughout the novel—is never rendered 
complete. We tend to think domestic ideology establishes clearly defined spatial 
boundaries, but Stowe demonstrates that the most beautiful floral tableaux in her writings 
are products of intermingling, hybridity, and continual negotiation.  
The home of Nina’s half-brother Harry, a plantation slave, and his wife Lisette, 
similarly demonstrates how Stowe valorizes the blurring of borders. Their cottage is 
covered with flowers, both wild and cultivated, and Stowe seamlessly moves the reader 
from a description of the exterior to a tableau of the interior by training the eye towards 
the flora that mark both spaces. Even the doorframe that separates the two is covered with 
blooms: “The door, which opened onto a show of most brilliant flowers, was overlaid 
completely by the lamarque rose…; and in large clusters of its creamy blossoms, and 
wreathes of its dark-green leaves, had been enticed in and tied to sundry nails and pegs 
by the small hand of the little mistress, to form an arch of flowers and roses” (55). Lisette 
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works the scene into its current state of aesthetic pleasure by bringing elements of the 
garden indoors, creating a connection between the roses trained upon the house and those 
arranged within. The crossover of the rose between garden and parlor, an effect of the 
careful cultivator’s handiwork, is part of Stowe’s project of hybridizing the domestic 
space, making it simultaneously public and private. 
Stowe was not alone in applying a horticultural perspective to social issues, 
though her approach diverges from the botanical philanthropy practiced by public figures 
like her sister. For Catherine Beecher, flower distribution was a form of community 
service; middle class women and children should “distribute roots and seeds to those who 
do not have the means of procuring them,” in order to “awaken a new and refining source 
of enjoyment in minds, that have few resources.”120 Beecher’s view of gardening as an 
activity that celebrates middle class virtue does little to ameliorate the structural 
inequalities underpinning poverty. In contrast, Stowe’s conception of botanical growth 
undermines ideas of hierarchical social order implicit in such practices.   
Nina’s trajectory follows a movement away from the kind of scientific 
classification Stowe associates with self-interest towards a holistic scientific perspective 
associated with a communal ethic. Nina is characterized by Frank Russel at one point as 
being “as full of streaks as a tulip” (304), a passing reference to Samuel Johnson’s 
Rasselas. The poet, according to Johnson’s narrator Imlac, “does not number the streaks 
of the tulip,” whereas the botanist or other Enlightenment scientist invests in such 
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particular detail.121 Stowe’s reference to Johnson is a nod towards Nina’s protean 
characterization over the course of the novel that speaks to a tension between the impulse 
towards scientific particularity and poetic universality. Firmly associated with the 
“principle of growth” (italics original, 496) that structures the novel, Nina resists neat 
classification. Her trajectory leads away from acculturation in the hierarchical system of 
the plantation towards an alignment with botanical life that resists over-determination. 
Laura Dassow Walls has described an empirical holism that animates the writings of 
Thoreau, Whitman and von Humboldt with a sense of interconnectivity and open-
endedness. For the empirical holist, facts do not fit into a predetermined whole; rather, 
the whole is generated out of a constantly evolving “interaction of differences” between 
parts.122 In Dred we see Stowe applying similar principles to the domestic narrative. 
 When she is first introduced, Nina demonstrates herself to be incapable of 
household management, but in accordance with the conventional sentimental plot, she 
becomes a model of self-sacrifice, even jeopardizing her own health to take care of others 
during the cholera epidemic on the plantation. Yet her renunciation of self-interest does 
not neatly align with the ideals of conventional white femininity that functioned to 
maintain a gendered and racial hierarchy. Rather, Nina’s maturation in the novel is a kind 
of ethical development in communion with “the same quiet forces which swell the 
rosebud and guide the climbing path of the vine” (331). That is, Stowe frames Nina’s 
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development in relation to the botanical order structured by the novel, which actively 
resists the hierarchical strictures of the plantation.  
Stowe may appeal to the dominant domestic ideology in that the home remains 
the site of moral influence and careful economy, but her approach is subversive in that 
she repeatedly confounds the borders that are usually imposed upon the genre. Even as 
critics have increasingly challenged the ideology of separate spheres, as Amy Kaplan 
argues, the rhetoric of “domestic” and “foreign” or “home” and “abroad” has maintained 
its political teeth. Gillian Brown and Lori Merish similarly confirm domestic borders as a 
means by which identity—personal and national—is constituted, and studies of home 
gardens in the nineteenth century reiterate the spatial distinctiveness of the home and its 
environs.123 The garden, in these readings, is a liminal place in the nineteenth century 
cultural imagination, “set apart from the wildness of nature but more flexible, both 
spatially and socially, than the confined rooms of the home.”124 What Stowe argues in 
Dred is a quite different vision of domesticity, where floral imagery is notably fluid and 
ideologically charged, moving seamlessly from parlor to garden to swamp. 
 
II. A Rebellious Garden 
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Stowe’s interest in plant cultivation is linked to an awareness of the degree to 
which botanical enterprises shaped political praxis. Uncle Tom’s Cabin has a much tidier 
plot structure than Dred, but already in her earlier novel Stowe identifies the significance 
of plant diversity to American intellectual and political history. Topsy, the recalcitrant 
slave girl whom St. Clare gives to Miss Ophelia to reform, famously evokes the 
relationship between plant practices and politics when she responds to Miss Ophelia’s 
inquiry about her origins by musing, “I spect I grow’d.”125 This seemingly atheistic 
riposte—the correct answer to Ophelia’s catechizing would have been, of course, “God 
made me”—makes sense in terms of Stowe’s belief that organic growth was godly. 
Pointing to the way that slavery uprooted family ties, Topsy’s response reminds the 
reader of the botanical practices associated with slavery. As an economic system mainly 
dependent on the large-scale growth of staple crops, it starkly contrasts with the 
principles of ecological diversity that Revolutionary Era politicians perceived as a key to 
economic viability.126 And while a racially diverse democracy is an idea that Stowe 
ultimately rejects in Uncle Tom’s Cabin with her infamous vision of black emigration to 
Liberia, she comes much closer to this vision in Dred when she highlights the 
horticultural diversity that exists outside the monolithic plantation economy.  
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The shift in Stowe’s political vision can in part be explained by her developing 
botanical aesthetic, which pushes her towards a more radical vision of social inclusion. In 
this regard the swamp is central. First described as “a considerable check on the 
otherwise absolute power of the overseer” (210), the swamp is a mutable symbol in the 
novel as much as a landscape for action: it is in one moment in “defiance to all human 
efforts either to penetrate or subdue” (209) and in the next “the reflection of [the mind’s] 
internal passions” (210). Similarly, it serves at once as refuge for slaves and as allusion to 
the institution of slavery, “this great system of injustice, which, like a parasitic weed, had 
struck its growth through the whole growth of society” (391). Critics like David Miller 
have wrestled with Stowe’s representation of the swamp, finding its symbolic resonance 
inconsistent and therefore a failure of the novel. But if Stowe’s swamp ostensibly 
contrasts with the refined borders and hedges of domestic space, her depictions work 
purposefully to undercut the rigidity of this distinction. Monique Allewaert has 
convincingly argued that the “liquefying natural world” of the swamp presented a broad 
challenge to the order of the plantation, and in linking the swamp to the domestic realm, 
Stowe shows that these two seemingly incommensurable spaces overlap in politically 
significant ways.127  
The Great Dismal Swamp is one of the most carefully arranged spaces in the 
novel. Consider the following passage: 
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Evergreen trees, mingling freely with the deciduous children of the forest… 
afford shelter to numberless sounds. Climbing vines and parasitic plants, of untold 
splendor and boundless exuberance of growth, twine and interlace, and hang from 
the heights of the highest trees pennons of gold and purple... A species of parasitic 
moss wreaths its abundant draperies from tree to tree, and hangs in pearly 
festoons… (209) 
Stowe’s imagery here might be chalked up to an impulse towards realism, as seen in her 
letter to Olmsted, if it did not also resonate with the festoons and banners of flowers so 
prevalent in the domestic spaces she has already described. Her characterization of the 
parasitic moss, for instance, recalls the manner in which Lisette had draped the lamarque 
rose around the cabin she and Harry share. All of the growth in this passage is carefully 
arranged, from the “pennons of gold and purple” high in the trees to the holly’s careful 
contrast of scarlet berry and green leaves. From the vantage point of a clearing in the 
swamp one might see “a grape-vine, depending in natural festoons from a sweet-gum 
tree, [make] a kind of arbor” (406). Contemporary newspaper and journal articles 
encouraged aspiring botanists to spend time “among the wild scenes of our meadows, 
rocks and forests,”128 and Stowe reflects the fact that the practice of botanical collection 
often necessitated a fluid relationship between home and field. The kind of picturesque 
garden Stowe describes naturally occurring in the wild—the mingling, climbing, twining, 
and interlacing of plants in the swamp that is at once organized and anarchic—is central 
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to Stowe’s domestic project.129 By rendering this an aesthetic befitting both the home and 
the wilderness, Stowe affirms the mutuality of these spaces.  
More significantly, Stowe emphasizes that the swamp was a domestic space for 
the maroon community led by Dred. This is especially apparent when, after Cripps turns 
the family homestead into a grog-shop, Tiff takes the children and flees into the swamp. 
Stowe represents it as a familiar place of comfort and moral virtue. In contrast to the 
bedroom above “bacchanalian revels,” the swamp offers them “a fragrant pillow” when 
they grow tired, beneath a “checkered roof of vine-leaves” (407). The scene recalls the 
night Jane Eyre passes on the moor with “a low, mossy swell [for] my pillow.” In both 
cases, Nature functions in a time of need as the “mother [who] would lodge me without 
money and without price.”130  
When Dred discovers the group and brings them to his settlement within the 
swamp, Stowe radically extends her domestic idea by showing how the swamp serves as 
a home for a cross-racial, cultivated community: “[T]here are here and there elevated 
spots in the swampy land, which, by judicious culture, are capable of great 
productiveness. And many such spots Dred had brought under cultivation” (212). This 
ability to successfully cultivate spaces within the swamp allows for a removal from a 
market economy dependent on slavery even as Dred’s efforts render him a successful 
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participant in liberal individualism according to Locke’s principle of natural law.131 The 
existence of maroon communities within North Carolina’s Dismal Swamp have been well 
documented, although as Richard Price notes, the historical record has largely ignored 
their presence. According to Herbert Aptheker, evidence supports the existence of at least 
fifty maroon communities in the South between 1672 and 1864.132 Asking the reader to 
“follow us again to the fastness in the Dismal Swamp,” Stowe describes how Tiff and the 
children are welcomed into the community: the group constructs cabins for the new 
occupants, Tiff has a sweet-potato patch to garden, and the children are found “roaming 
up and down, looking for autumn flowers and grapes” (446). The settlement is a space in 
which the land and labor are shared, and Stowe emphasizes the productive and self-
sufficient nature of the community. Capitalizing upon the celebrated status of 
horticultural diversity, Dred is a kind of Jeffersonian small farmer, revolutionary and self-
sustaining, rendering him a model citizen within an interracial polity.  
Moreover, the swamp settlement becomes an egalitarian alternative community 
sheltering a roster of characters that swells to include Harry and Lisette, Tiff and the 
Cripps children, and Clayton after Tom Gordon’s attack. Stowe alludes to Scripture to 
describe the restorative nature of the environment in aiding Clayton’s recovery: 
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As air and heat and water all have benevolent tendency to enter in and fill up a 
vacuum, so we might fancy the failing vitality of the human system to receive 
accessions of vigor by being placed in the vicinity of the healthful growths of 
nature. All the trees which John saw around the river of life and heaven bore 
healing leaves; and there may be a sense in which the trees of our world bear 
leaves that are healing both to body and soul. He who hath gone out of the city, 
sick, disgusted, and wearied, and lain himself down in the forest, under the 
fatherly shadow of an oak, may have heard this whispered to him in the leafy 
rustling of a thousand tongues. (508)  
Contextualized in this manner, the maroon community is part and parcel of a nurturing 
natural world. Distinctions between human and environment dissolve here, as ‘healthful 
growths of nature’ provide ‘accessions of vigor.’ Analogized to the way heat and water 
fill up a vacuum, nature’s influence permeates the human constitution. The division 
between human and landscape becomes porous in such an environment, and to emphasize 
this, Stowe points out the ‘fatherly’ protection afforded by an oak, and characterizes the 
rustling of the leaves as the ‘whispered’ speech of ‘a thousand tongues.’ The relationship 
established through such anthropomorphism is aligned with a process of healing and 
invigoration.  
In modeling a productive and healthful alternative to the plantation, Stowe’s 
depiction of the maroon community brings her into dialogue with contemporary land use 
debates. Slaves were frequently allowed to keep small gardens, and these spaces were, in 
practice, their own, though the existence of these patches raised questions about use and 
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ownership. Thomas Ruffin, the North Carolina Supreme Court judge who wrote the 
infamous 1829 court opinion for State v. Mann that Stowe draws upon in writing Dred, 
also weighed in on the rights of slaves to these garden plots. Ruffin had a great interest in 
farming, and would go on to become president of the North Carolina Agricultural Society 
from 1854-1860. In the 1845 case Waddill v. Martin, Ruffin ruled that slaves had the 
right to the small profits from personal gardens, citing numerous reasons for this: the 
allowance promoted good will among slaves, it saved money for the plantation, and the 
“little crops” did not constitute property in an economically significant way.133 His 
opinion is surprisingly pragmatic for the man who had earlier ruled that in cases of 
slaveholder violence slaves had no right to legal recourse since “[t]he power of the master 
must be absolute,” particularly because these gardens represented an important space of 
alternative production.134 The slave narrator Charles Ball describes in Fifty Years in 
Chains (1836) how, “the people are allowed to make patches, as they are called—that is, 
gardens, in some remote and unprofitable part of the estate, generally in the woods” for 
sustenance and profit.135 Ball notes that this practice was common, highlighting the 
small-scale economy fueled by slaves laboring in their own gardens. 
In contrast, plantation owners frequently came under attack from abolitionists and 
non-slaveholding southerners who pointed out that the large-scale practice of single-crop 
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agriculture in the South was bad for the economy and for democracy. Hinton Helper, a 
Southerner notorious for his white supremacist advocacy after the war, was among the 
most vocal antagonists to the plantation economy, using charts and statistics to 
demonstrate how the South lagged behind northern agriculture. Describing the natural 
“quality and variety” of his own soil, Helper points to slavery as the reason why southern 
states as a whole were not more successful at agricultural enterprises on the national 
market.136 The land was inherently rich, he stresses, but plantation culture exhausted the 
earth. Northern farming papers wrote on this topic frequently, naming slavery as the 
obstacle to Southern financial success at agriculture. William Kendrick’s article, 
“Alleged Effects of Slavery on the Agriculture of Virginia,” for instance, was first 
published in the Farmer’s Cabinet on April 30, 1839, then reprinted in the Liberator in 
July of the same year, and again in The New England Farmer, And Horticultural Register 
two weeks after that. Kenrick describes the fertility of the Virginian soil, whose 
“calcareous manures, for the renovations of these lands, are inexhaustible, 
and…profusely scattered over the whole country, far and wide” but notes how slavery 
“degrade[s]…the profession” and exclaims that “the people of Virginia will never be able 
to compete with their brethren of the less highly favored land of New England, either in 
agriculture, or manufactures, or commerce, until some great change, under providence, 
can be brought about in the political condition of their people.”137 The system, not the 
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soil, is to blame. In fact, critiques of Southern monoculture and slavery make it difficult 
to disentangle agricultural and political discourse. Nina proclaims herself an abolitionist 
right after she expresses her belief that northerners have a higher quality of life despite 
“stony hills, and poor soil” (151), and Dred’s successful cultivation in the swamp 
emphasizes the richness of southern soil when worked through an alternative agricultural 
model. The pluralism of the Dred’s community—both racial and botanical—is the key to 
its success.   
 
III. Sentimentality and Plant Sensibility 
Just as Stowe uses botanical discourse to turn domestic conventions to abolitionist 
ends, she makes use of nineteenth-century plant science to cultivate sentimental 
abolitionism. At the turn of the nineteenth century, the issue of plant “sensibility” was a 
matter of dispute within American scientific circles. Do plants feel? Do they have 
intelligence? How closely are they related to humans and animals? For Stowe and her 
contemporaries, circulating theories of plant sentience could afford the domestic gardener 
a kind of scientific authority based on sentimental expertise.138 Initially, many early 
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American botanists tended to assume that the ability to feel established a clear link 
between plants and animals, a position that would become more controversial with the 
rise of professionalized science. Philadelphian botanist Benjamin Smith Barton wrote in 
Elements of Botany (1803): “There are no good reasons […] to suppose, that the life of 
plants and that of Animals, even of the more perfect animals, is essentially distinct from 
each other.”139 William Bartram, another famed botanist of the mid-Atlantic, shared 
Barton’s opinion,140 as did Erasmus Darwin, best known during his life for his sexualized 
depictions of plants based on the Linnaean classification system in The Botanic Garden 
(1791). In Phytologia (1800) Darwin refers to “The Muscles, Nerves and Brains of 
Vegetables” and in Zoonomia (1803) he describes how “the vegetable world may be 
considered as inferior or less perfect animals” capable of sensation, passion and 
irritability.141 Similarly, Almira Phelps, one of the most successful American botanical 
writers in the early nineteenth century, writes in Familiar Lectures on Botany that, “we 
cannot well decide where the animal ends and the vegetable begins” citing “sensation and 
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instinct” as qualities that plants share with animals.142 We tend to think that sentience 
divides animal existence from plant life, but the belief in shared sensibility actually 
connected plants, animals and humans in early nineteenth century America.   
Over the course of the next several decades, however, botanists underwent a shift 
in thinking about vegetative animation, drawing the boundaries between plants and 
animals with heavier strokes. By 1840, John Lindley, one of England’s most respected 
botanists, dismissed plant vitality in his Theory of Horticulture (1840): “[T]he vital action 
of plants have so little resemblance to those of animals, that we are unable to appreciate 
their nature in even the smallest degree by a reference to our own sensations, or to any 
knowledge we may possess of animal functions.”143 Across the Atlantic, Asa Gray, 
professor of natural history at Harvard and early champion of Darwinism, asserted in The 
Botanical Text-book (1853) that, “the sensibility to external impressions, which some 
plants so strikingly manifest, does not amount to perception,” though he would change 
his mind on the issue over the course of his career.144 Debates about plant irritability and 
sensibility appeared frequently in popular periodicals as well as scientific publications 
from the 1830s through the 1870s, and reveal a contest over the nature of the relationship 
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between physiology and emotion.145 One 1833 article in Godey’s Lady’s Book entitled 
“The Principle of Life” oscillates on the issue, considering first that since “Life is 
being…Vegetables, from having it, are, therefore human beings” before declaring that 
“Whatever faculties [plants] may have, they cannot have animal sensations, perceptions, 
ideas, images, or emotions.”146 To admit that plants have feeling like animals might admit 
that the nineteenth century authority on sentiment—the domestic woman—might be the 
best suited botanist.147 According to the author of a 1878 journal article on the subject, an 
approach that considers shared sensibility leads to the recognition of “a continuous and 
unbroken sequence whereby the power in virtue of which a sensitive plant droops its leaf, 
becomes correlated with the mental acts which direct the highest instincts of man and 
which rule the destinies of nations.”148 The interrelation here presents a radically different 
paradigm than one that stresses difference and distinction, and establishes feeling as a 
trait that humans and plants might hold in common.  
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Even as many purely scientific texts denied such kinship, the idea of plant 
sentience influenced the role of plants in sentimental culture, especially as the rise of 
botanical study and practice in the home as well as Linnaeus’ sexual classification system 
of plants helped make the affinity between humans and flowers part of a sentimental 
aesthetic. Descriptions of flowers in sentimental literature reveal that the genre was not 
positioned for or against a monolithic scientific discourse, but rather inflected by the 
public scientific debate about the relationship between plants and humans. In the 
sentimental tradition, Stowe’s contemporaries invoke floral tropes as generic markers that 
prime readers to anticipate affective human relationships. For example, in 
“Autobiographical Romance” (1840), while championing the value of self-cultivation, 
Margaret Fuller describes how in cutting flowers from her garden: “I kissed them, I 
pressed them to my bosom with passionate emotions, such as I have never dared express 
to any human being.”149 In Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’ The Story of Avis (1877) the 
protagonist Avis Dobell has a widowed aunt who “tended her flowers as if they were all 
orphans, and loved that ivy like her own soul.” Aunt Chloe’s identification with her 
plants is so close that she remarks to Avis’ suitor that, “I can’t sleep warm if I know my 
plants are cold. Did you never notice, Mr. Ostrander, how an arbutelon, for instance, will 
shiver?” Acknowledging both female affinities for botany and the difficulty for women 
entering scientific domains, Aunt Chloe says that if she could start life over, “and choose 
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for my own selfish pleasure” she would be “a florist, perhaps…or a botanist.”150 It is easy 
enough to read women’s sympathy for plants as shallow allegory or simple 
personification, but the history of botany shows that the knowledge of plants was linked 
with affect, supporting the scientific authority of the domestic cultivator. 
An anonymously authored article entitled “Botany” in the May 1836 edition of 
The Family Magazine seeks to correct the assumption that botany was “of little to no 
value except to medical men” and declares instead that “[a] knowledge of botany is 
essential to the farmer and the horticulturalist[…]the mechanic[…]the merchant[…]the 
apothecary[…]the clergyman[...and] the lawyer.”151 This viewpoint became increasingly 
widespread throughout the next several decades as botanical instruction became more 
prevalent in schools and more widely practiced in the home.152 By 1833 the subject was 
being offered at both men’s and women’s schools, including Catherine Beecher’s 
Hartford Seminary, where Stowe taught.153 In addition to Andrew Jackson Downing’s 
well-received Horticulturalist, a number of other popular periodicals like Philadelphia’s 
The Farmer’s Cabinet were devoted nearly exclusively to issues of plant propagation.  
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For Stowe, this popularization was significant because it meant that more 
individuals had a close correspondence with plant life, which she believed could be 
transformative. Agency in Stowe’s garden appears to work both ways, as the gardener’s 
identification with the plants works a powerful influence on his or her thoughts. Care 
begets beautiful results, and that beauty, which Stowe associates with God, has the power 
to transform the perceiving subject. “A garden seems to bring a man into confidential 
relations with all the forces of nature,” she writes in an 1855 article for The Independent; 
“A man comes to have in himself a plant life, a plant appreciation of sun, rain, wind, and 
all the mysterious agents of natural life.”154 Here, Stowe offers a way of being in the 
world that is politically significant: this intricately intertwined, affective relationship 
between plants and people provides her with a model for human relations.  
Applied to the political realm, particularly the question of slavery, this logic 
nullifies the idea of ‘natural’ difference between the races. To identify with “a plant life, 
a plant appreciation” is to understand the connectivity and interdependency of all beings, 
and Dred’s physical nature accords with his environment in this way. His “rapport” with 
nature is like that of “a tree,” which presumes their interdependence, “so that the rain, the 
wind, and the thunder, all those forces from which human beings generally seeks shelter, 
seem to hold with [his body] a kind of fellowship, and to be familiar companions of 
existence” (273-4). Nature’s “nursing” influences are here shown to be reflexive and 
networked. What this means, in part, is that Dred—and by extension all humans who 
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share his “sympathy and communion with nature”—embody nature’s interdependence 
(274). Stowe’s association of humans with an elastic botanical aesthetic argues a 
necessary break from the way male ethnologists like Aggasiz, de Gobineau, Knox and 
Morton classified race. That is, Dred’s alignment with living, dynamic botanical tropes 
challenges prevalent racial theorists who sought proof of racial difference by projecting 
nature as immutable.  
 
IV. Horticulture, Hybridity, and the Language of Race 
Domestic novels have been long recognized for their complicity in constructions 
of racialized identities, but as Stowe’s career advanced, so too did her use of fictional 
garden plots to challenge the logic of racial essentialism. Stowe was writing at a moment 
when the science of plants was undergoing a tremendous shift that included the 
sensibility of plants but extended far beyond it. The early American republic had an 
insatiable desire for new plants and actively traded with Europe for novel varietals. Yet 
by the early decades of the nineteenth century, the practice of plant breeding, fueled by 
growing knowledge about the sexual nature of plant reproduction, offered another means 
of creating variety through crossing. The popularization of botanical experimentation 
carried with it the important idea that humans could generate, rather than merely observe 
or use, organic matter.  
Plant hybridizing did not require a specialist and could be readily accessible to 
anyone familiar with the basic principles of gardening. As Lindley wrote in an 1843 
article for general circulation, the cross-fertilization of flowers was a pastime befitting the 
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lady gardener at home.155 His later “Remarks on Hybridizing Plants,” published in A.J. 
Downing’s Horticulturalist in 1847, foregrounds the possibility of controlled selection 
for desired traits by cross-pollinating varieties from different countries. For example, 
Lindley writes, “The flowers of our common Honeysuckle are little more than an inch 
long; but those of the beautiful Tuscan species (Caprifolium etruscum) are twice as large, 
and in the Caprifolium longiflorum of China the blossoms are full three inches in length. 
Here are the best opportunities for an improvement of one of our most favorite plants.”156 
Lindley’s suggestion meant that individual gardeners at home could radically intervene in 
nature for a desired result. Seedlings from around the globe were readily available by 
mid-century as the circulation of plants developed into a commercial industry, and home 
gardeners were invited to experiment with the results. Lindley closes with this 
reassurance: “the plants that are adverted to are all of common occurrence, and easy for 
any one to operate upon […] and they offer an abundant reward to skill and patience.”157 
The ease that characterizes Lindley’s description of crossing plants establishes the 
suitability of such operations for a general public. At home, anyone could create a new 
cross based on seedlings from around the globe.  
The process of creating hybrids encouraged a profound shift in thinking about the 
natural world and the role of humans in intervening in the natural order. Unsurprisingly, 
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the greatest opponents to hybridization tended to be religious figures who felt that such 
an intervention disturbed God’s natural plan. While Stowe clearly retains a view of God’s 
order at work in the natural world, her language provides a more accommodating 
relationship between her theological convictions and science. In a passage in Dred that 
sounds presciently like a discussion of Gregor Mendel’s peas, Stowe engages the 
question of nature versus nurture with respect to the traits expressed by her characters. 
Describing Clayton’s relationship to his father, she writes:  
Between Clayton and his father there existed an affection deep and entire; yet, as 
the son developed to manhood, it became increasingly evident that they could 
never move harmoniously in the same practical orbit. The nature of the son was 
so veined and crossed with that of his mother, that the father, in attempting the 
age-long and often-tried experiment of making his child an exact copy of himself, 
found himself extremely puzzled and confused in the operation. (27)  
Stowe mocks Clayton’s father’s desire for an exact replica, and in describing this lineage, 
Stowe emphasizes that human biology is combinatory—an idea widely accepted in the 
realm of plant culture well before the discovery of genes. The connection between 
botanical and human reproduction would have been evident to any nineteenth century 
reader familiar with Linnaeus’s claim that “the reproductive parts of plants paralleled the 
sex organs of animals.”158 Indeed, as Elise Lemire notes, the racial application of the 
word cross originates in the language of horticulture.159 
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The creation of plant hybrids, like the desire to discover new species in the 
wilderness, grew from a conscious, progressive effort clearly articulated in an 1848 
volume of The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, a long-running British magazine 
that frequently reviewed American literature. In an article entitled “Pleasures of Botany 
and Gardening,” one horticultural author writes that, “it was not suspected till lately, that 
while vegetable life can only be called into existence by the Divine Artificer, it is allowed 
to his servant, man, to turn that life into new channels, and to impress upon it forms of 
beauty unknown and unseen before. […] it is by hybridizing that art achieves its most 
exalted triumphs in this department of nature.”160 Here experimentation is rendered as 
serving, rather than meddling with, a divine plan. The idea of biotic improvement held 
cultural sway at mid-century, and, in Dred, becomes a way for Stowe to express her 
progressing views on race and her re-visioning of a democratic society.  
This point is most readily apparent in the racialist impulses of the Clayton 
siblings. At a key moment near the end of the novel, Edward Clayton and his sister Anne 
discuss the possibilities for the future of a post-slavery society, and their conversation 
about the education of blacks is full of rigid racial classifications. The siblings first agree 
that, “the African race evidently are made to excel in that department which lies between 
the sensuous and the intellectual—what we call the elegant arts” (328). Elaborating, 
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Clayton uses a botanical metaphor for racial progress. He tells Anne, “The Ethiopian race 
is a slow-growing plant, like the aloe…but I hope some of these days, they’ll come into 
flower, and I think, if they ever do, the blossoming will be gorgeous” (328). He then goes 
on to insist upon classificatory distinction between blacks and whites: “There is no use 
trying to make the negroes into Anglo-Saxons, any more than making a grape-vine into a 
pear tree. I train the grape-vine” (328). Samuel Otter rightly notes the “peculiar” quality 
of this moment of “horticultural condescension,” pointing out that this passage is 
“contradicted, or at least distanced, by the narrator’s quite different account of Dred’s 
extravagant perspective.”161 Framed in relation to the rest of the novel’s botanical 
depictions, Clayton’s analogy echoes the reductive use of botanical language by one of 
Nina’s failed suitors. In an important earlier scene that teaches us to be wary of reading 
flora within limited interpretive frameworks, a man named Carson attempts to woo Nina 
by giving her a “full-blown rose” and asking if she understands its meaning within the 
codified language of flowers. Nina, in response, “pluck[s] from the bush a rose of two or 
three days’ bloom, whose leaves were falling out, […] hand[s] it to him,” and says, “‘Do 
you understand the signification of this?’” (120). Stowe is here quick to parody the 
transparent social codes that sentimental flower books purported to explicate, and she 
points out that botanical science could be just as reductive. Like Carson, Clayton thinks 
analogically as he seeks to ground his essentialist views in a rigid classificatory system, 
but the novel engages such systems only to destabilize their authenticity.  
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Importantly, Clayton’s racialist metaphor conjures a debate about plant 
transmutation that occurred through the first half of the century—the theory that one 
plant could turn into another, or, as one dissident defines it in The Farmer’s Cabinet in 
1838, the “proneness to consider successive phenomena as connected with each other by 
the relations of cause and effect—when they have been entirely distinct—and their 
association altogether incidental” (original italics).162 The subtext of this debate is the 
nature of succession in the natural world, a theme that Thoreau would later speak to 
passionately in “The Succession of Forest Trees” (1860). Left to their own devices, 
horticulturalists observed, plants naturally replace one another so that “different tribes of 
vegetables do succeed and supersede each other, in our fields and meadows” (original 
italics).163 This observation provides the subtext to Clayton’s commentary, suggesting 
that, as Ian Frederick Finseth notes, the natural world was a central concept in the battle 
over slavery in the 1850s because it serves as “the very foundation on which ideas of race 
were grounded.”164 To be sure, Clayton’s botanical metaphors render race biological and 
render the separation of the two races inviolate; the plants he describes are different 
species, and therefore cannot reproduce.  
Yet Clayton’s choice of plants from the garden undercuts the hierarchy he 
establishes. The two fruits he selects: the pear and the grape, were politically important 
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crops in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, because the cultivation of each 
participated in an international narrative about the productivity of American soil. Philip 
Pauly has described how “American independence was—and was understood at the time 
to be—a biohistorical event,” citing “the degree to which the United States was a unique 
climatic region, and the extent to which cultured Old World plants could be naturalized in 
the United States” as signs of the republic’s potential for success. Grape vines and pear 
trees were both imported because of their association with Europe, yet each posed 
problems for horticulturalists in America. By 1800, as Pauly notes, the import of 
European grape vines had been curtailed because of a high failure rate, but the search for 
a successful native grape led to the cultivation of several indigenous varieties. The 
Catawba had begun to thrive in the 1840s in Southwestern Ohio, years when Stowe was 
living in Cincinnati, and the Concord was discovered in Massachusetts during the same 
decade. The growing success of grape culture by mid-century contrasted with a decline in 
pear culture over the course of the same decades. The pear, which, as Pauly notes “[b]oth 
Downing and Thoreau satirized…as foreign and pompous,” suffered from blight so 
severely that “[b]y the 1860s, some were questioning whether pear culture was 
worthwhile—the species, perhaps, was simply not naturalizable in America.”165 In this 
light, and at a time when some racist discourse argued that blacks were dying out in 
America because they were unsuited to the climate, Clayton compares blacks with the 
more successful plant culture, a way Stowe undercuts the botanical hierarchy he 
establishes when asserting the superiority of white culture. Indeed, Stowe demonstrates 
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the vitality of the native grape vine in her description of the swamp. Noting their 
appearance surrounding the maroon community, she describes how, “The wild climbing 
grape-vines, which hang in thousand-fold festoons round the enclosure, are purpling with 
grapes” (445). Not only does Clayton’s image create an ironic hierarchy, but the choice 
of grape vines and pear trees naturalizes blacks on American soil while associating the 
Anglo-Saxon with a dying foreign culture.  
Of course, the analogy here originates with Clayton, and elsewhere Stowe uses 
geography quite differently. Accounting for Dred’s close identification with biblical 
stories, the narrator reflects that, 
Even in the soil of the cool Saxon heart the Bible has thrown out its roots with an 
all-pervading energy, so that the whole frame-work of society may be said to rest 
on soil held together by its fibres... But, when this oriental seed, an exotic among 
us, is planted back in the fiery soil of a tropical heart, it bursts forth with an 
incalculable ardor of growth. (211)   
Stowe’s impulses towards essentialism still exist in Dred, but the shifting horticultural 
rhetoric indicates an ambivalent, if not quite ironic, investment in such a paradigm. 
Stowe’s figuration of the Bible renders Christianity an “oriental seed, an exotic among 
us.” By suggesting that the “fiery soil” of Dred’s “tropical heart” will allow it to thrive, 
Stowe makes Dred’s presence on American soil a key to the nation’s success.  
The great lengths to which gardeners went to maintain tropical plants in the cold, 
damp climates of Britain and New England indicates a cultural investment in such 
practices. For example, the successful cultivation of the enormous South American 
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Victoria Regia water lily in England in 1850 led the American Horticulturalist to express 
hope that the president of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society would soon construct an 
appropriate greenhouse to follow suit.166 As the failed plant experiments in Jefferson’s 
garden demonstrated, the success or failure of gardening ventures served as a perceived 
litmus test for the potential of the new republic. Whereas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of 
Virginia worries about the relationship between horticultural and democratic 
experiments, Stowe sees an answer to the flaws of the current political model—one that 
monopolized rights for one segment of the population—in horticultural diversity. Dred’s 
association with “an incalculable ardor of [religious] growth” rewrites the script for the 
revolutionary gardener. Dred’s religious empathy with the plants around him renders him 
a successful cultivator, and he models an existence that is in communion with, rather than 
control of, the landscape around him. Stowe favors the resistance to hierarchy implied in 
a sympathetic relationship to plants, and believed that the practice of gardening could 
influence the gardener in this regard.  
In the domestic tradition that Stowe engages, her protean representation of 
flowers resists the kind of “sentimental proprietorship” that Lori Merish associates with 
Stowe’s next novel, The Minister’s Wooing (1859). Merish points out that in Stowe’s 
House and Home Papers, “depictions of pet keeping and ‘plant companionship’ 
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crystallize Stowe’s conception of proprietary relations as bonds of love.”167 Merish’s 
work on sentimental objects argues for Stowe’s active participation in creating an 
acquisitive, sympathetic consumer through her domestic writing. The problem, though, is 
that flowers are not objects—not exactly, at least. Stowe invokes the idea of floral 
sensibility to resist their commodification; her depictions of flowers as ephemera suggest 
that possession leads only to destruction. Stowe readily admits the violence inherent in 
picking wildflowers in Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands:  
My good old guide was infinite in patience, stopping at every new exclamation 
point of mine, plunging down rocks into the meadowland, climbing to the points 
of great rocks, and returning with his hands filled with flowers. It seemed almost 
sacrilegious to tear away such fanciful creations, that looked as if they were 
votive offerings on an altar, or, more likely, living existences, whose only 
conscious life was a continued exhalation of joy and praise.168  
The sentimental fear of hurting helpless flowers is part of Stowe’s developing 
environmental sensibility. This passage is followed by a reverie that ends with the 
realization that her desire for possession is damaging: “But all this while the sun has been 
withering the flowers the guide brought me; how they look! Blue and white Canturbury 
[sic] bells, harebells, clochettes, all bedraggled and wilted, like a young lady who has 
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been up all night at a ball.”169 Stowe codes her desire for possession as something almost 
“sacrilegious” to show its potential for destruction. As a living entity, the flower cannot 
stand up to the collector’s proprietary instinct, and Stowe’s desire for flowers here 
engenders a violation. Moreover, Stowe renders this through a simile that reverses the 
classic direction of the analogy between flowers and humans: once plucked, the flower 
wilts like a young lady. The reciprocal relationship between flowers and people for Stowe 
means that the plants must be considered along with and akin to humans in evaluating 
human behaviors.170 Her perspective, in other words, verges on destabilizing 
“‘humanness’ as a distinct, and fundamentally united category of being” through a 
sympathetic identification grounded in the science of the day.171 The emerging 
perspective unsettles a hierarchical view of the natural world. Just as flowers are 
sacrilegiously turned into objects, so Stowe reminds us, so too are humans within the 
institution of slavery, as in the man that was a thing.  
  
Stowe’s botanical rhetoric asserts that the naturalist’s perspective on the world 
provides moral ballast, and moreover it works to collapse binary thinking while 
upholding a principle of growth. The wilderness in Dred is always, in some sense, 
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already incorporated into the domestic imaginary where its anarchic beauty is 
celebrated.172 This understanding of the domestic space repositions Stowe in relation to 
her sister’s love of order, and situates Stowe’s thinking closer to Thoreau’s empirical 
holism. In “The Succession of Forest Trees,” Thoreau delights in the naturalist’s freedom 
to explore beyond property boundaries. His justification for speaking to a group of 
farmers lies in his intimate knowledge of their lands; as he writes, “taking a surveyor’s 
and a naturalist’s liberty, I have been in the habit of going across your lots much oftener 
than is usual, as many of you, perhaps to your sorrow, are aware,” adding, “I have several 
times shown the proprietor the shortest way out of his wood-lot.”173 To be a naturalist is 
to collapse the boundaries of ownership and seek a different kind of ordering in the world 
through a sensibility oriented by organic interconnection.  
The growing sectional divides on the eve of the Civil War vexed the issue of 
national growth, as geographical expansion was deeply entangled with debates about 
slavery. At the same time, shifting botanical practices provided new meaning to the 
rhetoric of personal growth through cultivation. Stowe draws on this potent cultural trope 
because it relates at once to the universal and the very local. Plants provided communion 
across boundaries—of region, race, class, and gender—while also functioning as 
fundamental features of the domestic space. Such recourse to mobility and stability 
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claims the home as a far more ideologically porous space than is usually acknowledged, 
and Stowe invites the reader to think of the world not in terms of neatly drawn 
boundaries, but rather, expansively, discursively, and multiply.  
Stowe’s second anti-slavery novel does not provide a utopian vision of a post-
slavery society in expressly political terms. At the end of Dred, all of the novel’s 
surviving black characters have fled to the Northeast or Canada and the institution of 
slavery continues without abatement. Yet Stowe’s language shifts the terms of the debate 
by unsettling the very ground upon which classificatory rhetoric was founded. By 
demonstrating the mutable historical resonance of the botanical rhetoric tied to both 
scientific and sentimental epistemologies, Stowe upends the logic upon which 
geographical, legal and psychological confinement was enacted. Toni Morrison has 
remarked that, “if the cognitive ecology of a language is altered, so is the community,”174 
and Stowe’s language helps to enact this shift.  
 Attention to Stowe’s botanical language reveals how her evolving environmental 
sensibility affected her racial politics. Botany helped popularize the act of looking closely 
at the physical world, and held out the promise of greater moral purchase in doing so. Yet 
all ways of looking are not the same, and Stowe’s approach looks and feels different from 
the common classificatory practices that subtended arguments of natural hierarchy. 
Stowe’s sentimental science rejects the essentially fixed environmental order common to 
natural theology. In presenting the radical potential of plant growth to cut across 
manmade boundaries, Stowe describes a world that is not fixed, but fluid. In 
                                                
174 Toni Morrison, “Home” in The House That Race Built, ed. Wahneema Lubiano (New 
York: Vintage, 1998): 7.  
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foregrounding botanical variety, she celebrates diversity. The social applications of 
Stowe’s botanical ethic are themselves multiple: if the order of the natural world is not 
predetermined, then essentialist constructions of race cannot find traction; botanical 
science emerges as an engine of change; and sympathetic communion with nature might 
guide growth without exploitation.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
“Flowers – negotiate between us”: Plant Sense and Political Sensibility in Dickinson 
 
Even at the end of her life, Emily Dickinson never withdrew from her flowers. 
Throughout her isolation at her parents’ house on Main Street, Dickinson continued to 
garden, arrange bouquets, and send cuttings to distant friends. Her knowledge and care 
for the botanical extended from her youth at Amherst Academy throughout her adult life 
and is evident in her poems, her letters, and her herbarium. A tour of the Dickinson 
Homestead in Amherst includes the fireplace in her father’s study where Dickinson 
supposedly kept wood burning on cold nights to sustain her greenhouse plants. Yet while 
a fascination with plants is a widely recognized aspect of her poetry and life, scholars 
have tended to treat her floral language as a private aesthetic, even when linking the 
symbolic resonance of specific plants to scientific culture.175 Dickinson scholars who 
engage with her scientific language have struggled to frame her sentimental depictions of 
plants in relation to botany, often dismissing the rigor of her botanical knowledge as a 
consequence. Paul Giles has even gone so far as to suggest that “science for Dickinson 
represented not simply a positive field of learning but a challenge to every kind of 
sentimental domestic piety.”176 Rescuing Dickinson from such piety precludes 
recognizing the potency of sentimentalism in Dickinson’s work, as Marianne Noble, 
                                                
175 See, for instance, Judith Farr, The Gardens of Emily Dickinson (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2005); Paul Giles, “‘The Earth reversed her Hemispheres’: Dickinson’s 
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176 Giles, “‘The Earth’,” 7.  
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Rachel Stein and others attest.177 More importantly for my purposes here, to assume that 
science and sentimentality were mutually exclusive is to read against Dickinson’s poems 
and the history of plant practices in the nineteenth century.  
Sentiment and science overlapped in rendering plants intimately strange to 
nineteenth-century gardeners. As conventional sentimental tokens, flowers convey 
emotional significance. As commodities and specimens, plants have a value tied to the 
economic or scientific system in which they circulate. Dickinson recognizes all of this, 
but she demonstrates that plants were not so neatly relegated to the realm of objects, and 
that their living qualities might disrupt human-centered systems of order. Cultivation may 
have served as a popular metaphor for education and socialization, particularly within the 
sentimental register, but plant feeling and movement—if taken literally—proved 
perplexing grounds for affinity since plants were placed far below humans in the 
biological hierarchy. Dilating on plants across her poems and her letters, Dickinson 
explores how the creative energy of the botanical realm is shockingly sentient, escaping, 
challenging, and in some ways reorganizing human-centric models. In this sense, she 
departs from dominant theories of natural philosophy that elevate human consciousness 
above other forms of life, aligning herself instead with an emergent scientific discourse 
about plant feeling. Concepts like the great chain of being or argument from design are 
systems of belief that organize the world from a human-centered perspective. Whereas 
many theories of life in the nineteenth century tended to see the world as an orderly and 
                                                
177 See Marianne Noble, The Masochistic Pleasures of Sentimental Literature (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000); Rachel Stein, Shifting the Ground: American Women 
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stable hierarchy with humans at the top, Dickinson finds in the plant realm another 
possibility: life whose very nature is collaborative, decentralized, and communicative 
with other environmental agents in ways that human actors cannot anticipate or control.  
The idea that humans are separate from plants seems a truism today, and as Karen 
L. F. Houle has recently pointed out, the “backgrounding of herbality—indeed of 
ecology—is directly linked to the foregrounding of animality.”178 The interdisciplinary 
field of animal studies represents a growing body of scholarship that examines and often 
troubles the boundaries between the human and the animal.179 To propose that a discourse 
on plant studies might unsettle matters further is both promising and fraught, though the 
nonhuman turn in literary studies is beginning to proliferate approaches that challenge the 
human/nonhuman binary in ontologically productive ways.180 Nineteenth-century 
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179 See Harriet Ritvo, Noble Cows and Hybrid Zebras: Essays on Animals and History 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2010); The Animal Estate: The English and 
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180 Geoffrey Sanborn calls for “a different way of articulating the relationship between 
humanity and its other. That other is […] not Nature, the Environment, the Animal, or 
anything of the kind, and our relationship to it is radically uncertain.” See Sanborn, 
“Introduction” to The Nonhuman Turn forum in J19, vol.1 (Fall 2013): 389. At times this 
reconceptualization of “humanity and its other” (Sanborn 389) remains too abstract for 
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evidenced by recent collections such as Plants and Literature: Essays in Critical Plant 
Studies, ed. Randy Laist. (Rodolpi: Amsterdam, 2013) and the work of philosophers like 
Michael Marder and Karen Barad.  
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sentimental science vexes the default hierarchy in which humans are both distinct from 
and elevated above the plant realm. The implications for literary studies are significant 
since, as Laura Dassow Walls has demonstrated, theories about the organization of matter 
inevitably have political and literary applications.181 If plants are vital, sensible, and 
mobile, they cease to simply reflect back the human values projected upon them. Such 
autonomy is both difficult to imagine and politically charged, for it creates an organically 
organized other to the human that encourages an environmentally engaged sensibility. 
Dickinson is deeply interested in plant material for how its creative forces might instruct 
human life, not only in terms of the moral cultivation of the individual, but also for the 
organization of society.  
The riot of life Dickinson depicts in the garden is therefore not only about 
allegory, subjectivity, or romantic aesthetics. Rather, because botanical vitality was 
recognized as being distinctive from human biology while at the same time unnervingly 
familiar, plants modeled alternative networks of social relations. The “lawless” quality of 
Dickinson’s verse has been linked to political unrest elsewhere—such as the Civil War 
battlefields, Circassian conflict and Haitian Revolution—and the garden both elaborates 
such engagements and complicates them.182 The garden has long been recognized as a 
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182 For a discussion of lawlessness in Dickinson’s writing, see Erica Fretwell’s “Emily 
Dickinson in Domingo,” J19, 1.1, (Spring 2013); 71-96. See also Zofia Burr, Of Women, 
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central trope in political philosophy, but Dickinson turns to plant behavior to interrogate 
human-centric ideas of the political. The vitality of Dickinson’s garden—most readily 
apparent in the life processes such as growing, blooming, wilting, feeling, and moving—
reconceives constructions of agency.   
That Dickinson explores the politics of plant life might seem unlikely for a writer 
whose politics has been notoriously difficult to discern in regards to gender, sexuality, 
race, and class. But plants prove central to how Dickinson understands the social since 
they refuse to be simply receptive to human projects. Dickinson’s work rejects the notion 
that the natural world could serve as stable ground for social order, for her flowers and 
birds and even her poles move. Tulips that grow at home are transplants from Asia, 
flowers wander, and even trees do not stand still, as “When oldest Cedars swerve – / And 
Oaks untwist their fists –” (Fr 882).183 What is most material about nature in Dickinson’s 
poetry is its motion. This motion resists the explanatory power of conceptual categories 
like the local or national, and Dickinson’s political and ethical engagement makes fuller 
sense when we consider how plants function within an international framework. 
The relationship between Dickinson’s botanical language and horticulture as a 
transcultural, geopolitical enterprise has been largely ignored in part because of the 
critical predisposition to read Dickinson “New Englandly,” in part because of a broader 
lack of attention to nineteenth-century women gardeners who understood their activities 
in the context of ecologically diverse networks of plant circulation, and in part because of 
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a tendency to assume that plants were passive matter in nineteenth-century America. 
Today such an attitude about plants is certainly widespread; few people would argue that 
plants feel or move in politically significant ways. Yet no literary career benefits more 
from a revised critical approach to the culture of plants than Dickinson’s, as her body of 
work elucidates how flowers, despite being pressed flat by contemporary critics, posed a 
vital challenge to the very place of the human in the natural world. 
 
I. Plant Sensibility 
Dickinson’s garden poems have been commonly read as a kind of apolitical 
retreat into the domestic sphere. Yet a poem like “Bloom – is Result – to meet a Flower” 
(Fr 1038) makes apparent that Dickinson’s floral interests were far from isolationist or 
indicative of a detached aesthetic. The poem in fact closely tracks the strategies plants 
use to survive through maturity: 
Bloom – is Result – to meet a Flower 
And casually glance 
Would cause one scarcely to suspect 
The minor Circumstance 
 
Assisting in the Bright Affair 
So intricately done 
Then offered as a Butterfly 
To the Meridian – 
 
To pack the Bud – oppose the Worm – 
Obtain it’s right of Dew – 
Adjust the Heat – elude the Wind – 
Escape the prowling Bee – 
 
Great Nature not to disappoint 
Awaiting Her that Day – 
To be a Flower, is profound  
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Responsibility –  
   
Poems like this one, when approached through conventional associations with 
sentimental flora, proffer a fairly standard analogy in which the growth of the flower 
stands in for the socialization of the human subject. In this vein, the flower’s 
‘Responsibility’ is proxy for human subjectivity and experience, as Judith Farr suggests: 
“Just as the world of flowers represents the world of men and women, so certain flowers 
represent specific qualities or endeavors, functions, or careers.”184 Domhnall Mitchell 
complicates this slightly, suggesting that references to the social world of the law and the 
market do enter the floral poems, but “only on the terms of their aestheticization,” which 
he considers a form of confinement.185 Yet the subject of the poem encourages us to think 
of the flower not as a stand-in for human experience, but as a living entity in its own right 
whose difference from the human makes it wonderful and whose workings increasingly 
appeared to scientists as a self-determining power bordering on agency. The poem charts 
an effort to understand plant life as a dynamic, vital process; bloom might be the result 
that allows us to meet a flower, but the poem is less interested in the result than the 
process. The remainder of the poem moves backwards from the presentation of the bloom 
through its journey of coming into flower. It details the “Bright Affair / So intricately 
done” that pollinates the flower, then follows with a swift list of active verbs that allow 
the flower to survive. In order to bloom, the flower must nearly simultaneously, “pack,” 
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“oppose,” “obtain,” “adjust,” “elude,” and “escape.”  Rather than a static object, then, the 
flower here is an agent in a process, and the poem as a whole draws from nineteenth 
century scientific discussions of plants as adaptive—and adept—agents.186  
Scientists and horticulturalists were actively engaged in research related to plant 
sentience at mid-century, a fact that is reflected in many of Dickinson’s botanical poems. 
An 1863 article in the Horticulturalist entitled “Gleanings” poses the question of plant 
intelligence bluntly for rhetorical effect: “Is the plant stupid?” The author continues by 
pointing out,  
It knows what it wants, and likes it, and if it is within its reach, it will obtain it. 
[…] Who will now undertake to say that a plant is not sensible? If you go into the 
fields, you will tread upon a multitude of flowers that know better than you do 
which way the wind blows, what o’clock it is, and what is to be thought about the 
weather.187  
An 1873 article in The Youth’s Companion on plant sleep likewise begins by noting, 
“The deeper we search into the mysteries of vegetable life, the closer appears its relations 
                                                
186 Likewise, Dickinson’s poems that address the relationship between bees and flowers 
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to animal existence. Botanists—especially among the French—assert that plants breathe, 
work, sleep, are sensitive and capable of movement. These points lead to debatable 
ground.”188 This ‘debatable ground’ is the extent to which commonality exists between 
plants and animals, and was contested in large part because its implications were so 
potentially explosive. To follow the debate to its most radical social conclusions—a point 
before which most writers stopped—might be to concede plant life is intelligently 
organized in a manner that undermines human supremacy and conventional practices 
regarding plants.  
The claim that plants had affinities to animal life was not an outlier within 
botanical and horticultural circles, but rather represented a main development of scientific 
inquiry. Naturalists were still actively debating plant sentience into the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and leading scientists like Asa Gray oscillated over the course of 
several decades. An 1873 review of Gray’s How Plants Behave (1872) demonstrates the 
radical implications of the debate:  
Do plants only live, according to Linnaeus? or do they feel, also, as some modern 
naturalists contend? We are not prepared to answer these questions; nor, probably, 
is Prof. Gray; but he has gathered in this dainty volume some curious and striking 
evidence which goes far toward warranting the opinion that plants are sentient 
creatures. If this be so, what a world of strange revelations awaits some fortunate 
investigator! He—or the boon may fall to the lot of a woman—will tell us if it be 
true that plants have pleasures and pains, that they weep when bruised, that they 
                                                
188 Anon. “Curiosities of Plant Life,” Scribner’s, 3.6. (April 1872); Anon. “The Sleep of 
Plants” in The Youth’s Companion (April 3, 1873): 108. 
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sleep at night, that, like the Vallisneria spiralis, all flowers love. That they breathe 
and absorb, we already know; and it should not be difficult to grant them other 
physiological functions that belong to man. We might say that in the very title of 
his book Prof. Gray concedes the sensibility of plants, and half admits their 
intelligence. To behave implies a knowledge of propriety; and if plants approach 
humanity so closely, it would seem absurd to deny their near relationship.189 
The reviewer reveals the extent to which this book potentially opens the door to a new 
paradigm of thought about plant life, ‘a world of strange revelations’ about plant feeling 
granted authority through scientific investigation. Rather than simply summarizing the 
contents of the book, the reviewer is quick to analyze the suppositions involved in the 
language Gray uses. ‘To behave,’ so the reviewer crucially notes, ‘implies a knowledge 
of propriety.’ In other words, plants may act in ways that are volitional, even decorous. 
This shrewd observation suggests that scientific observation of plants might call for more 
than simply recasting preexisting scientific categories. A ‘near relationship’ between 
plants and humans potentially demands an affinity that is at once physiological, cultural, 
and aesthetic.  
Many scientists of the period conceded plant sentience, but diverged widely on 
how to understand it. George Cuvier clearly limited the affinities between plant and 
animal, whereas Darwin’s research into plant motion led him to conclude that the 
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radical—or root—of a plant, “acts like the brain of one of the lower animals.”190 
Augustin de Candolle, who dropped acid onto plant leaves to test their irritability and 
responsiveness, did not grant plants a close relationship to humans, but declared that, 
“Plants live, not merely in the common sense of the word, which includes activity of 
every kind, but in that stricter sense, by which a higher and self-dependent activity is 
expressed.”191 
By 1878 an article in the Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature makes the point 
about plant perception more poetically and definitively:  
When the representative poet of the Lake School ventured to affirm it as his belief 
[...] ‘that every flower / Enjoys the air it breathes,’ he might be thought, in the 
opinion of most persons, to have ventilated an opinion of poetic beauty no doubt, 
but one much too transcendental and improbable for either popular or scientific 
belief. It is, however, both curious and instructive to note that the progress of 
science, and more especially the rapid march of investigation within recent years, 
has placed Wordsworth’s ‘faith’ on a perfectly sure basis, and has in fact 
transformed a poetic thought into a dictum of natural science.192 
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The article goes on to describe the various experiments with food, locomotion and 
sensitivity that point the biologist towards the overwhelming conclusion that the essential 
characteristics of plants and animals could not be easily or confidently distinguished. Part 
of the confusion stems from the creation of categories, for if differences might be clearly 
discernable “between the higher animals and plants,” still “Any definition of an animal or 
of a plant, to be either satisfactory or useful to the scientific man or to mankind at large, 
must include all animals and all plants.”193 Such broad categories produce strange 
bedfellows, as Harriet Ritvo has noted with animal classification, and point to the ways in 
which botanical research in the second half of the nineteenth century did not simply seek 
to reify Linnaean order, but rather continued to revise the way in which life was 
conceptualized, organized, and understood.194    
 The fraught nature of the debate over plant sentience in part hinges on the ways in 
which plant life models life differently. Competing theories about the nature of life were 
widespread in the nineteenth century, offering a somewhat chaotic and contradictory 
range of ideas about where liveliness originates and how it is organized. Benjamin Rush 
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believed in what Monique Allewaert has termed ‘vitalist materialism’: a theory that 
matter has a capacity for life but requires external stimuli.195 For Coleridge, life occurs 
when a super-natural force—a kind of spiritual antecedent—animates nature.196 Thoreau 
condemns the physiologist “in too much haste to explain [plant] growth according to 
mechanical laws” and muses that, “the mystery of the life of plants is kindred with that of 
our own lives.” He urges a kind of restraint towards the question of life itself, arguing 
that “We must not presume to probe with our fingers the sanctuary of any life, whether 
animal or vegetable; if we do we shall discover nothing but surface still, or all fruits will 
be apples of the Dead Sea, full of dust and ashes.”197 Intellectual debates about the nature 
of life itself have long and deep histories that intersected the close study of plant 
animation and sensitivity in the nineteenth-century.  
For Dickinson, shared sentiment becomes a way to connect the human condition 
to that of birds, flowers, and the natural environment at large. In “The Birds reported 
from the South –” (Fr 780) this rapport becomes increasingly intimate: 
The Birds reported from the South – 
A News express to Me – 
A spicy Charge, My little Posts – 
But I am deaf – Today – 
 
The Flowers – appealed – a timid Throng – 
I reinforced the Door – 
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Go blossom to the Bees – I said – 
And trouble Me – no More – 
 
The Summer Grace, for notice strove – 
Remote – Her best Array – 
The Heart – to stimulate the Eye 
Refused too utterly – 
 
At length, a Mourner, like Myself, 
She drew away austere – 
Her frosts to ponder – then it was  
I recollected Her – 
 
She suffered Me, for I had mourned –  
I offered Her no word – 
My Witness – was the Crape I bore – 
Her – Witness – was Her Dead – 
 
Thenceforward – We – together dwelt – 
She – never questioned Me – 
Nor I – Herself – 
Our Contract 
A Wiser Sympathy 
 
The poem refuses a firm distinction between the civic and the natural by overlaying the 
conflict of the Civil War with the progression of the seasons. Not wholly distinct from 
human affairs, nature is also no mere mirror of the speaker’s inner mournful state, but “A 
Mourner, like myself”. That is, nature is a sensible agent here that strives for notice, 
draws away austerely, and ponders her own frosts. We could read this as simple 
anthropomorphism or the pathetic fallacy, connecting the outer world to the speaker’s 
inner turmoil, except for the fact that the poem tracks the discord between the speaker 
and nature before “I recollected Her—”, making nature’s emotions autonomous. 
Furthermore, the idea of nature here disrupts the possibility of a one-to-one 
correspondence. Here and elsewhere in her poetry, Dickinson relies on metonymy to 
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destabilize the trope of “nature.” Nature includes the birds with their spicy charge, the 
throng of flowers, the frost; rather than a steady entity it is an assemblage of interactive 
parts moving in time and space.198 
Yet if nature does not simply reflect the speaker’s inner grief, it also does not 
stand apart completely from that grief either. The relationship culminates in the poem’s 
last stanza where the speaker and the natural world are bound by a “Wiser Sympathy” 
that forms “Our Contract.” This closure by contract makes wordless, essentially private 
states of grief into something shared. The privatized nature of affect, as Lauren Berlant 
notes, can close off the possibility of addressing pain and suffering through political 
channels.199 Here, pain is private, but its very intimacy is the basis for contract, and its 
signs are public: the speaker’s “Crape” and nature’s “Dead” are both witness to their 
suffering, and visible markers of feeling. The terms of the contract produce an ecological 
sensibility that makes affect an imperfectly shared trait.  
By resisting the metaphorical, this sentimental connection challenges the notion 
that feeling is essentially a human characteristic. Bodily sensation is critical to aesthetic 
theories in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and nineteenth-century sentimentality, 
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epitomized by writers like Susan Warner and Harriet Beecher Stowe, was indebted to the 
eighteenth century discourse of sensibility.200 While the political dimension of this 
tradition—its role in defining, to quote Elizabeth Maddock Dillon, “the terrain of liberal 
subjectivity”—is well established, the link between feeling and aesthetic subjectivity has 
focused on an exclusively human politics. Dickinson’s writing points towards a different 
kind of sentimentalism in that the kind of subjectivity that she attributes to plants across 
her poems and her letters blurs precisely the borders that distinguish plants and humans. 
Dickinson’s characterization of plants fits in some ways with what Jessica Riskin has 
called “sentimental empiricism,” a kind of emotion-based experimentation, but what 
makes her approach radically different is that sensory experience—and the kind of 
political subjectivity it entails—is not delimited to human subjects.201 Rather, the body 
politic in Dickinson’s poetry incorporates the plant and animal world. Such a position 
smudges to the point of erasure the kind of separation of scientific object from political 
subject that characterizes many contemporaneous discussions of nature and culture. 
Bruno Latour, in responding to the work of Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, has 
persuasively described how Hobbes and Boyle helped create, “a world in which the 
representation of things through the intermediary of the laboratory is forever dissociated 
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from the representation of citizens through the intermediary of the social contract.”202 By 
invoking a feeling natural world, Dickinson’s botanical verse bridges this divide.  
Dickinson’s bridging may seem counterintuitive, for it surely cuts against much of 
what we know about sensibility and sentimentalism in the nineteenth-century. Literary 
critics have begun to establish ways in which ecological thinking was constitutive of 
unconventional political subjectivities in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America, but 
this has been largely limited to spaces that are defined against the acculturated and the 
domesticated, and certainly against the sentimental. The ‘wild’ places in Thoreau’s 
writing, or the abyss of the swamp in Bartram’s travel narratives, for instance, challenge 
formulations of selfhood that distinguish personhood through calculating or aesthetic 
distancing from the terrain. Monique Allewaert has described how this separation was 
collapsed in writings about tropical ecologies in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
America.203 The domestic garden, in contrast, has often been perceived as a tamed space 
where, as Harriet Ritvo writes, “even as the meaning of the word garden diversified [in 
the nineteenth century]—and as the imitation of nature became an increasingly desirable 
goal for gardeners—gardening remained securely…on the domesticated side of the line 
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27. 
 
203 The swamp, she argues, “deeply compromised a tradition in which nature was 
organized as a series of landscapes that were distinct from and valued by human beings” 
(Ariel’s 349). 
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between wild and tame.”204 In ecocritical terms, domestication has been more readily 
associated with conventional views of nature, and less likely to mobilize environmental 
debates.205 And as we have seen with Hawthorne, the domestic garden was used as an 
educational trope for normative social behavior.  
Yet for Dickinson the relationship between human socialization and plant life 
produces more eccentric results. That the speaker shares a sympathetic contract not with 
other humans, but with nature, revises what we think we know about sentimental politics. 
Dickinson’s sensible plants and feeling environment present a natural order that refuses 
the rigid separation of human, animal, and plant that shaped nineteenth-century 
conceptions of personhood. Categories reflect values, and never more visibly so than 
when in the process of flux. How the line gets drawn between sentience and sensibility, 
between raw physiological feeling and discernment, mattered in nineteenth-century 
America because taste had such political purchase. As William Huntting Howell has 
noted, “understanding sensibility promised to answer the question of what counts as 
                                                
204 Harriet Ritvo, “At the Edge of the Garden: Nature and Domestication in Eighteenth- 
and Nineteeth-Century Britain” The Huntington Library Quarterly, 55.3 (Summer 1992): 
367.   
 
205 In part this has to do with an interesting split in the ways in which the environment has 
been historically conceptualized as either needing 1) preservation to keep the wild intact 
as a distinct entity, as in the development of designated wilderness areas and national 
parks where human impact is mitigated (a kind of laissez-faire approach to the natural 
world within strictly censured boundaries), or 2) conservation, which incorporates active 
human management to a much greater extent, as in assuming that human input plays a 
necessary role in ecological sustainability. For an in-depth discussion of this distinction 
in contemporary culture see “Out of the Wild: A Conversation between William Cronon 
and Michael Pollan,” Orion Magazine, Nov/Dec 2013. 
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personhood.”206 But what if sensibility did not only “index humanity” per se?207 
Dickinson’s perspective on flora blurs the boundary between human and plant by at times 
making sentiment a character trait that she shares with the natural world, rather than 
merely an aesthetic stance towards that world. The sensible plant renders the ecological 
backdrop less distinguishable from the human foreground, thereby turning the domestic 
garden into a place as potentially unmooring as the swamp.208  
 
II. The Politics of Plant Sensibility 
One of the great structuring principles of both American politics and science in 
the early nineteenth-century was the belief in the ordering relationship between the part 
and the whole.209 Common methods of identifying plants in the field relied upon 
examining the morphology of parts to classify specimens within a taxonomic system. 
                                                
206 William Huntting Howell. “In the Realms of Sensibility,” American Literary History, 
25.2 (Summer 2013): 408.   
 
207 Ibid, 408. 
 
208 For a discussion of the swamp’s dissolving effects on political subjectivity, see 
Allewaert’s Ariel’s Ecology. 
 
209 As Laura Dassow Walls points out, the manner and magnitude of this relationship in 
natural science was interrogated, but ultimately upheld, by transcendentalists like 
Emerson and Thoreau. For a discussion of Emerson’s rational holism and Thoreau’s 
empirical holism see Seeing New Worlds. In the political realm, as Jay Fliegelman 
reminds us, “the fiction of representation was most famously exemplified in the late 
1780s by a small group of privileged white men who, though often strenuously 
disagreeing among themselves, yet described themselves as ‘We the People,’ a single 
homogenous entity that the Constitution and the delegates to it, in effect, invented” (xi). 
“Introduction” in Wieland and Memoirs of Carwin the Biloquist (New York: Penguin, 
1991).  
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Trained in this approach, Dickinson nonetheless chafes at its constraints. For at least 
some of her intellectual predecessors, the plant offered a symbol of evolution without 
change; Coleridge and other proponents of organicism found an elegant solution to social 
unrest in the notion of antecedent unity.210 However, when Dickinson highlights the 
parallels between scientific and political acts of representation, such as in “The Veins of 
other Flowers” (Fr 798), she does so to highlight nature’s alternate organization as a 
possible political model that does not reify stability:  
The Veins of other Flowers 
The Scarlet Flowers are  
Till Nature leisure has for Terms  
As “Branch,” and “Jugular”.  
 
We pass, and she abides.  
We conjugate Her Skill  
While She creates and federates  
Without a syllable –  
 
On a formal level, the poem works to mitigate an anthropocentric politics that Dickinson 
posits is inherent to specialized plant terminology. The opening lines already pose a 
contradiction. “The Veins of other Flowers / The Scarlet Flowers are” is both metaphor 
and metonym when the scarlet flowers are turned into veins by metaphor and framed as 
parts of a larger whole (the other flowers) through synecdoche. Such a paradox of 
simultaneous substitution and contiguity drops the scarlet flowers from federation within 
language, “Till Nature leisure has for terms / As ‘Branch’ and ‘Jugular’.” Nature has no 
leisure for such terms, as the pace of the poem implies, and organizes according to a logic 
                                                
210 Dassow Walls describes how Coleridge’s organicism makes parts subordinate to the 
whole, “offer[ing] growth without change, an evolutionary model that safely contains the 
revolutionary threat” (SNW, 76).  
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that cannot be reduced to human models. The terms “We conjugate,” Dickinson suggests 
here, work to impose an artificial order—a political order, as suggested by “federates”—
that runs counter to nature’s wordless organization. Nature, for Dickinson, is not 
organized like a language, and she simultaneously critiques the imposition of 
terminology. ‘Branch’ and ‘Jugular’ are, like ‘syllable,’ a discrete part of a larger whole. 
The rejection of language is also a rejection of the logic of language, which under 
grammatical rules depends on parts to constitute a whole, and a whole to understand 
parts.  
Other Dickinson poems edge more closely toward the political possibilities of a 
feeling environment, and redraw the boundaries of sensibility to extend beyond 
conventional notions of human polity. At times this takes the familiar form of 
personification, as in “Nature affects to be sedate” (Fr 1176), which treats Nature as a 
‘spacious Citizen,’ reconceptualizing both nature and citizenship:  
Nature affects to be sedate  
Opon Occasion, grand 
But let our observation shut 
Her practices extend 
To Necromancy and the Trades 
Remote to understand 
Behold our spacious Citizen 
Unto a Juggler turned – 
 
The poem begins by emphasizing nature’s affective qualities, and the limits of ‘our 
observation’ to understand ‘Her practices.’ Yet what is most puzzling is not that nature is 
mysterious and remote, but that nature is ‘Citizen’: a political subject. Personified nature 
is a common enough trope, but here ‘spacious’ as a modifier disrupts the idea of nature—
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or nation—as a bounded, knowable body. Moreover, characterized as a ‘Juggler,’ Nature 
turns into an active performer who showcases a dynamic process.  
In “Flowers – Well – if anybody” (Fr 95) the implications of a sensate 
environment extend to aesthetic judgment. The poem moves from a human experience of 
feeling to that of butterflies through their shared appreciation of the botanical: 
Flowers – Well – if anybody  
Can the extasy define – 
Half a transport – half a trouble –  
With which flowers humble men:  
Anybody find the fountain  
From which floods so contra flow – 
I will give him all the Daisies 
Which opon the hillside blow. 
 
Too much pathos in their faces 
For a simple breast like mine – 
Butterflies from St Domingo 
Have a system of aesthetics – 
Far superior to mine.211 
 
The first stanza reads as a rehearsal of the sublime: the mix of pleasure and pain, the 
ineffability of the source of such overwhelming sensation, and the dwarfing power of the 
object to humble men. One could read it as a constitution of the self through aesthetic 
                                                
211 This poem was printed in the Brooklyn newspaper Drum Beat in 1864, and like much 
of Dickinson’s verse, was subject to continual revisions. For details of its publication 
there see Christopher Benfey, A Summer of Hummingbirds: Love, Art, and Scandal in the 
Intersecting Worlds of Emily Dickinson, Mark Twain, Harriet Beecher Stowe and Martin 
Johnson Heade (New York: Penguin, 2008). I have stayed with Frankin’s edition of the 
poem for consistency, but other versions of the poem include small variations in spelling 
(‘opon’ becomes ‘upon’; ‘aesthetics’ becomes ‘esthetics’) and some variants include an 
additional line after “Butterflies from St Domingo” that reads “Cruising round the purple 
line”. 
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appreciation.212 In this sense, the flowers incite ‘extasy’ and evoke both ‘transport’ and 
‘trouble’ in the perceiving human subject. At the same time, the ‘extasy’ of the flowers 
makes the nature of the interaction more ambiguous. The flowers quite possibly ‘humble 
men’ because they demonstrate, rather than inspire, an ecstatic state. The ambiguous 
syntax emphasizes the ambiguous dynamic, or at least the difficulty of defining the nature 
of the interaction in language. The playful proposition of Daisies for a definition 
underscores the meaningfulness of this equivocation. If the power of the flowers could be 
articulated, then the speaker could control their circulation. The hyperbole of offering ‘all 
the Daisies’ upon the hillside (which carries the attendant and ironic presumption that 
they are property to be gifted), suggests the unlikelihood of such a causal definition.   
 The second stanza of the poem continues to challenge the subject/object 
orientation of a sublimely constituted subjectivity, as well as a hierarchy that runs from 
humans down to animals and then plants. In the lines, “Too much pathos in their faces / 
For a simple breast like mine –” the flowers are given ‘faces’ whereas the speaker 
synecdochically becomes a breast. And here again the poem prevaricates about where the 
pathos resides: in the eye of the beholder, or in the flowers themselves. Furthermore, the 
excess here is beyond the speaker’s ability to feel, but not beyond the butterfly’s. The rest 
of the poem continues to trouble the exclusivity of affect to human subjects, and flowers 
serve as a bridge between the ‘I’ in the poem and the butterflies. The poem’s final lines 
disturb the trajectory of sublime revelation by the observant speaker and attribute the 
                                                
212 As Allewaert notes, theories of the sublime in the eighteenth century “confirmed the 
basic assumption of a dominant (but certainly not the only) strain of enlightenment 
naturalism: that the subject stand apart from the object world that he or she would 
master” (Ariel’s Ecology, 36). 
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notion of aesthetic evaluation to the butterflies. That it is not simply a transposition of the 
speaker’s own experience is clear from the comparative aspect of the final lines: this 
system of aesthetics is ‘Far superior to mine.’  
To see butterflies as having a system of aesthetics is to strip away the notion that 
aesthetic judgment is exclusively a human experience. And in acknowledging the sensate 
dimension of the butterflies’ existence, the speaker describes a world in which the 
nonhuman performs a process of feeling and judging that is usually only consigned to 
“persons.” Here the attraction of the butterflies to the beauty of the flowers edges towards 
animal aesthetics. This sensibility in turn has political consequences, for it suggests, in 
the language of Fr 798, that nature “federates.” Historians and literary critics have 
demonstrated at length how sensibility was a central concept for social transformation in 
the revolutionary period of the late eighteenth century.213 At least one of those 
revolutions seems to be invoked in “Flowers – Well – if anybody”: the fact that the 
butterflies hail from Santo Domingo evokes the specter of the Haitian Revolution.214 In 
                                                
213 As Elizabeth Maddock Dillon describes, the history of aesthetics “developed in 
response to the revolutions of the eighteenth century that ushered in liberal political 
regimes and societies oriented around (newly) autonomous, self-governing citizen-
subjects” (“Sentimental,” 497). 
 
214 Eric Sundquist has pointed out how “Like a prism, the trope of San Domingo reflected 
all conflicting sides of the tangled question of bondage and became a prophetic 
simulacrum of events feared to lie on the horizon of Amerian slavery.” See To Wake the 
Nations: Race in the Making of American Literature (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1993): 32. Vera Kutzinski has argued that Haiti has functioned as a kind of floating 
signifier in the American literary imaginary, “unable to be contained geographically and 
temporally,” “an archetype grafted onto…other spaces where it leaves traces of Jacobean 
rebellion.” Vera Kutzinski, “Borders and Bodies: The United States, America, and the 
Caribbean” in The New Centennial Review, Vol.1, No.2 (Fall 2001): 66.  
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Dickinson’s poem, the sensibility that is brought into focus from Santo Domingo does not 
separate a new social order from the old, but rather casts into chaos the very classificatory 
foundations of racial and ecological hierarchy. The butterflies’ aesthetic ability to 
discern, presumably, which flowers to source for nectar is deemed “superior” to the 
speaker’s subjectivity constituted through the sublime experience of the flowers.215 This 
flipping of the script renders the boundary between human and nature, or figure and 
ground, indeterminate.  
The portent of “lawlessness” that Erica Fretwell describes as characterizing the 
deviating nature of the poem’s verse is not simply a matter, then, of human taste for 
freedom.216 Rather, “Flowers – Well – if anybody” links the Santo Domingo political 
revolution to a lawless aesthetic that corresponds with a discerning, sensate environment. 
And this in itself offers an interesting challenge to the correlation of rights with the 
individual, affective, citizen-subject, for a feeling nature is, aesthetically speaking, 
potently political, for it potentially challenges individualism not as a matter of law or 
even race, but from a biological perspective. The sensibility that Dickinson describes in 
the poem might then augur a different kind of revolution in the way that the relationship 
between environment and politics is imagined and articulated. By identifying the other 
                                                
215 As Timothy Mitchell points out, critical energies have predominantly been founded on 
the idea that there is a “categorical distinction between the ideality of human intentions 
and purposes and the object world upon which these work, and which in turn may affect 
them. There is little room to examine the ways they emerge together in a variety of 
combinations, or how so-called human agency draws its force by attempting to divert or 
attach itself to other kinds of energy or logic” (29).  
 
216 For a discussion of Dickinson, aesthetic and somatic ‘taste,’ and racial politics, see 
Fretwell, “Emily Dickinson in Domingo.”  
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kinds of biological life as having characteristics foundational to the way the citizen-
subject is recognized, Dickinson both undermines the human claim to distinction and 
points to affective environmental interaction as a necessity for political agency.  
In formulating his empirical methods, John Stuart Mill writes in A System of 
Logic (1843) that, “The general principle to which all rules of practice ought to conform, 
and the test by which they should be tried, is conduciveness to the happiness of mankind, 
or rather, of all sentient beings.”217 Mills’ clarification admits—albeit somewhat 
reluctantly—a correlation between ideal political practice and a scope whose purview is 
wider than the interests of the human species. The denomination of “sentient beings” 
hedges towards the idea of an expanded political field, while shying away from 
theorizing what such a field might look like. Such reluctance is understandable enough, 
as our ability to conceptualize the sentience and sensibility of other species is always 
filtered through our own perceptive and conceptual biases. Yet implicit in the structure of 
Mills’ assertion is a grounding assumption that Dickinson’s poetry begins to unravel: the 
notion of humans as having a superlative claim to rights. Indeed the ubiquity of the term 
“human rights”—used to demark the most basic or fundamental of political claims—
reveals a similar ontological perspective. Mill claims the necessity of working for human 
happiness, and then accedes to the need for an extended purview, showing that even if 
Life is capaciously defined, all other forms of life are often rendered subordinate to 
human consciousness and volition. Dickinson disturbs this idea by posing the proto-
                                                
217 John Stuart Mill, The Collected Works of John Stuart Mill: VIII, ed. John. M. Robson 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974): 951.  
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environmentalist possibility that other species are not just sentient, but intelligent and 
discerning in ways unaccounted for by an exclusively human view of rights.  
 
III. Plant Mobility 
We tend to think that sentimentality constructs a kind of individual human 
subjectivity, but Dickinson demonstrates how affective relationships with plants might 
augur the dissolution of any such distinct selfhood. In order to more fully understand the 
political implications of Dickinson’s botanical verse, we need to look beyond categories 
like the nation that define the human subject in civic or cultural terms, and consider how 
plants circulated internationally. Just as Dickinson’s interest in botanical life extended 
beyond the limits of what classification could teach, so too did her interest extend far 
beyond the borders of her garden. In fact, the notion of botanical mobility itself was a key 
dimension of plant science and an aspect of home gardening practices. With the influx of 
plants from abroad, botanists and home gardeners were increasingly aware that the data 
they could empirically collect about their plants might be influenced by forces beyond 
their local purview.   
The distance between Dickinson’s hometown in Western Massachusetts and the 
Kashmir region of the Indian subcontinent—well over six thousand miles—is one that 
few in Dickinson’s lifetime would travel. For the poet, however, these miles were 
traversed within the poetic line. Fr 176 begins,  
If I could bribe them by a Rose 
I’d bring them every flower that grows 
From Amherst to Cashmere! 
I would not stop for night, or storm –  
Or frost, or death, or anyone –  
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My business were so dear!  
 
Dickinson’s poetry often spans such distances, bringing places as diverse as Cashmere, 
Santo Domingo, Haworth, and Amherst into the same imaginative sphere. The generative 
energy of this dimension of her writing has led to a turn in criticism that has unmoored 
Dickinson from the fixed radius around her house in Amherst center and even the United 
States. Dickinson’s ability to “telescope” place, as Christine Gerhardt puts it, is often 
particularly notable in the floral language she evokes over the course of her poetic career 
because Dickinson was keenly aware that flowers simultaneously constituted the local 
garden and circulated around the globe through various channels.218 
Darwin’s watershed release of On the Origin of Species in 1859 helped popularize 
the concept of plant mobility independent from human circulation. The impact of 
Darwin’s text on Dickinson’s social milieu has received a fair amount of critical 
attention, but the impact of his theories of geographical mobility deserve a closer look. 
Darwin tentatively—and poetically—theorizes plant monogenesis, musing that, “the 
simplicity of the view that each species was first produced within a single region 
captivates the mind. He who rejects it, rejects the vera causa of ordinary generation with 
subsequent migration, and calls in the agency of a miracle.”219 Having so proposed his 
belief, Darwin builds a theory of seed migration upon it. Noting that while mammals 
have not been able to migrate with as great a range, “some plants, from their varied 
                                                
218 Christine Gerhardt, “ ‘Often seen – but seldom felt’: Emily Dickinson’s Reluctant 
Ecology of Place,” The Emily Dickinson Journal, 15.1 (2006): 73.  
 
219 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species. (1859; New York: D. Appleton and Co, 
1860): 307.  
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means of dispersal, have migrated across the vast and broken interspace.”220 In the 
section “Means of Dispersal,” Darwin outlines evidence that he had accrued about the 
migration of seeds: he experiments with submerging seeds in water and testing their 
potential to germinate after a fixed amount of time, noting that dried seeds might travel 
over 900 miles in sea water and then sprout. Alternatively, they might travel across large 
distances in driftwood, bird carcasses, fish, the beaks and feet of living birds or buried in 
icebergs. Darwin’s position on botanical migration in On the Origin of Species is by and 
large focused on the forces outside of human control that drive evolution and change. 
Thoreau takes up a similar approach in “The Succession of Forest Trees” when he 
concludes how pine and oak forests often replace one another when a seed “is transported 
from where it grows to where it is planted […] chiefly by the agency of the wind, water, 
and animals.”221 Theorizing about environmental agency was a blow, as Gillian Beer 
notes, to anthropocentric narratives of the world.222 
A number of Dickinson’s poems emphasize botanical mobility or the mobility of 
pollinators like bees and burrs. In presenting the motion of natural phenomenon, 
Dickinson provides an alternative narrative to the kinds of botanical circulation fostered 
in imperial contexts. Fr 177 begins:  
As if some little Arctic flower 
                                                
220 Ibid, 308. 
 
221 Henry David Thoreau, “The Succession of Forest Trees” (1860) in ‘Wild Apples’ and 
Other Natural History Essays. Ed. William Rossi (Athens, GA: U of Georgia P, 2002): 
93. 
 
222 Gillian Beer, Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot and  
Nineteenth-Century Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983). 
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Opon the polar hem –  
Went wandering down the Latitudes  
Until it puzzled came  
To continents of summer –  
To firmaments of sun –  
To strange, bright crowds of flowers –  
And birds, of foreign tongue! 
 
The flower’s displacement here is the central subject of the poem, though its movement 
emphasizes its own agency in the process: its procession down the latitudes by wandering 
makes it fully in charge of its own motion. Such motion stands in sharp contrast to a 
poem like “Who robbed the Woods – ” (Fr 57), which might allegorize contemporary 
bioprospecting:  
Who robbed the Woods – 
The trusting Woods? 
The unsuspecting Trees 
Brought out their Burs and Mosses –  
His fantasy to please –  
He scanned their trinkets – curious –  
He grasped – he bore away – 
What will the solemn Hemlock – 
What will the Fir tree – say?  
 
Here the natural world is translated into a commodity: burs and mosses become ‘trinkets’ 
to be made off with by an exploitative agent.  
Dickinson’s poems can suggest how domestic horticultural enterprises were 
facilitated by colonial botanical pursuits, and the projects of the home gardener were tied 
to imperial designs, though curiously the history of eighteenth and nineteenth century 
bioprospecting has been fairly sequestered from discussions of domestic gardens. On the 
one hand, so the narratives usually go, male scientists and politicians pursued plant 
collection, propagation and circulation on a grand geographical scale for nationalist and 
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commercial ends.223 Virtually every eighteenth century empire—Spanish, Russian, 
English, French, Ottoman, Qing, and on—approached plant collection with imperial 
interest. Kew Gardens perhaps elucidates best this dimension of plant collection in the 
nineteenth century. As a center for the acquisition of new species, Kew organized and 
displayed the growing strategies of the British colonies, and sought to legitimate political 
projects through what Jill Casid has called “a new ideology of empire as cultivation 
rather than conquest.”224 American Manifest Destiny likewise used the garden—and the 
garden imaginary—to justify imperial expansion.  
On the other hand, many histories of women gardeners in both England and 
America describe the garden gate as, to quote Judith Page and Elise Smith, “the boundary 
between the domesticated, feminized zone and the world beyond.”225 Many studies of 
women and botany emphasize the activities of the domestic gardener as part of a private 
sphere, even while acknowledging the growing presence of botanical education in 
schools and other public institutions. While there are multiple studies of the role of 
botany and horticulture in shaping gender constructions, many of these same critical 
                                                
223 See Jim Endersby, Imperial Nature: Joseph Hooker and the Practices of Victorian 
Science Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008; Laura Dassow Walls, The Passage 
to Cosmos: Alexander von Humboldt and the Shaping of America (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009).  
 
224 See Jill Casid, “Inhuming Empire: Islands as Colonial Nurseries and Graves” in 
Nussbaum, Felicity, ed. The Global Eighteenth Century. (Baltimore and London: Johns 
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approaches also tend to reify a distinction between women’s issues and geopolitical 
concerns. Yet Dickinson’s poetry, along with the work of Stowe, Hawthorne, Child and 
others, suggests a strong connection between home garden practices and environmental 
politics on a larger scale.  
Seed and plant catalogs facilitated this connection by offering a tangible sense 
that species on offer circulated around the globe. Nurseries on both sides of the Atlantic 
advertised novel plant species for the home garden, and it was not uncommon in some 
catalogs for the source of the new species to be identified. The 1862 London Barr and 
Sugden Guide to the Flower Garden, &c., for instance, included details about the origin 
of each new seed on offer. A partial list of named sources for the 1862 collection includes 
“N. America,” “SW Australia,” “Africa,” “West Indies,” “France,” “China,” “Germany,” 
“E. Indies,” “Himalaya,” “The Levent [sic],” “Arabia,” “Straights of Magellan,” 
“Canada,” “Swan River,” and the “Caucauses.”226 The range of locations also gives a 
sense of the way that seed catalogues identified origins based on a range of geographical 
scopes that were not strictly framed by nation (“N. America,” as well as a riverbank, 
“Swan River”). As repositories of new species, nurseries also facilitated the dispersal of 
seeds around the country and around the globe. An 1893 publication of the US-based 
Child’s Fall Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants that Bloom proudly advertised in its opening 
pages that it sent 500,000 copies “to our customers all over the world.”227 The 
                                                
226 Barr and Sugden’s Guide to the Flower Garden, &c. (London: 12, King Street), 1862. 
Royal Horticultural Society Library.  
 
227 John Lewis Child, ed. Child’s Fall Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants that Bloom (New 
York, Fall 1893): 3.  
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international dimension of commercial plant circulation would have been evident to any 
home gardener looking to place an order, as the front matter in these catalogues 
frequently detailed how to pay postage on orders from anywhere in the world.228 In 
addition to seed catalogs, news of regular international plant circulation was available to 
horticultural periodical readers. The proceedings of the Massachusetts Horticultural 
Society were regularly published in The New England Farmer and elsewhere, containing 
information on the society’s new acquisitions from abroad, such as “samples of the grape 
vines, cherries and other fruits of the Crimea,--seeds of such forest trees as were 
considered valuable for economical purposes.”229 The regular requests for new seeds—
particularly those perceived as potentially economically valuable—fill the annals of 
horticultural institutions. 
Dickinson’s access to plants also included those acquired through non-
commercial routes, such as those that had crossed thousands of miles enclosed in the 
letters of friends and correspondents living abroad. Most notably, in addition to her 
carefully organized herbarium, Dickinson received a number of plant specimens from 
Southern Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. Amherst College prepared many graduates 
for missionary life, and it is probable that these cuttings came from one or several of her 
                                                                                                                                            
 
228 Judith Farr has determined it likely that American nursery catalogues at the Dickinson 
home included those by L. W. Goodell and B.K. Bliss. See Farr, Gardens, 120. 
 
229 Request from President of the Society, H.A. S. Dearborn to David Porter, Esq., 
Charge D’Affairs of the United States at the Ottoman Porte. “Proceedings of the 
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 18th of May, 1833” in The New England Farmer, 
and Horticultural Register, May 22, 1833: 354. 
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friends who married Protestant missionaries and subsequently traveled abroad.230 One 
likely candidate is Abby Wood Bliss, who moved to Syria with Robert Bliss shortly after 
their marriage in 1855. Dickinson’s collection of labeled plants from foreign climes 
includes pressings from “Hill Country” in India, Germany, Italy, Palestine, Greece, and 
Lebanon. What this means is that flowers for Dickinson might just as readily conjure 
international correspondence with a dear friend as the garden corners and greenhouses 
she knew so well. We know that epistolary correspondence shaped ideas about what 
social relations might mean in a world of increasing geographical mobility, but far less 
attention has been paid to the fact that these letters could, and often did, contain cuttings 
from thousands of miles away.231 The difference lies in the particular focus on materiality 
that attends the inclusion of plant matter. Whereas letters (albeit extremely material in 
and of themselves) are usually read foremost for their textual qualities, cuttings assert the 
materiality of the landscape from which they are removed. They also, as Jim Endersby 
has observed, comprised an important dimension of the experience of natural history. He 
notes, “Friendship was often the glue that held informal networks together and needs to 
be considered alongside more conventional analyses of the scientific, social, and 
economic interests of participants in the natural history sciences” (107).  
                                                
230 Historical Note, Finding Aid for Emily Dickinson botanical specimens, undated. 
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231 Konstantin Dierks, In My Power: letter writing and communications in early America, 
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The exchange of botanical matter in epistolary correspondence maps these 
informal networks onto national and religious cartographies.232 In Fr 829 Dickinson 
makes flowers central to the act of communication across a great distance:  
Between My Country – and the Others – 
There is a Sea – 
But Flowers – negotiate between us – 
As Ministry. 
The gulf created by the first two lines, the separating sea, is navigated—or rather 
importantly, negotiated—by flowers. And notably, despite the emphasis on difference of 
place, accentuated by the dashes, the poem makes no distinction between political, social, 
or religious ministry, or between personal correspondence and public federation. The 
double meaning of ministry in the final line speaks to Dickinson’s acknowledgement of 
the overlapping political and religious registers affixed to floral language. Moreover, 
given Dickinson’s participation in a sentimental culture of sending pressed flowers in 
letters to friends, the poem links the sentimental circulation of flowers abroad to these 
other kinds of ministration.  
One of the central ways in which flowers were valued was for their beauty, and 
the ‘transport’ that flowers could facilitate was often less sublime than geographical. 
“Some Rainbow – coming from the Fair!” (Fr 162) describes the arrival of spring in the 
local arena as an international affair. The changing seasons provide “Some vision of the 
                                                
232 See Elizabeth Maddock Dillon, “Religion and Geopolitics in the New World” in Early 
American Literature 45.1 (January 2010). She argues that we need to pay more attention 
to “a public sphere that maps onto the geopolitics of religion” in addition to the dominant 
organization around nation-states (196).  
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World Cashmere” and invoke a sense of geographical compression. Here is the poem in 
its entirety: 
Some Rainbow – coming from the Fair! 
Some Vision of the World Cashmere – 
I confidently see!  
Or else a Peacock’s purple Train  
Feather by feather – on the plain  
Fritters itself away!  
 
The dreamy Butterflies bestir!  
Lethargic pools resume the whir 
Of last year’s sundered tune!  
From some old Fortress on the sun  
Baronial Bees – march – one by one –  
In murmuring platoon!  
 
The Robins stand as thick today 
As flakes of snow stood yesterday –  
On fence – and Roof – and Twig!  
The Orchis binds her feather on  
For her old lover – Dons the Sun!  
Revisiting the Bog!  
 
Without Commander! Countless! Still!  
The Regiments of Wood and Hill  
In bright detachment stand!  
Behold! Whose multitudes are these?  
The children of whose turbaned seas –  
Or what Circassian Land? 
  
Poems like this one make it hard to accord with traditional readings of Dickinson’s work 
that detach her from civic affairs. The poem forges a link between local natural 
phenomenon and military engagement elsewhere. The marching ‘platoon’ of bees and 
standing ‘regiment’ of flowers leave the speaker to wonder, “Whose Multitude are these? 
/ The children of whose turbaned seas -- / Or what Circassian Land?” Judith Farr has 
argued how the “near military formation” of the flowers here “describes their aesthetic 
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potency” and reads the poem as not “about the Turkish army but about the power of 
beauty, in this case, that of new tulips.”233 In this reading, which is fairly typical, the 
focus is on a detached aesthetic interpretation: the arrival of spring as a timeless, 
powerful force. Yet the poem’s geographical references emphasize the geopolitics, and I 
am less quick to see them as simply means to an aesthetic end. Or rather, the poem maps 
the political inherent within the aesthetic.  
The poem begins with clarity of vision about the landscape that slowly gives way 
to uncertainty. The declaration that ‘I confidently see!’ in the first stanza concedes to 
questions of origins in the last. Moving from Cashmere to Circassia over the course of 
four stanzas to characterize spring, the poem conflates beauty not with truth, as a 
Keatsian romantic might, but with conflict. The allusion to Circassian Land invokes 
contested territory during the ongoing Russian-Circassian War in the nineteenth century. 
Circassia was an independent region on the Black Sea perceived as strategic territory by 
the Ottoman and Russian empires and an area also renowned for the beauty of the women 
who lived there. The protracted conflict was followed in American periodicals, and an 
1854 article in The National Magazine provides a fairly typical summary of many 
decades of conflict, offering a mix of geographical and ethnographic details and 
describing Russia as the aggressor against “several hardy tribes of warriors and 
freebooters.”234 At the end of the conflict in 1864, the Ottoman Empire offered refuge to 
                                                
233 Farr, Gardens, 133. Farr wagers that the flowers are tulips because of the Orientalist 
reference to ‘turbaned seas’ and the mention of Circassia.  
 
234 Anon. “The Circassian Tribes and Schamyl” in The National Magazine: Devoted to 
Literature, Art and Religion, December 1854: 547.  
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Circassians who were being forced to emigrate by the Russian victors, and a large portion 
of the population ended up in Anatolia, now part of modern day Turkey.  
If reading the poem for exclusively aesthetic purposes renders it relatively inert, 
reading it for solely geopolitical ends can obscure just as much. As Cristanne Miller has 
ably pointed out, the history of the Circassians poses all kinds of access points for 
Dickinson to weigh in on national and international politics, as well as a window into 
Dickinson’s engagement with US orientalism. Like Santo Domingo, Circassia could 
function prismatically as a lens for US politics. “The image of Circassians as fiercely 
committed to national independence prevailed,” Miller points out, and “To be the child of 
a ‘Circassian Land’ was to belong to a besieged Muslim people celebrated as heroes, 
mythologized as exceedingly beautiful, and associated with slavery in Turkish 
harems.”235 One could easily imagine Circassia as a means by which Dickinson thought 
through antebellum racial politics. Yet if we only follow this train of thought, it takes us 
down a one-way street towards a human politics that would seem to have nothing to do 
with the local seasonal renewal the poem describes. The materiality of the flowers—and 
the spring they conjure—cease to perform as anything more than metaphor. But 
Dickinson’s poem gestures recursively to the relation between life that annually 
‘resumes’ in place and the transport that local plants might inspire.  
We should then look to the way the poem performs—like the greenhouse or the 
seed catalogue—an act of geographical compression that troubles the relationship of 
foreground and background and registers the potentially disorienting effect of 
                                                
235 Cristanne Miller, Reading in Time: Emily Dickinson in the Nineteenth-Century 
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2012): 125.  
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international plant circulation. By gesturing to a foreign historical context of local 
flowers, Dickinson sustains a relationship between local aesthetics, local materialism, and 
contestation over land far away. Flowers circulate along various channels, and the poem 
provokes questions of motion and agency. The multiple questions in the poem’s final 
stanza render the local environment legible not as a fixed entity, but as a confluence of 
migratory forces. The flowers growing locally are a reminder to the speaker that the 
surrounding environment is not ontologically stable. Nor is it merely the backdrop 
against which political events are worked out. Depicting an active landscape defies the 
position of writers and thinkers from Jefferson and Crevecoeur onward who sought 
cultural specificity in the particular biotic qualities of a regional or national geographic 
range.236  
The Commander-less nature of the flowers in “Some Rainbow” might be their 
most provocative element, for beyond tying the floral to the political, the language of 
absent leadership challenges a simple narrative of human agency and therefore resists the 
                                                
236 Though in a nice bit of irony, Dickinson’s friend Thomas Wentworth Higginson 
would retrospectively cast her in precisely this mold. In an 1894 essay entitled “A Step 
Backwards?” for the then relatively new American periodical The Chap-book, Higginson 
excoriates American poets for using any ornithological or botanical material that is not 
native to American soil. In particular, the nightingale and the lark of English romanticism 
must be left aside by American writers in favor of a national tradition: “It cost half a 
century of struggle for Lowell to get the bobolink and the oriel established in literature; 
and Emerson the chickadee, and Whittier the veery” he writes, adding, “At a later period, 
Emily Dickinson added the blue jay.”236 With more than a little melodrama Higginson 
urges that, “the literature of a nation must still have its own flowers beneath its feet, and 
its own birds above its head; or it will perish.” Nowhere is Higginson’s desire for fixity 
more apparent than in his use of language in appealing to “the genuine concrete earth” of 
America. See Thomas Wentworth Higginson, “A Step Backward?” in The Chap-book: 
Semi-Monthly. November 1, 1894: 330D.  
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neat rhetoric of cultivation. Timothy Mitchell has noted how “As one unravels these 
interwoven forces, human agency appears less as a calculating intelligence directing 
social outcomes and more as the product of a series of alliances in which the human 
element is never wholly in control.”237 While Mitchell’s criticism emerges out of a 
contemporary post-humanist turn, the scientific idea of biological mobility was in popular 
circulation since at least the release of On the Origin of Species and is certainly at play in 
Dickinson’s poetry.  
To see that Dickinson’s nature is dynamic in geopolitically significant ways is to 
dislodge the regionalism often associated with her floral language. Dickinson scholars, 
even when ecocritically-minded, have tended to approach her work from a regional 
perspective that keeps intact the idea of a local nature. Christine Gerhardt has argued that 
even though the poetry discerns “transatlantic patterns of relating to nature in place,” the 
result is still “a kind of global regionalism that is nonetheless based upon living intently 
in one natural-cultural situation” (69). Such a fixation on the regional is part of an 
ecocritical approach that fails to interpolate the ways that the idea of singularity of place 
is eroded by plant circulation. The popularization of greenhouses like the one attached to 
the Dickinson household meant that plants from warmer climates could survive a bitter 
New England winter. As Dickinson familiarly writes in an 1856 letter, “My flowers are 
near and foreign, and I have but to cross the floor to stand in the Spice Isles.”238 Such 
                                                
237 Mitchell, Rule, 10.  
 
238 Emily Dickinson, Letter to Dr and Mrs. J.G. Holland (L315), Letters of Emily 
Dickinson, Vol. 1, ed. Mabel Loomis Todd (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1894): 168.  
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compression, and the ability to creating a synecdoche of the world’s greenery at home, 
revises the idea of what nature in place means.239 For one, it makes the designations of 
near and far harder to distinguish, and in doing so, establishes correspondence between 
local and international events. For another, it presents a wide-angle lens on agency. We 
may be familiar with nature as an omnipotent and aleatory force in Dickinson’s poems—
the sudden storm, volcanic eruption, or “imperial Thunderbolt”—but plants are similarly 
surprising for their unique ontology and ability to act in autonomous, organized, and 
collaborative ways.   
 
IV. Coda 
 The issue of plant sentience remains at the fore of scientific debate today. At the 
close of 2013, journalist Michael Pollan published a piece in The New Yorker 
provocatively entitled “The Intelligent Plant: Scientists Debate a New Way of 
Understanding Flora.” Offering a detailed view of the quarrel in scientific communities 
over plant neurobiology—a term that is itself fiercely contested—Pollan points out that 
some proponents argue we must “stop regarding plants as passive objects—the mute, 
immobile furniture of our world—and begin to treat them as protagonists in their own 
dramas, highly skilled in the ways of contending in nature.”240 Detractors in the plant 
                                                
239 Dickinson’s proximity not only to the scientific classrooms and laboratories of 
Amherst College but also to the nascent Massachusetts Agricultural College shaped her 
experience of the environment around her. Her neighbor William S. Clark, a botanist who 
became the first acting president of the MAC in 1867, was invited in 1876 to Hokkaido, 
Japan in order to assist with the development of an agricultural college there. 
240 Michael Pollan, “The Intelligent Plant: Scientists debate a new way of understanding 
flora” in The New Yorker, Dec. 23, 2013. 
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science community take umbrage at the use of the term ‘neuro’ to define something 
without a brain. And the stakes in the debate, Pollan points out, are high:  
[T]his issue generates strong feelings, perhaps because it smudges the sharp line 
separating the animal kingdom from the plant kingdom. The controversy is less 
about the remarkable discoveries of recent plant science than about how to 
interpret and name them: whether behaviors observed in plants which look very 
much like learning, memory, decision-making, and intelligence deserve to be 
called by those terms or whether those words should be reserved exclusively for 
creatures with brains. 
The contest over semantics indicates some real investments in maintaining a clear 
boundary between plants and humans even now. The idea of plant consciousness begs 
questions of relation, such as the ethical implications of conceding plant intelligence, or 
plant pain.241 These debates demonstrate that the vitality animating plants does not neatly 
accord with the kinds of language we habitually use to characterize life. Plant behavior 
challenges the contours of what we commonly consider agency, and has been doing so 
for a long time. Yet Pollan’s presentation of this issue as novel gestures to an interesting 
                                                                                                                                            
 
241 In a memorable scene In the 1999 romantic comedy Notting Hill this idea is played for 
laughs by taking it to the extreme. At a dinner party among friends, the protagonist Will 
is set up on a blind date with a woman named Keziah, who turns down a cooked dish 
because she is a ‘fruitarian.’ When pressed for more details she responds, “We believe 
that fruits and vegetables have feeling so we think cooking is cruel. We only eat things 
that have actually fallen off a tree or bush – that are, in fact, dead already.” The rest of the 
dialogue unfolds as follows: William: “Right. Right. Interesting stuff. So, these 
carrots…” Keziah: “Have been murdered, yes.” William: “Murdered? Poor old carrots. 
…That’s beastly!” Clearly plant sentience is not a serious proposition in contemporary 
popular culture.  
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kind of cultural amnesia when it comes to these debates.242 Moreover, the issue here is 
presented as a matter to be worked out among scientists, suggesting that the implications 
of the discussion are primarily limited to that domain. For Dickinson and her peers, 
however, the popularity of domestic floral culture was not antithetical to the study of 
botany or the practice of horticulture, and this overlap could occasion a sense of common 
nature—human and botanical—as the basis for meaningful civic engagement.  
To be clear, shared sentience did not argue for a total sense of similarity, nor did 
anyone in the nineteenth century explicitly theorize a plant-based politics. Rather, the 
ways in which plants presented life differently were as significant as their affinities to 
human behavior. For Dickinson, botanical agency corresponds with a distributive 
aesthetic that makes connections between plants and the butterflies and bees that pollinate 
them, the wind that carries them, and the humans that transport, cultivate, and write about 
them. Karen Houle points out that considering plant logic opens up a new way of 
thinking about relations: “It credits the accomplishment of identity and intimacy as a 
radically collective achievement,” she writes, “crossing faculties, bodies, phyla and even 
the most basic cut we so confidently declare: the organic and the inorganic” (original 
italics).243 Such a conception of identity is alien to notions of representation that rely 
upon the idea of the bounded individual subject.  
                                                
242 We appear to be in something of a revival of these ideas at the moment. An Oliver 
Sachs piece in The New York Review of Books (April 24, 2014) entitled “The Mental Life 
of Plants and Worms, Among Others” notes that Darwin and several of his 
contemporaries did not think the distinctions between plants and animals to be as great as 
we currently treat them.  
 
243 Houle, “Animal, Vegetable, Mineral”, 112. 
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It also flouts the logic of a discrete geographical identity. The predominant mode 
of treating Dickinson as an insular figure is partially a function of the endurance of the 
ideology of American exceptionalism. Such an approach certainly explains why home 
gardening has thus far been perceived as a fairly parochial activity. Yet if we consider the 
border crossing, mobility, and ephemera of the flowers that inspire Dickinson, we can 
more easily imagine her invocation of plants as a challenge to the idea of borders, both 
those of human and political bodies. Dickinson points outs that the sentient life plants 
model is a sophisticated and cooperatively organized stateless system.  
Unlike the way in which Hawthorne or Stowe turns to the garden as a practical 
tool for social change, Dickinson does not write botanical verse that exemplifies an easily 
imaginable alternative political model. Dickinson’s poetry demonstrates the difficulty of 
representing in human terms the autonomous agency of an individual plant, let alone that 
of a complicated ecosystem. And yet this difficulty is suggestive of the need to think 
beyond an intellectual and affective climate that treats the human as ontologically 
superior to other forms of life.244 Even today, a property-based, object-oriented approach 
to the environment is so deeply engrained as to make imagining an alternative difficult, 
though in an era of imminent ecological crisis, we perhaps have never had a more 
pressing need to seriously engage this provocation of Dickinson’s verse.  
                                                                                                                                            
 
244 In 2008 Ecuador was the first country to bestow constitutional rights to the land, 
granting nature the right to “exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its vital cycles, 
structures, functions and its processes in evolution.” Such a move represents a paradigm 
shift, though it still relies upon human stewards to speak on behalf of the earth, raising 
the potential for humans to act in self-interested ways. Qtd. in Andrew C. Revkin, 
“Ecuador Constitution Grants Rights to Nature,” The New York Times (Sept. 29, 2008).  
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